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Abstract 
The H~mbe~ Arm Allochthon- ~& a well exposed composite allochthon 
on the wes.t coast of the island of Newfcrundland. It extends from the. 
Port · au Port Peninsula in the s0ut~. to Daniels Harbour in the north, and 
its rocks record the evolution and 4estruction o f the ancient continental 
margin of eastern North America in early Paleozoic time. 
At Serpentine. LakeJ t'he allochthon comprises eight major . 
structural slices and numerous smaller blocks, each enveloped in shaley 
melange . Transported clastic and carbon~te rocks form the structurally 
lower slices. These are interpreted as r:i.se-prism sediments deposited 
east of the morphological edge of . th~ a~cient continental shelf , The 
sedimentary rocks are laterally · traceable into a regionally e~ensive 
.melange terrane · preserved . along the IJ!ast sides of Blow Me Do 
and the Lewis Hills. The· melange records tectonic disrupti n 
. 
allochthonous sediments and localized oliatostromal depositio 
\ \ 
Ser~entine Lake records detachment of an upfaulted portion of the f 
coll apsing autochthonous terrane during Middle Ordovician (Taconic) 
emplacement of the allochthon: . 
. t; 
Structurally higher slices c~~tain ophiolitic lithologies and 
metamorphic· · r ocks related · to the evolution and early transport o { oceanic 
crust and mantle. Volcanic rocks . . structurally beneath the Qphiolid.c 
slices are of tholeiitic ' composition; and formed in the same aeneral 
tectonic s et t;Lng. 
· Contrast:i.ng struc tural styles within and between slices of the 
allocht)lon are attributable to deformational events pre-dating, coeval' 
( i ) 
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. with, and post-dating allochthon assembly and emplacement: Geological . . 
relatioOsqips at Serpentine ~ake suggest assembly and emplacement of 
the allochthon through attempted subduction of .the 'North American 
craton beneath a westward migrating oceanic plate • 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTioN 
The Humber Arm Allo~hthon of ·western Newfoundland is a 
\lell exposed composite allochthon typical of .Taconic allochthons 
preserved along the west flank of the Appalachian Orogen. A va'riety 
of slices are present. Mafic and ultramafic igneous rocks form higher 
slices that overlie an extensive ·terrane .. of transported sedimentary 
rocks. • • The entire allochthon is framed within platform carbonate rocks 
of the North American miogeocline. I 
Juxtaposition of the once widely separated terranes has given 
rise to considerable lithologic diversity and structural complexity . 
. . 
The uppermost slices comprise well preserved, locally complete ophio:... 
lite suites containing structural imprints of deformation within the 
upper mantle and oceanic tract. The stratigraphic bases of the ophio-
lite suites contain metamorphic rocks that record the initial detachment 
of hot .mantle from the oc~a'nic lithosphere. The lower slices comprise 
clastic and carbonate sedimentary r ocks thflt record the evolution of 
the ancient continental margin of eastern North America, as well as 
flysch deposits ~hat herald assembly and emplacement of the~ allochthon. 
Locally, tectonic slices of parautochthonous carbonate rocks indicate 
involvement of the autochthonous platform sequence in the allochthon 
· assembly and emplacement. Broad helte of chaotic melange containing 
sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic rocks are common near the contacts 
between the lower sediments ry and,~highe r igneous slices of the 
allochthon. 
\ 
' .. 
' . I
I 
! 
l 
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A transect of the Humber Arm Allochthon along the valley of 
the Serpentine River contains within it all features meqtioned above, 
and provides an excellent locale in ,whfch to study the lithic makeup 
of the various slices; their tectonic settin~s, ·deformations, and 
.spatial relationships. With the exception of the high igneous massifs, 
the area has not been previously mapped in any detail. A reconnaissance 
' . survey of the lower slices in the map-area was last conducted in 1962 
as part of a program to remap the entire Stephenville sheet (Riley, 
1962). Introduction of the concept of transported terranes and .the · 
subsequent advent of plate tectonics led to a reass~sament of the 
geology of west Newfoundland. The aim of this study is to provide a 
detailed regional account of broad scope', focussing on specific problems 
that bear on the tectonic evolution, .assembly, and . emplacement of the 
Humber Arm Allochthon~ 
1. 1. LOCATION AND ACCESS 
The Humber Arm Allochthon is located on the west coast· of the 
~eland of Newfoundland, and lies near the northeasternmost extent of 
the Appalachian Orogen. The allochthon extends for approximately 200 
kilometres along the coast from Port au Port Peninsula in ~he south to 
Daniels Harbour in the north (fig: 1). At its widest point it extends 
for approximately 75 kilTetres inland •. 
Serpentine La 1 e lies 15 kilometres southwest of the· town of 
Corner Srock. The study area includes the drainage basin of the lake, 
and extends west~ard along the Serpentine River valley to the Gulf of 
l 
} 
'· .,
.. 
/ 
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.-igure 1. Loc ation of the . study- area, and dis toc ibution of ro (•k 
groups a nd structural sli ces . in the Humber ·Arm Allochthon. 
Modified a f ter WllliamR (1975) . 
• 
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St. Lawrence (fig. 2). It covers a total area of about 70. square 
kilometres . . Access to Serpentine Lake ·is by unpaved logging roads 
'( 
owned and contr.olled by Bowater's Newfoundland Pulp and Paper Company. 
One road connects the northeast tip of the lake with the conununity 
of Mount Moriah. If kilometre~ to the north. · A network of log2ing 
roads and skidder t;rails dissects the southern portion of the study 
., . 
area and converge eastward into a well-maintained gravel road linking 
Bowater' s Camp 187 to the Trans-Cana~a Highway near Pinchgut Lake. 
The western part of the area is a ccessible by boat from the community 
of Little Port, 20 kilometres tc,> the north. Float-plane and helicopter 
'service are available from the town of . Pasaden<;~, about 50 kilometres 
north of the study area. 
1.2. GEOLOGIC SETTING 
The Humber Arm Allochthon lies entirely within. the Humber 
Zone, the .westernmost of fiv~ subdivisions of the Appalachian Orogen 
in cJnada (Williams, 1978). The zone is bounded to the east by the 
Bale Verte-Brompton Line (St. Julien ~ al., 1976), a probable root 
zone for the transported ophiolitic sequences that locally cap the 
allochthon at North Artb and Table Mountains and within the study area 
at Blow He Down Mountain and the Lewis Hills (Williams, 1979a). The 
western boundary of the zone is defined by the western limit of 
Appillachian deformation. · 
'· The Humber Zone contains the following tectonic elements: 
(1) inlier& and thrust slices of crystalline Precambrian basement 
rocks;· (2) a C~mbro-Qrdovician ·mainly carbonate sequence that 
- I 
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Figure 2. Generalized geologic map of the Serpentine Lake area showing distribution 
of rock groups and structural slices. 
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. unconformably overlies the basemen complex; (3) a transported Cambro-
autochthonous carbonate sequence; 4) transp rted ophiolitic sequences 
that form the h,ighest st ructura·l 
transported clastic sequence; 
sequence. locally unconformable 
1977; Martineau, 1980), and at S 
lacking although structural 
In the study-area, mafic 
a lesser extent metamorphic rocks, 
es withi and associated with the 
Middle 0 dovic..ia·n to D~vonian c'over 
, I . 
the tran1ported clastic sequence; 
cover rocJs. The intensity of Paleozoic 
es westwar,d across the. zone (Williams, 
Lake\ regional metamorphism is 
perslist. 
d ult~ama~ic igneous rocks, and to 
arm the highest slic~s of . the 
i . 
allocbthon. · These are: (1) the Blbw Me Down and Lewis Hills slices, 
comprising ophiolitic rocks; (2) t;he Virgin Mountain slice (Comeau, 
1972) comprising deformed gabbtoic 
1 
rocks; and (3) .the Sims Brook and 
Fish Head slices (mainly subaqueous volcanic rocks). 
slices include the Camp Brook and Rope Cove ,slices that contain clastic. 
and carbonate sedimentary rocks, and the Serpentine Lake_ slice that 
contains parautochthonous carbonate rocks (Table 1). 
• .f 
The slices are bounded by and set within shaly melange zones 
I 
of variable thickness and extent. ' In t\le central portion of the study 
area the clastic sequence is totally disrupted, and thus defines s broad 
belt of melange containing pr~marily sedimentary blocks, but locally 
including . igneous blocks near the contacts w_ith the higher mafic-
u~t.ramafic slices. The melange' terrane is spatially associated with 
.•. 
~the ophiolite massifa, and is continuous with similar zones to the north 
.,~ 
., f 
,. 

.. 
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t 
(i.e. the Companion Melange of Williams, 1973) and to the south 
(Schille~eff, 1980); . 
1. 3... .PHYSIOGRAPHY 
Topography 
!he central portion of the study area contains the rugged 
~~ ' 
upland areas of trl.<Jw Me Down Mountain and the Lewis Hills, both Qf which 
.t 
are under:lain by mafic and ultramafic igneous rocks (plate 1). A rolling 
upland area characterizes the transported sedimentary terrane, and extends 
from the eastern boundary of the area as far westward as Serpentine Lake. 
, 
Parautochthonous carbonate rocks constitute a distinct morphological 
feature of highlands and cliffs along much of the southern shoreline of 
the lake. In the western part of the area, a broad expanse of bog · 
cove.red lowlands (t-he "Brooms Bo_'ttom Lowlands" of Cooper, 1936) marks 
the Serpentine River valley whicll is incised within relatively unresistant 
sedimentary rock-s. 
Highland.. surface!;! at Blow Me Down Mountain and the Lewis Hills 
are essentially free of vegetation, and ·contrast sharply __ with the rolling, 
t.ree-covered hill's and grassy boglands of the sedimentary terrane. 
Locally the massifs ~re deeply dissected by streams within glacially-
modified valleys, and their perimeters are marked by steep scarps and 
talus slopes1 especially in the Lewis Hills. Morphologically high, 
steep-sided hills on the southern side of Blow Me Down Mountain and at 
Coal River Head are underlain by resistant mafic igneous rocks. 
Drainage within the area is locally mature. Numerous bro~s 
. r 
! 
I 
l 
' I 
t 
\ 
. i 
~ 9 -
'\ · .. 
/ 
/ 
that dissect the sediment~ry terrane display rectangular and "trellis" 
courses and are -largely controlled by be.rlrock structure. Serpentine 
Riv~r .is the major watercou'e in the area, and flows west~ard £~~ ­
Serpentine Lake to the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Serpentine Lake is roushly •·r 
10 kilo~e~res long and i kil~metre across at its widest part. The shape 
of the ·lake is controlled by the closure of a macroscopic anticlinal 
fold (p~ate 1), with. later modification by Quaternary glaciation. 
Glaciation 
Two periods of glaciation are recogniza~le in the Serpentine 
Lake area. Glacial striae and roches moutonees atop - Blow Me Down 
Mountain and the Lewis Hills indicate ice-flow toyard the southwest 
and north respectively. Brookes (1970) has shown th~t Late Wisconsinian 
ice flow was gene~ally directed a~ay from the interior of the island • 
In the map-:area, glacial movement appears to have been directed outward 
from the centres of the igneous massifs and toward the Serpentine River 
• 
· valley . . Grant (1977) and Brookes (19na) have _suggested that upland 
! areas of the Long Range Mountains to the southeast of the map-area may 
I not have been completely covered by the Wisconsinian ice cap. An 
I . 
analogous· situation may exist in the Serpentine L_ake area, 
Retreat of the Wisconsinian ice sheet is mark,ed in the'map-area 
by the occurrence of glacial outwash deposits i; the west, from the 
coast as. far inland as Red Gulch Brook. The most spec-tacular topographic 
effects are found in the Lewis Hills, where features such as horns, 
arretes, cirques and U-shaped valleys have been carved into the resistant 
'l 
i 
\ 
.. 
, ., ... ... -... --.• 
. ·:."""• . 
• 
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igneous rocks . Tarns and paternoster la~s - are common in the .rolling 
.. 
sedimentary terrane east of Blue Hill Brook. 
· A radiocarbon age ·of 12;600.! 140 years b.p·. det.erminecf fo r 
shell fragments from the Robinsons Head Drift near St:ephenville dates 
the retreat of the Late ~isconsinian ice sheet (Brookes, 1977b). 
1.4. EVOLUTION OF GEOLOGIC THOUGHT IN WESTERN NEWFOUNDLAND 
Much of the early work in western .Newfoundland centered on 
mafiC!-ultramafic t:ol)lp1e1tes that comprise the Bay of Islands Igneous 
Complex (Cooper, 1936). Most workers considered these rocks as autoch-
~~honous layered plutons (e.g. Ingerson, 1935; Buddington and Hess, 1937) , 
except Cooper (1936) who demonstrated that the Lewis Hills massif ~as 
in part fault bounded. Most "investigations were, h~wever, concerned 
with the petrography and form of the intrusive bodies. Ingerson (1935, 
. " 
1937)_, for example, -speculated that the plutons comprised individual 
laccoliths, where~s Buddingt~n and Hess (1937) and Cooper (1936) 
' interpreted the massifs as erosional remriants of a once continuous 
lopolith. 
of the 
was chiefly concerned with the 'petrography, 
fie suites. ·· 
udies have focussed on the clastic terrane that 
• 
surrounds the igneous massifs. '!;he sequence was once thought to com-
prise· an unbroken strat; igraphic succession above Cambro-ordovician 
carbonate rocks (Schuchart and Dunbar, 1~34). The idea tha~ the clastic 
sequence is a llochthonous above the autochth~nous carbonate terrane was 
first proposed by Johnston (1941) and Kay (1945). The implications of 
distant transJ)ort were worked out· by Rodgers and Neale ( 1963), who a l so 
·~ 
• 
\ . 
' 
' 
I 
· i 
·" 
.• 
'· 
..• 
. 1 . 
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interpreted the igneous complexes as integral components of the 
' 
' allochthonous terrane. This view that the Bay of· Islands .. Igneous 
Complex was intruded .into the clast'ic sequence prior to transport during 
Middle Ordov~cian time was accepted by all subsequent workers (e.g. 
Williams, 1964, 1969; Brueckner, 1966; Cwmning·, 1967; I<ay, 1969; Dewey, · 
.. 
1969; Bird and Dewey. 1970). Tuke (1968) was first to demonstrate that 
. 
mafic-ultramafic rocks of the Hare Bay Allochthon in northern Newfoundland 
• . 
occupied separate tectonic slices, and Stevens (1970) implied that the 
traoeported igneous rocks formed in an environment differe~t from that 
of the clastic t:~equence, and must therefore constitute sepa:.;-ate thrust 
slices. Williams (1971) demonstrated that aureole l~thoiogies locally 
bordering' the complexes are in fact integral parts of the transported 
• 
. mafic-ultramafic ·'suites, and that basal contacts between the igne,ous 
and sedimentary rocks are teC'tonic. 
With the advent of plate tectonics (e.g. Wilson, 1966; Bir'\ . 
and Dewey, 1970), the geology of western Newfoundland has been viewed 
.in the context of models involving· the evolution of an early Paleozoic 
continental margin, bordered· to the; east by a proto-Atlantic "Iapetus" 
Ocean. Closure of the ancient ocean . destroyed .the .continental margin 
. by westward emplacement · of oceanic crust and mantle during Ordovician 
time (Stevens. 1970; Williams and Stevens, 1974). The present view is 
that . clastic rocks of the Humber Arm Allochthon are related to the 
r 
evolution and subsequent destruction of the ancient continental margin 
(Stevens, 1970) and that mafic-ultramafic complexes -of the allochthon 
are preserved segments of oceanic crust and mantle (Church and Stevens, 
1971). 
----· 
' ... ~ 
'l '. r. 
I ; 
.· 
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A recent program to . remap and update the geology of the 
g{ephenville area (Williams, 1981) has given rise to 'a new wave of 
detailed thesis studies now complete or in preparation. These include 
mappin~ of the Blow Me Down ma$sif (Einarson, in prep.), the Lewis 
Hills massif .(Karson, 1977a, ~979); the Fox Island Riv~r area 
(Schillereff, 1980), the Grand Lake-Bottom Brook area (Martine.au, 1980), 
the northeast Grand Lake area (Kennedy, 1981), and the Serpentine Lake 
' · 
area (this study). 
1. 5. PREVIOUS WORK 
Geological investigation in and arou~d the Serpentine Lake 
area dates 'back to 1763 when Captain James Cooke conducted a 
. ' . , 
reconnaissance surver of the west coast of the island and twas first 
'to note mineral showings in the Lewis Hills. ·Joseph B. J:ukes first 
.• 
noted the presence of igneous ma,ssifs at Blow Me Down Mountain and in 
the Lewis Hills, and in 1842 published the first geological map of the 
[ island (:JukEJB, 1842). · Alexander Murray surveye·d the area iri the ·· 1860's. 
·I 
He.yas 
. \ .· 
(Murray 
. ·, ~ 
Blow 'Me 
\ . 
assisred and eventually succeeded by J. P. Howley in the lBB:O's 
• . ,. r 
and Howley, 1881). Murray ~nd Howley m~pped igneous roc~s tt 
Down. Motmrain and the Lewis Hills as "serpentinite, dolerite, 
diorite, etc~" and#assigned the ~'7,dimentary,section to Logan's Ordovi cian 
/ . 
Division Q. These early $eo1ogical in~estigations prior to 1900 serv.~d 
to outline the general geological elements of the area, and formed the 
basis for more det:ai~ed studies w.hfch began in the 1930's. 
. ' .. 
__ ____ ..,. _ -. 
. - . . ' I 
.. ----- --·. ------ _.-~ 
• 
. : 
' I 
l 
I 
~ -·- ·· ~ ~·· -···-·- ---.. -~ .. - ·-- .. ~ .. -------··---- - --· 
.... -- - ---------------"---------------------1 
• 
Snelgrove (1934) and Snelgrove ~ al. (1934) published 
descriptions of, and. compiled available information on chromite deposits 
within the '.Blow Me D9wn i-:gneou~ massif. Schuchert a~d Dunbar (1934) 
stu.died the straqgraphy of ~o~estern Newfoundland, and formally named 
Paleozoic units that outcrop. within the study area. They also noted 
the presence of "crush. zones" (herein considered melange), but 'thought 
them part of an unbroken stratigraphic sequence. In 1936 John R • 
......... _ -,. 
' . Cooper published a dissertation on the geology o-f Blow Me Down Mountain 
and the Lewis Hills in which he proposed the name "Bay of Islands 
Igneous Complex" for the mafic-ultramafic suite!il p~eserveq therein. 
Co-oper noted fault contacts along the north .and west rims of the Lewis 
Hills· ~nd a;iong- -the south side of Blow Me Down Mountain. Cooper was 
- ' l - ' ' 
also- first to delineate sinuous belts of volcanic:: rocks both along 
. ; 
the"' south side of Blow Me Down and along the coa~rth of Serpentine 
River. Adhejrng to the work of Schuchert and DunbaY (1934), -cooper 
mapped the parautochthonous rocks south of Serpentine Lake as strati-
graphically beneath the clastic sequence. 
Detailed regional mapping 'and petrographic studies of rocks 
with iii the Blow cMe Down and Lewis Hills massifs were included as part 
of a Iarger study encompassing all of the Bay of Islands Igneous' Complex 
published by Charles Smith in 1958. Smit;h mapped breccia t ed dyke 
lithologies at Blow Me ·oo'f'~~ntai~ as "metamo~phic equivalents of 
basic volcanic rocks" .and grouped them, along with volcanic rocks of 
the Serpentine Wke slice (this stud7 with sedimentary rocks of the 
• Humber Arm Group. 
• 
. ; 
.i .. • -'-, , . Ot:<. ~ •. •• _ ... ,.,._ . ,. 
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J ' .. Riley C.l962), who compiled the geology of the Stephenville 
area based on his own reconnaissance st'Udies and partly on the work of 
·others. (notably that of F. Q. Barnes~, also mapped the..,lcanic rocks 
as part of the Humber Arm terrane. Riley noted the presence of a 
large anticline in limestone south of Serpentine Lake, and assumed 
the carbonate rocks to be conformably overlain by the surrounding 
' clastic terrane. 
Since the introduction of the concept of transported terranes 
(Rodgers and Neale, 1963) a number (of studies have been conducted which 
partially overlap · the map area discussed herein, Cc;>meau (1972) mapped 
. 
volcanic rocks between Coal River Head and the mouth of Serpent·ine 
River as part of a thesis focussing on petrography and structure of the 
Coastal· Complex (the Little Port Complex of Williams,· 1973). Einarson 
(in prep.) conducted a detailed .structural and petrographic study of 
the Blow Me DQwn massif in ,1975, which includes small portions of the 
northernmost extent of the study area. Work by Karson _ and Dewey (1978) 
and Karson (1979) overlaps the southwest corner of the present study 
area. 'They conclude that the Coastal· Comp,lex was generated as an , 
integral part' of the Bay of Islands Complex and later deformed al'ong 
a Late Cambrian-Early Ordovician oceanic fracture zone. 
1. 6. PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
Reconnaissance mappit~g of the study area by Riley (1962) was 
conducted prior to the introduction of the concept of transported 
I . 
terranes (e.g. Rodg~rs and Neale, 1963) and the subsequent advent of 
' 
· I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
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plate •tectonics (e. g. Wilson, 1966). Reinvestigation and updating of 
geologic nilationships· in the Stephenville map area by Williams (1981)' 
has provided a new regional fraiJiework in which ~o assess in detail the 
. structure and lithofacies of this complex area. 
This. study presents the .results .of detailed geologicai mapping 
of a 70 square kilometre area extend,ing from about 3 kilometres east 
of Serpentine Lake westward to the Gulf of St. Lawrence. A number of 
structural slices have been delineated. The li~ologies and structures 
of each have been .stuaied in order to determine the history and emplace-
me.nt of the allochthon. A pumber of geological elements within the 
study area render it of great importance with regard to understanding 
the tectonics of tra·~ported terranes. These are: (1) the ere.sence 
of two large, well-exposed ophiolite massifs, each including basal 
kinematic aureole rocks; '(2) . . an extensive melange terrane ~patially 
associated with the igneous massifs; (3) two intact belts of alloch-
thonous flysch separated by melange and exhibiting contrasting 11huctural 
style; ( 4) slices of poorly understood volcanic rocks tectonical~y 
" 
beneath the ophiolite ma.ssifs; and (5) a parautochthonous slice of 
' \ . 
· well preserved .carbo.riate rocks~ ·· 
The .lithology, fa:i~s \ and sedimentology of transported 
sedimentary rocks in the map area ~re descrtbe\ -and they are tentatively 
correlated with formations d.efined b~evens .(1965, ~970) and William~ 
" ~ (1973) · to the north of the study area. Ophiolitic rocks o f the jiay of 
Islands Complex have been the subject of s.everal recent studies (e.g • 
.. . 
" Malpas, 1977; Karson, 1977), and are of. more peripheral interest herein: 
•. ' 
'· 
• 
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. 
Metamorphic rocks associated with the ophiolit~s at Blow Me Down Mountain 
and. the Lewis <Hills have not been previously described, however, ·and 
these have been stlldied in more detap. 
, 
Special emphasis is placed upon less well understood units in 
I • .· 
the map area. A conspicuous structu.ral slice of platformal carbonate 
rocks south of · Serpentine Lake . contains lithologies, similar to those of 
the underlying autochthon. The rocks can be correlated with the Cambro-
Or~ovician autochthonous platform sequence on the ' basis bf litho1ogic, 
. . . " petr?grap~ic and faunal· characteristics. Emphasis is al~o placed on 
.. determining · the mode of empljcement of the carbonate s.liver based on 
stratigraphic and structural considetations. 
Little understood volcanic rocks occur along the southern rim 
of Blow Me Down Mountain and along the coast north of Serpentine River. 
The petrography and bulk-rock chemistry of the rocks is investigated in 
order to determine .their tectonic significance and relation to other . 
mafic volcanic suites of the allochthon. 
The structural geology of the area is c~mplex and multi-faceted. 
··r The rocks rec6rd deformational even~s that pre-date, occurred coeval 
, 
with, and post-date emplacement of the allochthon. At~mpts are made to 
decipher and interpre~ . the complex structural. history of the area, and 
to ,.assess· its bearing on allochthon assembly and emplacem~nt. Notable 
problems include: (1)· · the nature .and style of defo~tion within each 
slice; (2) the nature, origin and contact relationships of ~~lange 
zones within the map area; (3) ·the correlation o_f deformatt~n'a.l events 
between individual slices; and (4) the timing ·of .deformation. 
·. ·.\ 
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1. 7. METHODS OF I~VEST.lGM'ION 
. ! 
Detailed mapping of the study.area was conducted between 
~ 
June and September of 1979. A total of 776 measurements of mesoscopic 
structural featured {bedding, ·~leavage surfaces, fold axial · planes, 
lineations, etc.) were plotted on 1:15,000' scale air:..photos in· the 
field, and were compiled .at 1:50,000 scale on topographic sheets 12B/16E, 
12B/16W and 12B/\5E. 
A total -of 110 thin sections were examined and mineral 
identifications in some amygdaloidal volcanic rocks were verified by 
X-ray diffraction. Chemical analyses of volcanic rocks were determined 
by X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (for trace elements) and.by atomic 
• t; ·.. ~ 
··absorption spectrophotomet~y (for major-element . oxides). Age control 
p on carbonate rocks has been obtained ' by isola tin~ conodonts using 
&tanda.rd techniques-: 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE HUMBER ARM SUPERGROUP 
l'farine clastic and carbonate sedimentary rocks of the . Humber 
Arm Supergroup (Stevens; 1970) are contained within the structurally 
• lowest and ar_eally most· extensive slice of the liumber · Arm Allochthon. 
The rocks were originally ~pped as the autochthonous Humber Arm Series 
(Schuchert and Dunbar, 1934) and Humber Arm Group (Riley, 1962). They· 
have since been recognized as allochthonous (Rodgers and Neale, 1963) 
and referred to as the Humber Arm Group, and later as the Humqer Arm 
• ~upergroup (Stevens, 1970). 
-In its type area at Humber Ar~, the Humber Arm Group is renamed 
' the Curling Group (Stevens, 1970), and its stratigraphy and sedimentology 
have been the subjec.ts of several stttdies (e.g. Stevens, 1965, 1970; 
Lilly, 1963; Brueckner,l966) . . The C~rl,ing Group is divisible into three · 
contrasting lithic units that record the evolution and destruction of the 
ancient continental margin of eastern North America (Williams, 1975;' 
. . 
Table 2). · A lower · clas~ic sequence {the Summerside and Irish town ... 
Formations) contains abundant blue quartz grains and local plutonic. 
boulders of presumed Grenville derivation. Its immature . na~ure suggests 
. deposition from turbidity currents at a . rifted continentai ~argin 
(Stevens, 1970; Williams, 19~5) . A thinner middle unit (the Cooks Brook 
and Middle Arm foint Formations) compriqes beds of shale, limestone and 
li111estone breccia, arid reflects the 'establishment · of a carbonate b~nk 
on the maturing stable continental margin; An uppet unit o·f quartzo-
feldapathic fiysch .contains sparse oph~olite detri.tus of presumed 
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FORMATION 
Blow Me Down Brook Fm. 
Middle ~rm Po1nt Fm. 
Cooks Brook Fm. 
Irishtown Fm. 
Summerside Fm. 
.. 
Table 2. Stratigraphy of the Curling Group at Humber Arm. 
LITHOLOGY 
Red and grey shale, micaceous 
. sandstone~ arkose, greywacke 
"' Black and green shale, min.or 
silfstone and dolostone 
Black shale, platy grey limestone; 
carbonate breccia 
Black and grey shale, siltstone, 
greywacke, quartz arenite, minor 
11arbonate conglomerate .. 
Black and grey shale, red and green 
slate,·greywacke, quartz arenite 
AGE 
Ea~ly to Middle Ordovician 
Early Ordovician 
Middle Cambrian to Early 
Ordovician 
Early .to Middle Cambrian 
Latest Precambrian to Early 
Cambrian 
Stratigr~phy based on work by Stev~ns (1965, 1970); Brueckner (1966) and 'Williams (1973). 
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eastern derivation, and ipdicates a marked chang~ in ~ovenance related 
to the assembly and emplacement of the · allochthon (Stevens, 1970; 
Williams, 1975). 
Subdivision of the Curling Group into formations similar t~ 
those defined at the type section along Humber Arm is possible . in some 
parts of the map-area, however in others the sequence has been tectonically 
disrupted to such a degree that recognition of units is confined to 
individual b:locks in melange. Intact Humber Arm ro.cl~s exposed id the J 
( 
eastern portion of the map-area can M correlated '4th the lower clastic 
units of the group. Farther west calcareous and quartzofeldspathic 
flysch exposed within the Serpe~tine River valley and along the coast 
are correlative with the middle and upp~ parts of the group. 
2.1. DISTRIBUTION ' 
Clastic sedimentary rocks that outcrop east of Knights Brook 
and Camp B~ook in the eastern part of the study area constitute an 
intact ~tructural f::ce, complexly fol:ed and locally cut ·by faults ·, 
but otherwise not i~rnally disrupted. The slice will be informally 
referred to herein as the Camp Brook slice. It contains an apparently 
. \ 
'unbroken section of quartzofeldspathic and (east of the .map-area) 
calcareous flysch . The sequence dips generall1 toward the east, plthough 
· westerly dips occur locally, .and it forms the west limb of the Cooks . 
Brook syncline (Williams, 1981). 
in·tact · rocks of the Camp · Brook slice are traceable laterally 
· toward the west into a . zone o f .melange which extends from near Camp_ 
' . 
··I 
) 
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Brook in the east as far west as Wheelers Brook (plate 1). The ·melange 
zone is regionally extensive, and is traceable northward into the 
Companion melange of Willhms (1973), and southward as far as Fox Island 
River (Schille~ff, 1980). Parautochthonous carbonate rocks ·occur among 
Humber Arm lithologies south of Serpentine Lake, and igneous blocks are 
I 
contained in the melange near Blue Hill Brook and al~ng the south side. of 
Blow Me Down Mountain. Most coUIDOnly, however, thfs disrupted zone 
· comprises blocks of Humber Arm sedimentary rocks within a matrfx of 
black phacoidally cleaved shale • . Melange" zones in the map-area are 
discussed in Chapter 6. 
Intact Humber Arm rocks also outcrop within the western part 
·of the Serpentine River valley and along . the coast south of Fish Head. · 
The rocks are contorted by isoclinal folds .and slump sheets, yet define 
an uninterrupted stratigraphic sequence which is traceable as far south 
· as Lewis Brook (Schillereff, 1980; Williams a~d Godfrey, 1980a). · 
Altllough the rocks are structurally complex, they lack the penetrative 
/. . 
slaty cleavage seen farther east. The sequence is bounded to the north 
of Serpentine River by volcanic rocks of the Fish Head slice (Chapter 4)~ 
The contact is visible about 1. kilometre north of Serpentine River 
where arkose and shale of the Blow-He-Down Brook Formation · (upper Cur ling 
Group) outcrop beneath the transported volcanic rocks •. ·/ T~ rocks will 
be ~nformally referred to herein as the Rope Cove slice • 
.. 
.. -... · .... . 
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2.2. THE CAMP BROOK SLICE 
The Camp Brook structural slice comprises a steeply east-
dipping quartzofeldspathic f~ysch sequence that extends from about 
1 kilometre west of Camp Brook eastward beyond the· boundar)' o.f the 
study area. The 'sequence youngs toward the east, and grades, upward 
into calcareous flysch near the core of the Cooks Brook syncline, east 
of the map area (e.g. Williams and Godfrey, 1980a). The rocks are 
folded by numerous mesoscopic isoclinal folds, and ~~r~ locally r~pea~ed 
across east-dipping imbricate thrust faults along the courses ~f . Camp 
Brook and Steep Brook (~l~te 1). For the-most part, however~ the 
sequence is not tectonically disrupted, ~nd may 'be subdivided on the 
' basis of lithology ~and sedimentology into two gradational units _corre-
lative with the two lower fo~ations of t.he Curling Group. 
I 
The Summerside Formation (uni~ 3) 
Immature clastic rocks simil&r to those of the Summerside· 
_Formation (Stevens, 1965) outcrop in a northeast-trending belt that ~-
extends fr!>m Knights Brook-eastward for a distance of about 2.5 kilo-
. 
metres. It consists of a lower member of black shale and jointed 
quartzose sandstone, · and ·an upper me111ber of _red and green slate 
·' 
interbedded with thin horizons of calcareous siltstone and greywacke. 
The sandstone is massive to thick bedded, poorly sorted, and light 
grey to white. In thin-section it · can be seen to comprise poorly 
sorted, angular grains of quartz: a nd minor sodic-plagioclase and· 
pot~ssic feldspar. The rock is clast-supported. Matrix material is 
. \ 
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•. . f . 
sparse, and is well indurated by a quartzo~ cement. ·Some quartz 
grains are stra.ined, and exhibH undulose extinction. Other larger _ 
gra;.ps show. serrated subgrain boundaries. Greywacke from the upper 
~/ ·part of the unit ~ontains a greater clay fracti~n, but is also very 
· foorly sorted and immature (plate 2). The increase in c~~y~ontent 
is accompanied by an absence of feldspar grains. The rocks apparently 
r-ecord erosion oi defonoed sialic crust, as indicated by the pre~.ence 
I 
of strained quartJ grains an~ feldspar detritus in its basal parts. 
The poorly-sorted and angular nature of the clasts implies considerable 
-. 
relief between the source area and the site of ,.deposition. Lithologi~s~ 
of unit 3 match well with those of the Summerside Format·ion, as described 
by Stevens (1965) at the type section along Humber· Arm. The Summerside. 
is thought' to record initial erosion of rifted Precambrian basement 
rocks during the early stage~ of the oceanic cycle (Stevens, 1970) 
arid the Serpentine Lake data are consistent with t:his interpretation. 
The Summers ide Format'ion has . not yielded foss~ls .~ but is assumed to 
be latest- Precambrian to earliest Cambrian in age (Williams, 1975). 
The IrishtoWo Formation (unit 4) 
About 2. 5 kilometres l.east of Knights Brqok. red and green 
slate of unit -•3 gives way to interbedded g~ey and ' black .shale. The 
thin ealcareous siltstone beds are replaced upward in the section by 
thicker beds of dark grey sandstone and greywacke. This 50 to 100 
metre thick zone marks the transition into the overlying lrishtown 
Formation (unit 4)1 
_ _ _ _ __ _ _1 ___ 1 " " 
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Plate 2. 
Plate 3. 
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Photomicrograph of poorly sorted, rounded to subangular 
quartz grains in sandstone of unit 3 near the northeast 
corner of Serpentine Lake. (lOx. Plane light) 
Thick-bedded, white quartz arenite underlain by black 
shale. Unit 4, top. Stream-valley north of Serpentine 
Brook. 
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The Irishtown Formation at Serpentine Lake' comprises grey 
~ ' 
and black cleaved shale. iliterbedded. with abundant rusty weat~ering 
gJ:eywacke and light grey silt~tone toward its base, and contains . thick 
. . . 
beds of locally .conglomeratic white orthoquartzite toward its top, 
. 
(piate 3)., Locf!.l be·ds of micaceous greywacke up · to ~0 centimetres ·thick 
ctct.Jr west of Camp Brook, but are more common toward · the east. Clastic 
~ 
dykes of black shale are 'co~only inject~d into th,e bases of greywacke 
beds, and s~ggest rapid deposition of the coarse rocks . on thixotropic 
clay. East-fa~ing graded beas are prominent. within quartz-pebble. units 
north of Serpentine Brook, indic'ating •that th.e sequence was likely laid 
down by. high-:-energy turbidity currents eastward of the continental 
shelf edge. 
. . 
In .thin-se_c.tion, · the rocks can be seen to comprise a more 
m'a ture equivalent of t_he underlying. Summerside Formation. The greywacke 
is medium to 'coarse grai~ed, ·moderately ~rt~d.' and co~tains. subrounded 
grains of -quart~ and minor fine..:grained detrital muscovite and chlorite 
(plate 4). Feldspar grains are small ·and uncommon, · and sparse · fractured 
grains · of pyrite are present in · s oine sections. Argillaceous matrix 
. 
' material !s generally more abundant than in greywacke of · the Summers ide 
Formation • an~ the roc,ks ~re cemented by calcite rather than <J.Uartz. 
Quartzose· rocks of tle . Iris~town Formation ar~ clast-suppo~t.ed, a~ci l~ke 
() 
the underlying S'ummerside Foruiatio~; c;ontain an abundance of internally-
'sFrained quartz grains. Feldspar grain~ are absent. 
The evidence sugge~ts that the Irisht·own rocks mar k continued 
erosion' .of the rifted North American craton. The lithologies fit well 
' . 
, . 
.i 
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Plate 4. 
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Well sorted, rounded quartz grains and abundant clay 
matrix in greywacke of unit 4, east of Camp Brook. (lOx. 
Plane-polarized light) 
with those from the type-section, and support the interpretation of 
Stevens (1970) that the rocks record increasing maturity of the 
ancient continental margin. No fossils have be~n recovered from 
unit 4 at Serpentine Lake. Pebbles in conglomerate at the type-
section have, however, yielded Lower Cambrian faunal assemblages 
(Stevens, 1965) and the strata are bounded above by rocks of Middle 
Ordovician age (i . e. the Cooks Brook Formation). The Irishtown is 
thus assigned an Early to Middle Cambrian age ~ 
., . 
' 
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2. 3. THE ROPE COVE SLICE 
A second s~ructural slice of Humber Arm lithologies occurs 
southward along the coast from Fish Head, and inland within the 
Serpentine River valley (plate 1). Three distinct units are recog-
• 
nizable within the slice, and these are correlative with formations 
frpm the upper part of.l ~he Curling Group stratigraphy. The sequence 
\ 
I 
youngs toward the south and east, and is traceable along th.e coast 
southward as far as Lewis Brook (Schillereff and Williams, 1979). 
The section is exposed without interruption from the mouth of Serpentine 
River to ROpe Cove, and comprises a carbonate flysch sequence (unit 5) 
• 
. stratigraphically overlcrln to the south by a thin, condensed sequence 
of interbedded black shale, siltstone and dolostone (unit 6). · The 
rocks are · typiC'al of the Cooks Brook and Middle Arm Point Formations 
respectively. South of th¥-area the Middle Arm Point litholdgies 
are conformably overlain by quartzofE\ldspathic flysch (unit 7) of the 
Blow-Me-Down Brook Formation (Schillereff and Williams, 1979). Similar , 
rocks also outcrop intermittently within the Serpentine River valley, 
. on the west slopes of Blow Me Down Mountain and the Lewis .. Hills, and 
\ 
beneath. volcanic rocks of t~( Fish · Head slice south of Coal River Head. 
All rocks of the Rope Cove slice are tightly folded and contorted by 
numerous slump-sheets, but lack the slaty cleavage typical of the Camp 
Brook slice farther eas~. 
The Cooks Brook Formation (unit 5) 
Calcareous flysch of unit 5 comprises alternating beds of 
i 
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black shale and pyritiferous p.laty grey limestone. Thin, 5 to 10 
centimetre beds of carbonate breccia are also dispersed throughout 
the section. Bedding planes are generally sharp and planar, but are 
.. 
locally pinched and boudinaged on the limbs of folds and slump-sheets. 
Limestone beds range in thickness from a few· centimetres to 1 metre. 
The limestone consists almost entirely of micritic calcite. 
Argil'laceous material is confined to thin lami~ parallel to the pl ane 
of bedding. The . ~imestone breccia contains moderately sorted .sub-angular 
c).asts of limestone, cherty limestone and dol~stcne cemented by micritic 
calcite. Clast sizes vary from a few millimetres to one centimetre 
across, and are cut by numerous ferroan-caicite veins presumably rel ated 
t o dewateri ng. 
The lithologies fit well with those described from near the 
top of the Cooks Brook' Formation at the type-section along Humber Arm 
(Stevens, 1965). Fossil control supports the correlation. Upper Cambrian 
trilobites have been coll~cted from the sequence between th~ mouth of 
~ -
Serpentine· River and Rope Cove by Kindle and Whittington (1965), and 
1 
conodont fragments recovered by the author (Fossil locality F ) are 
probably latest Cambrian to Tremadocian in age (S. Stouge, pers. comm., 
1980). 
The rocks record episodic deposition of carbonate detritus 
separated ·by periods of r~lative quiescence. Beds of carbonate breccia 
w~in the s eque n c e indicate a h i gh- ener gy en_vir onment, and i mply 
suliltantial relie f between a ca~bonate source and the site _of deposit ion . 
The Cooks _Brook Formation is regionally in~erpteted as a distal, deep-
\ 
wa t er s equence t h a t r elates t o ·erosion o f portions of t h e carbonate 
\ 
\ 
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~ 
bank terrane' which is equivalent in age and lay to the west in Late 
Cambrian time (Stevens, 1970; Williams, 1973). The Serpentine Lake 
data are consistent with this model . 
• The Middle Arm Point .Formation (unit 6) 
A thin,· condens~d sequence of black and green shale with local 
silty and dolomitic interbeds overlies rocks of the Cooks Brook Formation 
near Rope Cove. The rocks .are lithologically similar to the Middle Arm 
Point Formation, which conformably overlies the Cooks Brook at the type 
section aiong Humber Arm (Stevens, 1965). The occurrence of Tremadocian 
graptolites within the unit south of Rope_ Cove (Williams, pers~ comm., 
197~) confirms that the two sequences are age-equivalent. These are 
the only exposures of Middle Arm Point lithologies in the map-area, 
. '( 
although thiS' lithology occurs as matrix te melange farther. east · (Chapter 
.. 
6). ,_A laterally _ g~adational -n!lationship·may exist between rocks of · 
unit 6 and unit 8b melange, but~ this _ is impossible to confirm -because 
of inadequate exposure in the Brooms Bottom Lowland, The Middle Arm 
Point rocks mark a period of quiescence just prior to emplacement of the 
allochthon from the east (Williams, 1975)- which is heralded by a renewed 
influx of clastic detritus (i.e. unit 7). 
The· Blow-Me-Down Brook Formation {unit 7) 
Quar~zof_eldspathic flysch typical of the Blow-Me-Down Brook 
Formation outcr ops in the map-area near Fish H~ad along the coast, on . 
the ·west slope of Blow Me Down Mountain, and near the topographic base 
of the Lewis Hills massif (plate 1) . These exposure~ lie northeastward 
i 
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along strike from· Blow-Me-Dow Brook correlatives that · lie conformably 
. I 
above Middle Arm Point 'hithologies n~~r Rope Cove (Williams and Godf .. rey 1 
1980a). The contact relationsh;ips and extent of unit 7 in the -Serpentine 
. 
Lake area are diff:Lcult t"d' discern because of limited exposure in . the 
Brooms Bottom Lowlands. The unit extends at least as far east as 
Bowaters ·Lodge along' Serpentine River, and may well occur as far east as 
Sims Brook in the _subsurface, since -similar lithologies are thrust above 
I / 
. ,.. 
volcanic rocks of the Sims Brook slice at Blow Me Down Mountain (cross-
¥ 
~-
section D-D' of plate l). The rocks are therefore interpreted as occurring 
near the eastet'hmost edge .. of th~ R{lpe Cove structural slice. 
' \ . 
The unit' ·exhibit_s conside~able textural and lithologic variation 
) 
.. 
from east to west across ·' the mSp-a_i-ea. Along the western perimeters of Blow 
' 
.... ' Me Down Mountain and the L~wis· Hi,ils, red and grey shale are interbedded 
' 
with abundant buff-weathering, cclarse micaceous sandstone and arkbs_e. .Thick 
~ 
beds of polymictic conglomerate ~ccur in low-lying areas within · the Serpen,!''·:, 
' l 
tine River valley near Bowaters !fdge. Farther we.st along the _ co~st, the 
.:":-
-. 
1,1nit contains a greater: abundance~ of shale, which is interbedd.ed with thin 
horizons of quartz greyWacke. This westward ·fining of lithologies may. 
simply reflect upward coarsening o~ the east-facing unit, or it may be indi-
cative of an eastern .source for the Bed.imenta, thus recording a m&J:ked change 
'• ; • 
in provenance for the upper parts df the Curling Group compared to its · 
;.lower parts. 
P~trogr~phic evidence favours the latter interpretation • 
. Sample~ collected from the Blow Me Down exposures contain · subangular 
and_ poorly-sorted grains of .quartz .. minor amphibole and abundant fresh 
feldspar (both_ sadie plagioclase and microcline) (plates 8 and 9). 
' ·, 
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Greywacke sampled farther west :along the co~st consists primarily of 
sub-rounded grains of quartz set within an abundant argil;I..aceous matrix, 
and lacks substanthl amounts of smphibole and f~ldspar detritus. 
Evidently, unit 7 rocks at · Blow Me Down Mountain lay closer to the 
source, and those along the coast represent a more fine-grained, 
distal a facies. 
The detrital composition of unit 7 suggests a heterogeneous 
- source. The presence oi. .sadie plagioclase and microcline feld~par 
implies erosion of granitic rocks. Polycrystalline quartz grains ' 
displaying triple-point subgrain boundarie-s may also be derived from &!)-
. . . . 
u~deformed igneous source, although others contain evide·nce of strain 
' such a_s undulatory extinction and serrated · subgrain boundaries suggestive_ 
. . . 
of a metamorphic provenance. The presence of detrital amphibole as well 
as sparse grains of chlorite . and . serpentine indicate that mafic-ultramafic 
complexes also formed a portion ~f the source area. 
~ The Blow-Me-Do~ Brook Formation has been regionally interpreted 
. as an easterly dei-ived flysqh sequence produced by erosiOJl of uplifted 
slices during emplacemept of the Humber Arm Allochthon (e.g. Brueckner, 
1966). fhe mixed detrital compo,t{tion and general' eastw~rd coarsening of . 
the unit in the Serpent,ine Lake area fits well . with t _his model. No. fossils 
have been recovered from Blow-Me-Down Brook strata at Serpentine Lake. 
Faunal ass~blages recently not'ed in the Blow-Me-Down Brook Formation 
. . . 
to the north of the map area by Stevens (pers. comm., 1982) however· yield 
a latest Arenig· age. 
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Plate 5. 
Plate 6. 
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Amphibole grain in micaceous sandstone of unit 7 at 
Blow Me Down Mountain. (crossed-nicols, lOx) 
Microcline grains (upper left and lower right) and quartz 
in arkose of unit 7 at Blow Me Down Mountain. (crossed-
nicols, lOx) 
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2.4. CONTACT RELATIONSHIPS 
... 
All transported sedimentary rocks in the map area occur at 
the same st rue turq.l level, above autochthonous carbonate rocks and 
beneath higher igneous slices of the allochthon. The allochthonous 
sedimentary ter:ane comprises three main elements: (1) eastward 
inclined, intact sedimentary rocks (i.e. the Camp Brook structural 
slice) in the ·east; (2) a regionally extensive melange terrane through 
the central part of the map-area; and- (3) eastward inclined, intact 
sedimentary rocks in the west (i.e. the Rop·e Cove structural slice) • 
. It is interesting to note that the extensive melange terrane 
· is bounded toward the east by older rocks of the Humber Arm Supergroup 
(1. e. units 3 ·and 4), and toward the west by the y~ungest unit (i.e • 
.. 
unit 7). The. melange· itself contains structural· styl.es and block 
distributions suggestive of a tectonic origin (Chapter 6) . . The 
contacts ~etween the melang·e terrane and the intact Camp Brook a~d 
Rope Cove slices are ther_efore _interpreted as east-dipping, bedding-
plane thrusts (plate 1) related to imbrication of the sedimentary 
terrane during allochthon emplacement (Chapter 6). 
:. 
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CHAPTER 3 
. 
PARAUTOCHTHONOUS CARBONATE ROCKS 
·A conspicuous structural slice of well-bedded •carbonate 
ro~ks occurs among transported clastic ro~ks of the Humber Arm Super-
group between Serpentine Lake and . East Bl~e Hill Brook (fig. 3). The 
. . . 
slice, inf~rmally referred to herein as the Serpentine Lake slice,_ 
comprises limestone and dolostone typical of the .Cambro-Ordovician 
autochthonous sequence that everywhere underlies the Humber . Arm 
. Allochthon. It is thus_ thought to const.itute a locally derived 
.parautochthonous assemblage. The .rocks were first mapped as strati-
graphically beneath the~autochthonou~ Humber Arm Group (Riley, 1962). 
Williams (1971) · first recognized the structural setting of the slice, 
which has been discussed in more recent reports by Williams and 
God frey ( 1980a ; 1980b ). 
Other known occurrences of pa~autochthonous carbonate sl,ces 
0 • 
-· in the Humber Arm Allochthon are those at Fox Island River (Schillereff 
and Williams, . 1979; Schillereff, 1980) to the soutl'l of the map-::are.a; · 
~nd the Penguin Hills Klippe (Lilly, 1963; Williams et al., 198i) at 
Mi ddle · Am to the nort~~ . . Carbonate slices have also bee:-mapped '~ 
the Taconic Allochthon of New York (e.g. Rowley and Kidd, 1981) and 
in the Tethyan Allochthon of Oman (e.g. Wilson, 1969; Glennie et al., 
. 
1973'; Searle and Graham, 1982). · The Serpentine Lak~ slice is· the 
largest and best-preserved p~~autochthonous carbonate slice noted in 
the Appalachian Or~gen to date,. 
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Figure 3. Localized geologic map of the area between Serpentine 
Lake and East: Blue H-ill Brook. See pla_te 1 for . additional SYlllbol 
explanations. 
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The purpose of this chapter is to: ' (1:) describe the 
lithologies and fauna of the parautmchthonous sequence; (2) correlate 
the rocks with the west Newfoundland autochthon~us sequence; · 
(3) determine environments 'of deposition; and (4) describe the nature 
an~ _implications of the slice's relationship to other transported 
rocks of the allochthon. / 
.' . 
3.1. REGIONAL EXTENT 
The Serpentine Lake s~ice is about 3.5 kilqmetres across 
and rpughly equidimensional. Bedding within the alice. is inclined 
about 30 degrees northward, .to~ard o~ beneath the Bay of ~slands 
Complex at Blow_Me Down Mountain (plate 10), except along its west~n 
' edge whera bedding dips shall owly northwestward (fig. 3). The 
rocks outcrop continuously along the southern shore of Serpentine 
4ke, whe~e they dally form . prominent ,ve~ticai cliff faces. nie ' 
contact between the parautochthon. and melange that occurs along .the 
north a·h.ore of the lake is nowhere exposed. The basal contact of the 
. ' ~ 
·alice · is however well exposed · along its ea'stern and southern perimeters. 
. .. . 
Within the cours"e :of Lime Brook in the east, kneaded and deta~hed beds 
of limestone .are- in contact with melange containing blocks ·of carbonate 
. 
rocks and Humber Arm lithologies. .Farther south, in stream valleys 
" just nor.th of East Blue Hill· Brook, melange containing boudins and 
lensoidal blocks of limestone occurs directly beneath intact, north-
dipping beds .of the parautochthon: 
........ ; 
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. 3.2. THICKNESS AND · REPETITION OF STRATA 
The ·overall thickness' of the parautochthonous sequence is · 
difficult to ass~ss owinfto repetitfon and omission of strata across 
. . . 
easterly t -remiing high-angle faults (fig. 3). 'the faults are nowhere 
I . r 
traceable into melange surrounding the s-lice,· and they apparently formed 
,, 
prior to or du(ing incor·poration of the parautochthon into the stacl<ing 
'r 
order of the transported sequence (Chapter '7). Two steeply north-
' 
dipping normal faults are visible in cliff-faces just south of Serpentine 
Lake. The {lOr_thernmost juxtaposes lithically contrasting beds, and 
- suggests substan~ial vertical displacement. 
~ :,:· · . ' 
·A · second fault, exposed 
· '. 
"' 
about 100 metres to the south is, in contra:;t. recognizable only by 
minor offsets in bedding. Farther· south, faults also cut rh~ sequence 
about _1 kilometz:e nort<o~. E~st Blue Hill Brook. They ar~poorly- exposed, 
but defined by the juxtkposition of north-dipping beds of contras_ting 
lithology and age. T~te are .no either apparent structural break~. ·and the 
\ . ' . . total s~at~raphic thickness of · the section based on an average northerl y _ 
dip of·30 d~grees is about 1 200 metres. 
. s 
3.3. STRATIGRAPHY 
' 
· -.. 
Rocks of t¥' Serpentine Lake sl-ice are divisible into· two 
units on the basis of lithologic and faunal evidence. The older unit, 
. I comp~ising limestone, dolostone and minor clastic rocks (unit 1), is 
overlain by ·a sequence of massive-bedded micritic limestone (unit 2). 
The distrib~tion and l ithologie s of each are as follo~~~ 
-' 
Plate 7. 
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North-dipping parautochthonous carbonate rocks of the 
Serpentine Lake slice. Massive-bedded limestone of 
unit 2 is fault-bounded to the south with bioturbated 
limestone of unit la. View toward east. Cliff-face 
approximately 70 metres high . 
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Distribution and thickness. - A thick sequence o·f limestone, 
dolostone_ and minor shale (unit 1) outcrops: fro~ ·about 1 kilometre 
north of Blue Hill ~rook to Serpentine Lake. The sequence · youngs 
northward ·, and its upper parts are well. exposed in 'cliff faces just 
south of the lake where they are faulted to the north against massive 
limestone of unit 2 (plate ,10). The middle and lower parts ()f the 
section outcrop intermit'tently southward where they are _in· 'fault 
contact w:f,th rocks ~£ /t 2 
structural repetition within 
. .., r 
roushly 1000 met7es. 
(fig. 3). There is no apparent 
the ~nit, and its total thickness is 
Lithologies. The lower portion of the section consists 
chiefly of light grey, bioturbated limestone interbedded with brown 
weathering, buff dolostone. ·Thin horizons of grey and black shale 
are common toward the base, but are more rar:e higher in the section. 
Thes.e range up to 10 centimetres in · thickness, and record periodic 
breaks in . carbonate deposition. Chann~l-fills of argillaceous 
'c·arbonate conglomerate are . also locally observable. ln outcrop . 
Carbonate beds are on the order of 10 centimetres to 1 metre 
... 
thic'k. The lime.st~ne co'nsists of 
. ' 
silty and argillaceous ma~erial. 
fine-g\ained micrite plus abundant 
~urr~ and vug-infillings of calcite 
and ferroan calcite are dispersed throug~out the rocks. Bedding- " 
\ 
' parallel :laminae of opaque minerals:' (chiefly pyrite) are common and 
the rocks are partially recrystallized to coarsely crystalline; 
· polygo_nal dolomi'te. 
. '
.. 
··--- ·----- ------'-·-f----,----~--~----~~----~======~~ 
/ 
• 
Dolomitic algal mounds contained within the lower, more 
southerly expos~d parts of the section in4icate that the sequenc~ 
is upr_igh-t and youngs toward the north. 
·-
Toward the ·north, this stromatolite-bearing sequence' of 
limestone and dolostone gives way to interbedded limestone and 
do lostnn• conta in.'ng a bun dan t block . che <t (nodule•. ' The limes tone 
beds are bioturbated, and 1 ithical:lY india~ inguishable from those 
exposed lower in the section. Dolostone b~s are mottled, grey_ and 
I \ 
-buff-weathering. 
The yo1,1ngest part of unit 1 (unit la) _is well exposed _in 
cliff-faces near Serpentine Lake, wher:e it is fault-bounded to th~ 
/ 
I 
I 
north with massive-:bedded l:imesto" ·of unit 2. Unit la rocks are also 
well exposed near the southern extent of the slice (fig. 3), · where 
they ar.e in fault cont~ct witl; older rocks of · unit 1 to the north;. and 
massive-bedded limestone of· unit 2 to the south. 
. The absence of dolomitic interb~ds renders the sequence 
·. readily distinguishable from stratigraphically older p'arts of unit 1 .• 
Unit 1~ comprises thin-bed.ded datk ~rey argillaceous limestone, mottled 
-. 
a nd planar- laminated lime mudstone, and massive-bedde~, grey bioturbated 
I " , 
limestone (plate 8). Low-turreted gastropods arid coiled cephalopods 
are commonly preserved along·-bedding planes ~ 
Unit 2 
Dist ribution and thickness. Massive bedded limestone (unit ~) 
occu~s al ong the southern . shore of Serpentine Lake. and at the · 
·' . 
, 
I ' ? 
' 
; . \t \. 
' 
,. 
; 
I 
I 
Plate 8. 
Plate 9. 
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Massive, bioturbated limestone (unit la) about 1.5 kilometres 
north of East Blue Hill Brook. 
Rubbly weathering, stylolitic limestone of unit 2 exposed 
near southernmost extent of parautochthon. 
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southernmost extent of the slice near East Blue Hill Brook. About 
·so -metres of section are well exposed :l.n vertical cliff-faces at 
Serpentine Lake. farther south, the East Blue Hill .Brook section 
attains an apparent .stratigraphic thickness of between 75 and 100 
D • 
At both localities, all ,beds dip northward at angles of me'tres. 
between 30 and 45 degrees. Near· the mouth of Blue Hill Brook, bedding 
dips about 20 degrees · toward the northwest. 
Lithologies; At ·serpentine. Lake, uriit 2 com?rises white-
weathering, light grey micritic limestone. Beds range f~om O.{o 
. ~- . etres thick, and record a period of relatively uninterrup~e~ , _ 
carb ate deposition. 
. . . 
The lower 10 metres consist of bioturbated limestone similar 
... 
to that of. unit la. These grade upward into about 25 metres of . 
, . 
. massive stylolitic micrite c'ontaining well presezyed gastropod and 
coiled cephalopod· tests (plate 9). The upper. _15 nietres .of the 
section co~prises silty limestone with dol6mitic cross-beds and 
/ 
argillaceous laminae. Fart~~outh, near·:East Blue Hill Br~ok, • the 
rocks are abund,antly styl~ have a rubbly appearance in 
outcrop. 
Limestones of uriit 2 consist" almos.t entirely of calci t e. 
They Have been subjected to !lo diagenetic recrystallization, at1d 
·original sedimentary textures are weU pre~erved. Coarse sparry 
; \ 
calcite forms stylolites and fills vugs which also ~ont-ain · some chert, 
a {' ' 
opaque oxides and chl,rite. 
. ' 
.-
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3. 4. · AGE, CORRELAT!ON AND INTERPRETATION 
Riley (1962) mapped rocks of the Serpentine Lake slice as 
0 
• 4 stratigraphically beneath the a~tochtho~ous Humb~r Arm Group, and · 
I 
. . 
thus assigned them to the St. George and Ta})le. Head Groups. . Although 
' . 
the rocks clearly const7tute ~structural - slice within t~. allochthonous 
terrane, lithologic and faunal evidence suggests that this correlation 
.. ' 
remains valid. Detailed stratigraphic subdivision of . the parautoch-
thonous sequence · is not. within . the scop·e of this study. At sowe 
. e • 
localities;· however, good exposure and faunal · control enable broad 
compf:19ons to be made with rocks of the autochthonous Cambro-
Ordovician plat formal sequence. 
The stratigraphy of th~ west Newfoundland carbonate sequence 
has been the subject of several studies, beginning with that by 
Schuchert and Dunbar (1934)_. · More . detailed subdivision and revisions 
I 
in nomenclature . have been proposed !n a .host of recent studies (e.g. 
Besaw, 1974; Knight, 1977; Levesque, 1977; James!!_ al., 1979) ~ · 
. . i · 
· Presently accepted lithostratig.raphic nomenclature of. the autochthonous 
. . . . - . . 
sequence is summarized in Table 3. Faunal assemblages, correlation 
and interpretation of ·the Serpentine Lake parautochthonous sectuence 
. 
a-re as follows. 
\ 
\No fosslls have been recovered from unit 1 (undivided), and 
'correlation with the autochthonous platformal _sequence is thus 
.;.• 
, 
.. ~ 
; . 
I 
l 
I 
' 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
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Table 3. Lithostratigraphic nomenclature of Cambro-Ordovician 
autochthonous platform deposits, western Newfoundland; after 
Schuchert and Dunbar (1934), Knight (1977), and Klappa and 
others (1980). Bracket denotes probable correlatives of car-
bonate rocks of the Serpentine Lake sl1ce. 
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pfecluded. Unit 1 lithologies bear marked similarities, however, 
witt) the auto'chthonous llower Ordovician St. George Group • . · The 
stratigraphically lower, more southerly exposed part of the unit 
' \ . . . 
comprises bioturbated limestbne and stromatolitic dolostone typical 
.. ' 
of the autochthonous Watts Bigpt Formation. The Watts Bight is 
earliest Ordovician in age, and forms the base. of the St. George Group 
(e.g. Knight; 1977) • . _Farther north, the. abundance of cijert and 
absence of dolostone' beds in s t_ratigra~hically higher parts of the 
unit ~uggests correlation. with the autochthonous . BOat Harbour Formation, 
which · is of Early Ordovician age and occurs conformably above the Watts 
·Bight. 
menta 
The upper par't of unit ·1 (~~it la) has yielded conodont frag-,.. 
at . .,;fossi~ loc~lities 1!'2 and F3 '(plate 1). These include recog-
t 
nizable portions of Semiacontiodus asymmetricus, a species common 
within canadian to Whiterock (Early to. early Middle Ordovician) 
. : 
strata of the ' autochthon (S. Stouge, pen. comm., 1981). Lithologies 
. of the unit match well with the · lower Middle Ordovician Catoche Formation, 
which lies "bove the Boat Harbour Formation in the autochthonous St. 
George Group. 
Lithologies of. unit 1 -f':l..t well with regional ·interpretations of 
the St. George Group (e.g. Levesque, 1977; Pratt, 1979) as a 
ahailow-lnarine carbonatE! slope and bank sequence. Stratig~aphically 
• 
lower beds, containing stromatolites, shale interbeds and channel- · 
infillings .of carbonate conglomerate, rec.ord .. periodic .subaer:Lal exposure 
and breaks in carbonate deposition and epiaod~c influxes of storm-
generated detritus. The rocks are thus interpteted as hav;l.rig. formed 
in 1 subtidal to intratidal environment • . The disappearance of 
. . 
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a!'gal mounds and shale interbeds upward in the section reflect · 
subsidence ·qf the carbonate bank, although th!;! ·continued presence of 
dolostone interbeds may indicate shallow-wat~r conditions (friedman .. 
and Saunders, 1967). Unit la, . comprising limestone, limy mudstone 
. 
and argillaceous limestone, apparently marks continued subsidence in 
somewhat ·deeper-water conditions. 
Unit 2 .. 
' 
Conodonts t'ecovered from three localities within unit 2 
· indicate a Middle Ordovician age. Rubbly stylolitic limestone that 
0' ' 
occurs at the southern extent of the slice near East Blue· Hill Brook 
4 . 
(Fossil locality F ) contains the following conodont· genera: (1) 
Periodo n sp. cf. P •· flabellum (Lower to Middle Ordovician) ; 
(2) Histiodella s ·p. (~iddle Ordovician); arid (.3) C~rd>:lo~us horridus 
(Middle Ordovician). · Conodonts recovered from limestone beds about 
25 -metres beneath th~ exposed top of the section near Serpentine Lake 
(local:i:ty F5 ) include Oistodus? ~· Periodon cf. P. flabe-llum, . Acodus 
cf . ~- combsi, and ParapanderCidus sp., a~l of Middle Ordovician age. 
The uppermost beds of ~~~2 at 'Serpentine Lake (locality F6) contain 
the conodont ?Eoneoprioniodus ·. (hyaline trichonodelliform~ of Late 
Canadian to Early Whitero5.k (Early O.rdovician to . early Middle Ordovician) . 
~ge. Unit. 2 of the Serpentlne Lake sli':e is thus correlative· with the 
Middle Ordoviciah Table Head Group 'of" the autochthonous ~latform sequence. [,:. . . 
Unit 2 lithologies resemble rocks· from the lowe_r part of the· 
0 
~ Table Head stratigraphy at Bonne Bay and the Port .. au Port Peninsula 
. . . . .,, ' . 
(see Schuchert and Dunbar, 1934)'. Minor lithologic .variation suggests 
• 
·-·~~· ;.,-
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(. 
however, that · the unit 2 rocks constitute ~ facies equivalent thereof 
(S~ Stouge, per.s. comm., 1981). Dolomit'ic cross-beds simiiar to those 
within the up.permost beds of the unit 2 sectiort at Serpentine Lake 
. ' 
have been noted within the lower 40 metres ~f the Table Head stratigr~phy 
at Table Point (Levesque, 1977). Stylolit1c· 1 imestone. beneath · is common 
within the Table Head Group both at. Bonne Bay and the Port au Port 
. . . 
Peninsula. S.ioturbated limestone near the.exposed base · of the section 
· ' ' .. 
is, however, .more typical of the St. George Group. 
~ . 
Interbedded limestone breccia, sandstone and shale typical 
of the upper formations of the Table Head Group are absent in the 
Serpentine Lake slice, ·but occurs ~ithin a large block in melange 
.. 
. ' ' betweel! Blue Hill . Brook and Middle Blue H;ill Brqok (plate 1). The 
block may thus • represent a · once 1ntac.t part of the Serpentine .Lake 
slice either eroded or sheared from its top during allochthQn 
e~lacement. 
, Rocks of unit 2 record continued subsidence of the carbonate 
shelf. Massive and bioturbated limestone at the. base of the section, 
records carbonate accumulation in · 'a quiet, low energy environment, 
Dolomitic c·ross-beds in higher parts of the 8equence, however, imply 
high-energy deposition, and may reflect collapse of the carbonate bank · 
te~rane during Middle Ordovician as~embly and ·emplacement of the 
. 'I . . . . . 
allochthon~ The presence'of sp~rse chlorite detritus in the rocks 
may . also reflect arc-volcanism during allochthon assembly and bank 
• collapse. 
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3.5. CONtACT RELATIONSHIPS 
' Because parautochthonous rocks of the Serpentine Lake slice 
I · occur at the same structural level as those of the Humber Arm Supergroup 
(i.e. the. Camp Brook and Rope Cove st~uctural slices), their presence 
reflects on accepted models for . the emplacement of the atlochthon (e.~. 
Williams and Stevens, L974) in which ·successiVely higher sl,ices are · 
the farther travelled. 
Slices of carbonate rocks are .not unique· i:o the Serpen,tine . 
........_ 
Lake area. Slices of Table -Head-type limestone have been noted else-
where in the Humber Arm Allochthon . by Schillereff (1980) at Fox Island 
"' River to the souta, and by Lilly (1963) and Williams and others (1982) 
at Goose Arm to the north. . The Fox Island Riv&J' carbonate sliver 
(Schillereff, 1980) has · been interpreted both as an erosional remnant 
of a westward-directed post-emplacement thrust shee~ (Schillereff, 1980) 
and as part of the assembled allochthon (Williams, 1981). At Goose 
Arm, ~he Penguin Hill Klippe (Lilly,. 1963) ha~ been recently reinter-
preted a~ a structural carbonate sliver near the tectonic base of 'the 
I" 
• 
Humber Arm Allochthon (WilUams ~ al., 1982). 
The Serpentine Lake slice is bounded on all sides by b.~ck­
shale melange of ~he . type that .envelopes all · structural ~lices. of the 
Humber Arm Allo~hthon . Where exposed, the contact between parautoch-
thono'us carbonate beds and . the surrounding melange is not marked by 
any e~idence of cata~lasis or r~·crya~allization suggestive of faulting 
of well-lithified rocks. Instead, well· preserved carbonat~_ . beds of 
the slice are kneaded and rotated toward parallelism with cleavage of 
' · 
;; 
.... 
.. 
.. 
.. 
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the melange matrix. Structural evidence suggests, therefore, that 
' 
the slice was de~ached from a carbonate substrate prior to lithification 
. 
of either the carbonate beds or the melange matrix. 
' The occurrence of othe slice as a small'. (roughly· 3, 5 ,kilometres 
. . I . ' . 
across) equidimensional body argues against :its emplac-ement by regionally 
extensive post-emplacement" thrusting as .proposed for the Fox Island 
sliver by Schillereff (1980). The Serpentine·Lake slice is thus 
inteqrreted as an integral part of . the as~embled allochthon, inc or-
porated into the stac~ing order. of the transp,orted sequence during its 
Ordovician assembly and emplacement (Chapter 7). 
Carbonate str~ctoral · slices in the Taconic Allochthon of 
east~rn New ·York (Rowl~y and Kidd, '1981) are also interpreted as . 
integral parts of the aliochthonous terrane. Those fqund within the 
Tethyan AllochthoQ of Oman (e . g. Wilson,· 1969; Glennie ~ al., 1973!, 
however, hav~ been most recently interpreted aa remnants of seamounts 
developed on volcanic complexes during the early stage of the Tethyan . 
a-ceanic cycle (Searle and Graham, 1982) rather . than slivers ·of the 
underlying autochthon. Structur4l uprooting of pl~':_form-c~bon.ate 
rocks and incorporation into accretionary prisms of . modern subduction 
. complexes are kitown to occur in the Indone!3ian n;gion (e. g. Audley'-
Charles ~ al., 1979) . 
.. 
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' 'CHAPTER 4 
' . 
SERPENTINE RIVER VOLCANICS 
., 
Two sinuous belts of mafic volcanic rocks occur structurally 
above transpo~ted 'Clastic ' r<W of the Humbe~ Ar.m. Supergroup at Blow ._... 
Me Down Mountain and along the coast northward -from the mouth of 
The rocks were previously mapped as .separate 
'• .~ · .. ' I 
volcanic• suites. 
' . . 
Comeau (1972) grouped ~hose north of the#mouth of 
Serpentine River with the Little Port Complex,(William8, 1973), and 
the two . were together r~ferred to as integral parts of the Coastal 
Coinplex,.· a te.rm encompassing all allochthonous igneous and !ll~tamotphic 
rocks exposed along the coast from Serpentine River northward to Bottle . 
Cove (Karson. :and ·newey, 1978). Volcanic ro.cks al0~g the southern rim 
of Blow Me Down Mountain were previously mapped as part of the a~toch-
\honous Humber A'rm Ser.ies (Cooper. ~36) and Humber Arm Group (e. g. 
Riley, 1962). Field evidence indicates that the volcanic suites 
constitute two structural slices occurring at the same structural . 
·, . 
level within the allochtbon: Th~ · rocks are lithologically, petro-
.. I 
grapliically and chemically similar (sections 4.2 and 4.4), and will 
be. treated herein as correlative remnants of a once continuous volcanic 
terrane.. Exposures at Blow Me Down Mountain will be referred to as 
the Sims Brook slice, and those along the coast, as the Fish Head . 
0
· slice (see Chapter i, fig. 1.3). 
The volcanic se'quence consists primarily of massive and 
pillowed r basalt. Subaqueous pyroclasti~ rocks cap the section 
( .< 
j 
l 
) 
r ) .. 
. '!' . 
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. 
within.' _the Sims · Brook slice, and interbeds of carbonate breccia and 
cherty sediments occur -within the Fish Head slice. 
-'· 
The 'best exposed and_ most . completJsection . through · the volcanic 
suit~ occurs north of Serpentine River where . it ·constitutes a distinct 
Ulorphological feature above· the Brooms Bottom Lowland _at Blow .Me Down 
181' Mountain (~la:te 10) 1~ The sequence is here internally imbricated, but 
attains a maximum stratigraphic thickness of about 300 metres. These 
exposures .are designated as the type-section, and the rocks will be 
i 
informally referred to herein · as the Serpentine River volcanics. 
~ 
' 
4.L REGIONAL EXTENT I 
Sims Brook ·slice .. I 
Volcanic rocks of the Sims Bropk slice outcrop along the 
. . I 
eastern·, southern and western margi~s o~ Blow. Me Down Mountain. The 
rocks are we~l exposed in prominent ver~ ~cal cliff-faces and rou~ded 
- I 
knobs just west of Knights Brook, and dip moderately westward beneath 
. . I 
the basal metamorphic atireole of the Bay of Islands Complex. Discon-/ . 
tinuous outcrops of basalt within tree-covered hills along the northern 
I 
shor~. of Serpentine Lake appear to co~stitute · erosional remnants of 
·.. I 
the slice, h~re in steeply north-dipPing fault cont·act with ultr~tnafic 
.. . I . . 
rocks and gabbro of the Blow Me Down/ slice (plate 1). Alternat ively, 
some ·isolated exposu~es may represe~t blocks within melang~. Moderately 
. . . . ; . . ' 
northeaat...;dipping volcanic rocks ou.tcrop in a contf'nuous belt from near 
. I 
. I 
• Sims Brook northwestwafd beyond th1 border of .the map- area. The slice 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! ---- · ·- -
---· 
.• 
r 
. l· 
I 
J 
i 
.. 
Plate 10. 
Plate 11. 
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Northeast-dipping volcanic rocks of the Sims Brook structural 
slice, southwest Blow Me Down Mountain. Tectonic sliver com-
prising Humber Arm lithologies (ha) is bounded above and below 
by volcanics (vol) that dip beneath ophiolitic rocks (oph) of 
the Blow Me Down structural slice. View toward north. 
Pillow lava of the Fish Head structural slice (right and left) 
tectonically above rocks of the Humber Arm Supergroup (centre). 
Rocks of the Little Port Complex at Coal River Head are visible 
on the horizon. View toward the north from the mouth of 
Serpentine River. 
·,. 
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. 
is here imbricated along. northeast""-dipping thrust-faults marked by 
thin horizons of black shale containing bloc\<:G. ·Of basalt. Cla,tic 
rocks of the Humber Arm Supergroup exposed along th!'! course of West 
Sims Brook constitute a northeast-dipping slive.r bounded above and below 
by thick sequences of pillowed basalt (plate 1). 
Fish Head slice 
. ~ · . . i 
Interbel1d,~d pillow ba$alt and sedimentary ro.cks (plate 11) 
outcrop continuously along the coast'; northward from . the 1110uth of 
Serpentine River as far as Fish he~d, where they are· in shallow north-
dipping thrust: contact wtih rocks of the Little Port Complex. Inter-
mt~tent outcrops 'of ~asalt are present within the river valley a distance 
of about 1 kilometr~ inland, a~d surf~ce morpholog~ suggests that the 
· , 
volcanic belt extends northeastward beyond the northern border df ' the 
st'udy-area (plate 1). 
4.2. · LITHOLOGIES 
·• 
.- . 
./ 
·I 
Sims B~ook · slic~ r I 
I 
i 
/. 
I 
()Two major lithostratigraphic zones are rec;ognizabJ within the 
I 
type..::section west' of Sims Brook. A thick sequel\,ce o{ pillow basalt and 
I. 
diabase dy~es with local massive basalt flows (plate 12) crf ps :out in 
the' lower port ion ,o( th~ volcanic pile . The rocks are gree 1 to purpl e, 
.. · 
. .. ,, -' 
and weather a dark grey. Individual pillows range in aboo,t 
• 50 centimetres to about 2 metres in diameter. contain 
fractures filled by car]?~na.t·e materiai • .and .are .. . 
·' 
I 
l· 
I 
l 
·I 
.I 
Plate 12. 
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Massive amygdaloidal basalt (foreground), overlain 
by pillow lava (background) along Sims Brook near 
Serpentine Lake. 
. '
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selvages. Original pillow shapes are well preserved, and there is 
no apparent evidence of strain . 
. "' Carbonate-filled extensional fractures are _increasingly common 
upwards 'in the pillowed horizon, and north o f West Si~ Brook the rocks 
. 
grade intQ a zone of clast-supported pillow-breccia·, in which angular 
basaltic fragments .. are dispersed within a matrix of calcite and dolomite. 
~ The top of the sequence is marked :by a thin zone of aquagene tuff in 
which angular fragments of basalt and devitrified volcanic glass are · 
supported by a calcareous matrix. Bedding within the tuffaceous unit 
is poorly defined, and the rocks appear to have formed · by injection of 
rapidly cooled basaltic magma into calcareous mud. 
·· .I . . 
Farther east, the w~ll exposed section west of Knights Brook 
comprises similar lithologies. The presence of steep slopes and c'liff..:. 
faces however renders the exposures largely inaccessible, and detailed 
lithostratigraphic zonation is noc possible. .Pillow basalt at the base 
of the sequence i~ litholog:~:cally identical to that contained whhin 
., 
the type""'section·. Pillow shapes are well preserved, an4 appear 
• unstrained. .In marked contrast, however , are pillows exposed at the 
top of the section within stream ·valleys near the northern border of 
the map-area . Here, . the pillows are highiy -strained, have ellipsoidal 
- . .... 
shapes, and are rimmed by a great,er abundance of chloritic selvage 
mater'ial, giving the rocks a schistose appearance i!l outcrop. Aquagene . 
tuff . simila; ·to that within the upper part of the type-section outcrops 
in steep-sided roWlded knobs west of the souther n r e aches of .Knights 
Brook. The rocks here contain angular fragments of basalt · and abundant· 
-, j 
.. , .. , \ . , .. 
/ 
.. · .. -, 
I 
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devitrified glass (plate 13). Textural,ly similar, yet strongly 
sheared, rocks occur withiQ the uppermost exposed part . of the section 
· near the contact between the volca.nic sequence and overlying metamorphic ·' . 
rocks of the Bay of Islands Complex. 
Fish Head slice 
.Pillow 'Qasalt within the Ush H~ad slice is lithological"Iy 
and texturally similar to that . o~ the Sim~rook slice, although pill~w 
sizes ·are somewhat _larger; ranging from about . 1 metre to .2· metres in . ;.! 
diameter. The rocks are dark green, weather grey, and contain les·s 
calcare.ous infilling than those farther east. Interbeds· of clay •rich 
. . 
· carbonate breccia and dark grey chert are common within the sequence 
(plate 14), and record pedodic breaks in the submarine volcanism. 
4. 3. PETROGRAPHY I 
Volcanic rocks · of the Sima Brook slice are divisible into 
three general categories based on textl!ral variation .,and primary mineral 
phases. These are: :.(1) pillowt;d basalt containin~ coarse-grained 
basaltic cores and fine-grained· quenched rims; (2) feeder dykes of 
diabase with chilled margins; (3) subaqueous pyroclastic rQcks, i.e. · 
pillo~-breccia and aquagene tuff; and ( 4) massive pofphyritic and 
·~ 
amygdaloidal flows. :r~ose of the Fish Head slic_e consist entirely of 
pillowed basalt. Although a slight d,egree of magmatic differentiation. 
is ind:l,cated by. an increa,!ie in the· abundan~e of pyroxene upwards in 
itfl>,· • • 
' . 
Plate 13. 
Plate 14. 
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0 1 2 " 3 4 5 
CENTIMETRES 
Matrix-supported aquagene tuff from the east side 
of Blow Me Down Mountain near Knights Brook. 
Pillow lava and white-weathering sedimentary interbeds 
(foreground) near Fish Head. Cliff-face about 10 metres 
high. 
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the Sims Brook section, . all roc~s retain basaltic compositio~s. The 
rocks are relatively unstrained, and original igneous textures are 
well pres~rved. .• 
Clinopyroxene is the only widely preserved primary ·miperal 
phase within the volcanic sequence. · Diab~se dykes conta.in una~te~ed 
suphedral to euhedral ciinopyroxene intergrown With sausseritiz~d 
plagioclase feldspar (plate ·15).. Pillow c"ores contain granular, 
anhedral pyro'xene grains altered. along .,grain boundaries · to chlorite 
. . 
and . magnetite. Augite .is the dominant pyroxene phase, pigeonite is 
rarely de'velopecl, and titaniferous ' varieties a're absent. The grains 
. . 
are set within a groundmas!> of secondary minerai.s including albite, 
chlorite and opaque oxid~s. 
... 
' sausseritized subhedral plagioclase grains preserved within; 
diabase dykes and as phenocrysts in microporphyritic flows ' sugges~ 
that calcic plagioclas'~ constitutes a se.cond primary phase. The grains 
are completely altered to fine-g.rained epidote and saussedte, and , 
determination of Ab-An ratios is not possible.' G"I'oundmass plagioclase . 
. . ' . . . . 
within . all textural varieties of basalt is completely albitized. · The 
primary mineral assemblage of. Ti-poor augite and ca~cic plagioclase 
feldspar suggests that the rocks are of tholeiitic as opposed to alkalic 
/ . 
composition. .• . 
. All rocks .within the suite ·"contain variable proportions of 
alteration miner~ls· • . The secondary minerals commonly occ1Jr. as growths 
nucleated ·within and along t~e margins of the primary pyroxene and 
plagioclase grains.. Within some massive · basalt flows,. second-ary: 
·-:-? 
,·,. 
-~ ----·· - ·--- ···- -· -'·-~- .. --~.:- - .- - · . 
.·. 
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.. ' 
mi~erals account for. the enfire lllOdal assemblage of the rock. 
' 
Generally; the presence of secondar·y minerals is most 
pronounced where the presence ·o'f fractu-res and ves~cles have provided 
I . 
chqnnelways for t~e influx of fluids. 
r· 
The mo't common alteration products pr~~ent are chlorite, 
D ,. 
I . ' 
opaque oxi<!es ~n~·actinolit~ after clinopyroxene; and p~nite,_ albite 
and epidote aftJ calcic . piagioclase. Sparse grains Y.umpellyite 
ate presE!nt wit~in ma~Y. sampies, and in one sample of microporphyritic 
basalt elongate lcrystals . of pumpellyite ~ve totally replaced some 
fei
1
dspar grains J · 
I \ 
: / A,mygdafes consist of calcite, chlorite and nia'gnetite. 
t hlorire also ocdurs as a 'devitrification product o{ volcanic glass 
1. ' 
· j ~n in.tersertal basalt and in_ ~lasts within aquag~ne · r.'uff. Cal<;ite is 
. / ubi<tuitous within fracture~ in pillow basalt, where it commonly occurs . 
' I with minor amounts of chlorite and, more rarely., pr hnite. 
/ ·The preserve? secondary miner~l assen:ibla e indicates low-gtade . 
metamorphism of the suite to prebnite,-pumpellyite (Miyashiro ; 
1973). The widespread occurrep.ce of chlorite and !albite suggests a 
substantia~ degree of spilitization . (ocean-floor alteration) .involving 
. • . 
chemical 1ntera<;tion 'between the vqlcanic rocks and sea-wa ter. 
i 
The absence of glaucophane and jadeite, and the common 
occurrence of calcite in lieu of aragonite indicates that the alteration 
·. . ( . . 
occurred at · pressures less than about 6 kilobars, ~nd the coexistence 
of albite and pt:ehni te suggests a temperatura range of between roughly. 
200 and 400 degrees C (Zen and Thompson, 1974) •a 
· .. 
· ,_, 
' '· 
' I 
' · 
· ...... . 
j 
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Plate 15. 
Plate 16. 
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Ophitic and poikilit ic intergrowths of subhedral clino-
pyroxene (centre) and altered plagioclase feldspar laths. 
Feeder dyke in pillow-lava sequence of the Sims Brook slice. 
(Magnification lOx; crossed nicols) 
Ophitic intergrowths of clinopyroxene and plagioclase feldspar. 
Pillow core within the Sims Brook slice. (Magnification lOx; 
crossed nicols) 
.. 
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A variety of igneous textures within basaltic rocks reflects 
different rates of cooling within the volcanic sequence. Both diabase . 
dykes · and ·the interior portions of pillow lavas contain ophitic ·irtter-
growths of coarse subhedral augite and smaller laths of sausseritized 
plagioclase relclspar. indicative of a relatively slow rate of cooling 
(plate 16). In more ·outward portions of pillows, interseJtal textures 
consisti~g of subhedral grains of clinopyroxene and plagioclase. separated 
'"''P:' · 
by irregularly-shaped pool13 of chlorite (plate 17) . a.re commonly preserved. 
Since chlorite is a common devitrif~cation prod.uc~ of voicanic glass, 
the texture ap~.ently . refle~ts quenc~ing ~(a partially crystallized 
tholeiitic melt. Pillow rims contain ab~ndant acicular : needles of 
. ~ 
. . - --chlorite and partially resorbed -and fraetured microp~enocrysts of 
saus.seritized plagioclase feldspar (plate .18). The texture implies 
drastic quenching of the melt ~t the interface between the flo~and 
surrounding sea-water. 
Two textural types of massive basalt are recognizable within 
·, .. 
· the , volcanic assemblage ~f the Sims Brook slice~ North of Serpentine 
Lake, basalt flows contain microporphyritic textures defined by 
glomerophenocrysts of plagioclase ~d clinopyroxene within a strongly 
altered groundmass of albite; chlorite~ epidote. p'umpellyite and sparse 
overgrowths of magnetite (plate 19). The. preserved texture implies slow 
cooling during phenocryst growth followed by rapid cooling during 
• > 
eruption . . · Massive amygdaloidal baaalt exposed at the base of the 
assemblage within Sims Brook consists of· a fine-grained mosaic of 
alteration minerals surr~unding amygdules of calcite, chlorite and 
magnetite (plate 20) • · 
.. . 
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Intersertal texture comprising plagioclase laths and 
subhedral clinopyroxene separated by pools of micro-
crystalline chlorite (e.g. centre of photo). (Magnification 
7x; crossed nicols) 
Plate 18. Quenched texture in pillow rim from the Sims Brook slice. 
Partially resorbed microphenocrysts of sausseritized plagio-
clase are contained in a groundmass of acicular chlorite. 
(Magnification 7x; crossed nicols) 
Plate 19. 
Plate 20. 
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Photomicrograph of pyroxene-plagioclase glomerophenocrysts 
in massive basalt from the Sims Brook slice just north of 
Serpentine Lake. (Magnification lOx; crossed nicols). 
Photomicrograph of chlorite amygdules in basalt flow near 
the base of the Sims Brook volcanic sequence. (Magnification 
7x; crossed nicols). 
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· Amygdules are also common within overlying pillow lavas. 
The abundance of amygdules ge~erally increases outward from pillow 
cores 'to ri~. Quenched pillow rims are, however, devoid of awygdulei 
· This relationship implies .that original vesicularity ~as contro_lled by 
entrapment of supersaturated volatiles within the melt by drastic 
quenching of i'ts outer portions. Moore (1966, 1970) has demonst-rated 
. . 
a correlation between vesicular frequency within lavas of like compo-
sition and the depth below sea-level at the time of eruption. 
· .Amygdule_ frequ_ency determined 'by point-coun~s of five sampl~s 
from the gims Brook sequence 'are liste4, in Table 4. · Percerit vesicles ' 
plotted to the low-K tholeiite curve from, Moore (1970)·-suggest that. r,he 
minimum dept~ below sea level at the time of eruption ~y have been 
I . .. 
roughly 200-300 metres (fig. 4). 
The .general decrease in vesicular content upward in the 
assemblage (table 4) implies e~ther: (1) ·crustal subsidence during 
accumulation of the volcanic pile, .or (Z) . release of volatiles concen-
v-' 
trated in the uJ)per parts of the magma chamber during the initbl stages 
• · of eruption . Tl:le ·vesicular frequency cannot therefore give ·a true 
~ . •· 
depth of eruption during the entire volcanic history. It does suggest. 
; -, ___ 
however, that the assemblage was initially erupted into a shallow marine 
' ~ . 
environment. 
4.. 4. CHEMISTRY 
r 
Bulk-rock analyses (table 5) of the volcanic sequence were 
~ 
'conducted in order to: (1) determine chemical similarities between 
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Table 4. 
I 
- iG6 
I 
I 
Ves icularity·of fhe Se rpentine River volcani~s. 
' 
-- - · :;. : I 
SAMPLE NO . l LITHOLOGY PER(:ENT VE.SICU:S 
SL-355 
SL- 380 
SL-328 
SL-163 
SL..:112. 
(I) 
LLI 
0:: 
1-
LLI 
~· 
' 0 
..J 
, :lC 
z 
X 
1-
d. 
. LLI 
a 
z 
Cl 
UJ 
(.) 
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p i llow lava 6.5 
/ pillow lava 8. 5 
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rocks of the Sims Brook and Fish Head slices; (2) indicate possible 
tectonic eruptive _sett;l.ngs that may .bear on the genesis and rifting of 
" .\ 
the volcanic centres; and (3) draw comparisons between the Serpentine 
0 • 
River volcanics and ·similar occurrences of yolcanic rocks in the· Humber 
Arm Al~ochthon described by Baker (1978), Halpas (1977), S~hillereff 
(1980), and Einarson (unpubl.) • ·;..and in the Hare Bay Allochthon by· 
Jamieson (1976). 
_., 
Low grade metamorphism of· the volcanic suite po.ses certain 
constraints .on geochemical -modelling. Metasomatic interaction between 
· the rocks and sea-water in their subaqueous <enip_tive SE:.tting has ·1-esulte.d 
' in subStantial chemical migration, particularl~~ with resp~c~ to majo~-
. ' 
element oxides. Several author8' have demonstrm:ed, however, tha·t 
geochemical parameters are still useful when. applied with cauti9 n (e. g. 
Smith and Smith, 1976; Strong~ ~1., 1979;· Brooks and Coles, 1980). I 
.. 
Nine samples from the Sims Brook slice and one .from the Fish' 
Head sli~e _were analyzed by X- ray . fluorescence spectrometry for trace 
. . 
. ~ . - . . . 
elements; 'an'd by ato~ic~absorption spectrophotometry for majo~-element 
~ 
oxides. Of .the ten, eight pass the chemical screen 12% < CaO + MgO <. 20% . 
. ... '• ~ . : 
suggested by winchester . and Floyd (1977) •. The remainin~ two have eao + 
MgO values of 21.9'7 an:d 2.3.15 percent, attributable to secondary 
·. 
· enrichment of CaO and MgO principally from infillings_ of ca!ci,te and · 
dolomite in fractures • 
. . 
The e£f~cts of -magmatic fractionation and sea-floor alt/ration 
(spilitiz~tion) must be taken into acco~t in a discussion of . the 
chemistry.. The pr imary mineral phases of the suite are the same ,. 
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table 5. Major and trace element an~lyses ~f ~he Serpentine River volcanics. 
0 
• 
Sample No. \ SL-82 SL-163 SL.:.172 SL-i~J SL-192 SL-327 SL-328 
:.--
Si02 .47.-16" 46~05 41.20 . 48.96 48.4~ 47.85 53.56 
• ." TiOz 0.85 0.99 -1.37 1.26 <l. 27 0.-87 l. 21 
Al2o3 15.48 . i5. 52 14.90 . 14.85 15.47 16.56 14.41 
Fe203** 11.46 11.23 13.24 13.42 10.74 11.24 8. 97. 
MnO ' 0.19 0.20 0.17 0.23 0 . 14 0.17 0.15 
~ 12.39 4.14 8. 41 9.20 7.95 " 3.95 8.25 
CaO 9.58 19.01 ' 15.52 7. 26 . 11.31$ 12.87 7.74 
Na20 2.48 2.58 3.70 3.55 4.28 4.05 4.67 
K20 0.22 0. 17 1.14 1.21 0.24 2.37 0.88 
P20!5 0.19 0.11 0:35 0.06 0 .- 05 0.06 0.16 
TOTAL 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
LOI 5.07 4.37 13.75 3. 67 3.01' ··· 10.19 3.53 
Zr 48 70 64 64 81 ·48 70 
Sr 356 97 89 119 105 132 164 
Rb 1 2 7 19 1 26 ·g 
Pb ~ O 2 3 3 . ...::_ 2 .- t.' 0 1 zn 52 47 73 65 40 44 58 
Cu 59 39 48 120 0 0 120 
u 0 1 1 1 2 1 0 
Ni 502 160 89 97 7'4 180 67 
_ Cr 1316. 431. 80 171 390 682 334 
v 187 150 294 340 251 lOS . • 330 
La 0 0 , 1 4 3 0 . 4 
Ce 0 0 . 0 12 12 0 12• 
Ga 6 14 13 12 13 7 7. 
Th 0 1 •· 2 5 5 1 2 
Nb .. o- o· ' {r · ·o . 0 0 'Q 1 
. y 25 22 37 35 35 26 32 
Oxides in anhydrous weight percent; trace elements in parts per mi1liop. 
All samples from Sims Brook slice except *basalt from Fish Head slice. 
""" . ~* :Total Fe as Fe2o3 • . ~ . ' 
-·· ~~--- ....... 
SL-361 
47.76 
1.03 
14.74 
12 ; 18 
0.19 
- • 9.28 
10.78 
3.44 
0.35 
0.25 
100 ~ 00 
2.61 
53 
24 7 
4 
1 
74 
11 
1 
98 
454 
279 
2 
0 
11 
3 
0 . 
25 
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.. 
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~ 
J 
I . " 
' 
._sL:..3so SL-395, 
~-
·cJ 
50.40 49.91 
1.71 1.17 
' 13.42 15.24 
14.37 9.80 
0.19 . 0.19 
8.99 10.14 
-s.63 9.49 
4.94 ' 3.40 
0.17 0.51 
0.18 0.15 
100.00 100.00 
·9. 74 3.05 
-
108 I) 83 
33 •. 399 
2 6 
5 . 0 
101 87 .. 
206 0 57 
3 Q 
102 / 135 
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· throughout both the Sims Brook and Fish Head slices, and there appears 
·to have been no appreciable maginatic differentiation. Chemical 
fractionation al90 appears minimal, and of ~ the ten samples used in 
the following interpretations, all can chemically be termed basalts -
(fig. 5). Sp'ilitization of the suite is petrographically implied by 
. . . ' 
the abundance of chlorite_ within the rocks, as well as by intense 
albitization (section 4. 3). The alteration is chemically manifested 
by an<Jalously high sodium values within the suite. Appreciable. amounts 
of sodium are present within all samples analyzed, and five of the 
· samples are clearly soda-enriched, containing Na
2
o values greater than 
that expected of unaltered basaltic, rocks (fig. 6). 
Some trace-elements are 'typically less affected by low-grade 
alteration, and .provide more · dependable _variables than do major elements 
to ded'Uce possible magmati.c affinities and tecto'nic eruptive settings. 
. . . 
Smith and Smith (l976) have shown in Ordovician volcanics from New South 
. ,. . . ~ 
Wales 'that prehnite-pumpellyit,e facies metamorphis~::results in a signifi-
. . .· . 
cant re~istribution of_ Sr and k2o, whereas Ti, Zr, Y ;J~:: a~d P2o5 
remain -largely unaffected. Similarly, studies by PearcJ ' and Cann {1973, 
. t r ... , . .. 197~) and by _Winchester and Floyd (1976) have shown that the. same suite 
., 
of incompatible elements _can be used to distinguish bet~~n altered' 
\ 
tholeiitic and alkalic basalts . 
Winchester and Floyd (1976) have devised a scheme using Zr. 
Ti and P to classify basaltic magmas, in which tholeiitic basalt . 
relative to alkali basalt has lower absolute abundances of p 205 and 
increased Zr/P 2o5 ratios at higher· ti02 values, · Eight of the nine 
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' \ · .1 ·.. ' 
samples from the Sims Brook slice, plotted along with one 
the Fish Head slice, fall within the tholeiitic field. 
specimen, which plots w1 thin the alkalic field of 
. 
le from 
offending 
and at the 
interface between the two fields in figure 7b, is t: of strongly 
. . ' 
alte.red massive · basalt from the base· of the Sims Brook seet;l.on. .The 
suite can be ~ffectively tenDed . tholeiitic, and · this classification is 
in accordance with observed petrographic data . (section 4.3). 
Comparison of the Serpentine River volcanics with volcanic 
suites fro~ known tectonic set.tings has been Undertaken using . trace-
_element chemistTy. Pearce and Cann (1973) have shown island-arc 
tholeiites to be depleted in ins:ompatible elements relative to mid-:ocean 
ridge basalts. Trace-element abundances of the Serpentine River .suite 
appear to be transitional between the two 11agma types (table 6) • Mean 
tio2· and Sr v~lues are undiagnostic, Nb and Zr values resemble those of 
. 
low-potassium (island-·arc) t,holeiites, and Y values are. more characteristic 
of ocean-floor (spreading-axis) basalts. Given the fact that trace-
element abundances are dependent on mineral phases and· therefore on the 
degree of magmatic differentiation, simple one-to'-one cQmparisons of 
individual elements may be mislefding. 
\ 
< \ 
Discrimination plots such as those proposed by ~e~ce and Cann 
(1973) and Pearce ai)d .Norry (1979) employ two or more trace-element 
components. ana can be particularly useful in_ ded"ucing possible tectonic 
settings. Figure Sa is intended to discri.minate between island-ate. • 
• mid-ocean ridge and within-plate basalts. The Serpentine Riv~r rocks 
., 
have Zr/Y ratios typical of .bo.th is~and-arc and mid-ocean ridge b:asalts, 
but significantly lower zriY ratios than those of within-plate basalts. 
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·Table 6. ' Mean trac e._-e..tement abundances of the Serpentine River 
volcanics and~~alts from 'known tectonic settings. 
.. 
Ti 
.Zr 
y ' 
Nf? 
Sr 
' · . . . 
S_ERPENTINE RIVER BASALT 
~ 
6493 
69 
31 
o. 7 . 
174· 
OFB LKT 
MEAN MEAN 
8350 5150 
92. 52 ' 
30 ~9 
5.0 1.5 
. 
131 207 
OF.B (ocean-floor basalt) and LKT (low-K thole~ite) data from Pearce 
and Cann (1973). J 
· Relative abundances of Ti • and Zr are employed in figure 8b 
to distinguish between oceai1-floor, , low-K tholeiitic (primitive 
island-arc) and .calc-alkali' (island-arc) ·basalts • . The Serpentine 
--· River data have Zr values lower than those expected of calc-alka1i · 
" . '.; "- .. 
suites, a~d instead more closely resemble tholeiitic roc~s of ocean-:-
floor or primitive island-arc affintty. 
On the ti/100-Zr-Yx) discrimination_diagram of Pearc e and 
Cann ; (1973) (fig. Be), the Serpentine River S&uiples form a ~lose 
' • / . , . 
,. 
.grouping within the field of ocean-floor (spr~ading-~xia) basal ts. 
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4.5. . REGIONAL CORRELATION AND TECTONIC SETTING 
A number ·of .. different volcanic suites outcrop "in tectonic 
slices immediately beneath .the transported ophiolitic rocks of western 
' . 
Newfoundland. These include: (1) the Skinner . Cove Formation (Baker,: 
1978) ; (2) mafic lavas of the Little Port Compl~x (Comeau, 1972); and 
.. 
{:l) 'the Mine 'cove volcanics in the . Humber Arm Alloc~thon (Williams, 
1973; Schillereff and Williams, 1979). Volcanic rocks also outcrop · 
, . . 
' 
structurally beneath the White Hills peridotite and its ba~al ~tamorphic 
· .. 
aureole in the Hare aay · Allochthon near the tip of the Great Northern 
... . 
' ; Peninsula (e.g. Jaudeson, 1976). These. inciude: . (1) the Ireland Point · 
.,.. 
volcanics; and (2) the Maide~ Point V~?lcanics • . Recent studies of 
stratigraphy, ·petljology and geochemistry (e.g. Co~au, 1972; Willia_ms, 
... 
1973; Williams and MalP,as, 1972; Baker, 1978 ;' Schillereff, 1980; 
Strong·, i974; Jamieson, 1976, . 1978) enable broad regional comparisons 
·. 
to be ~ade with the· serpentine River volcanics. 
. ' . 
Volcanic rocks of the ophiolitic Bay of Islands Complex show· 
a trace-element chemis.try similar ' to typical mid ... ocean ridge b~salts, 
. . 
and. are interpreted as extrusions erupted at an o~eanic spreading centre 
' . 
during the Early Ordovician (Malpas, 1977). Both 'tholeiitic and alialic 
volcanic rocks . occur within tectonic slices. be~ath _the Bay of Islands 
.. 
Complex. The Skinner Cove volcanlcs are dominantly alkalic, contaiqing 
, ; 
abundant titan-augite phenocrysts, -and are f.nterbedded with pyroclastic 
ash-flow deposits and a few limestone beds (Ba~er, 1978), T~ese volcanic 
rocks show ,strong enri.chment in Ti and Zr compared to c;.yplcal mid-oeean 
.. 
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ridge basalt, and have been interprete.d as representin~ within-plate, 
off-axis volcanism related to early rifting of the I~petus ocean· (Baker, 
1978). Yolc~nic rocks of the Little Port Complex are also enriched 
in the alkali elements, although not so drastically as the Skinner Cove 
volcanic.s. They have been interpreted as representing transitional 
al.kalic-tholeii~ic primitive island-arc volcan'ism (Malpas ~ !1.·, 1973; 
WilliaJIIS, 1975), and as volcanism associated with transform fa\,lltin'g 
· at the same spreading-axis as that represented by the Bay of Islands 
Complex (Karson and Dewey, 1978)~ The Mine Cove volcanics (S~hillereff, 
1980) are similar to tyPical mid-ocean ridge basalt, ,and compare closely 
with the Serpentine River volcanics. 
~mpa~ison of the Serpentine River volcanics with other 
volcanic suites of the Humber Arm Allochthon on the basis of trace-
element. abundances is shown in figure 9. Significant overlap between 
the fields of the Serpentine River, Mine Cove and Bay of Islands data 
a~gseats that these suites were generated by the same ap.reading axis. 
The. Skinner t:,ove and .. Little Por't volcaqica, ·· however, plot well away 
·, 'J 
from the field of Serpen~ine River data, reflecting their more alkalic 
chemi'S~ry'. 
~ In northwest. Newfoundland, both plkalic and tholeiitic volcanic 
, 
rocks occur beneath the White Hills peridotite, and probably formed the 
pro~olith for the greenschist and amphibOlite facies rocks of its 
basal synkinematic aureole (Jamies.on .• 1978, 1980; Lynas, in. prep.). 
At Serpentine. Lake, . the contact between rocks of the Sims 
· Brook alice and the basal metamorph~c sJieet of. the overlying Bay o·~ 
. / . 
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Fiaur~ 9. Trac~ element co•partson of the Serpentine River volcanics with 
other volcanic suitu of the ltumber Ara Allochthon. Skinner Cove, Little 
Port and lay of hlands data frosi Baker (1978). Min~ Cove data fro• 
Schillefeff (1980). 
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. Islands Complex on the east side of ~lov Me Down Mountain involves 
deformation of · the uppermost parts of the volcanic suite, and an 
apparent gradational r ·elat:fonship exists between · the unsheared volcanfc 
and highly sheared metamorphic rocks (see f~llo~lng chapter). Here 
as well, , tbe volcanic r~cks directly 'beneath the ophiolite apparently 
form the protolith to the basal metamorphic sheet, and were accreted 
. . 
to the base of the ophiolitic slab during the early stages of obduction. 
The highly vesicular nature of the Serpentin~ River basalts suggests 
·that they· may have formed a more shallow marine, morphologically high 
' .. portion of the spreading axis, and this fact ~y explain their 
·'-... . 
preservatio~ beneath t9e Bay of Islands Complex in the stacking order · 
•. 
of the allochthon • . .. . 
• It is interesting to note that · alkalic. and tholei.itic volcanic 
rocks are commonly associated with obdUcted ophiolites of the Tethyan 
Orogen, and in Oman they o~cur in an identical structural position to 
those in west Newfoundland (Searle ~ al., 1989). In both areas they 
pr~vide evidence of the _volcanic evolution of the ocean basin prior 
to ~losing and obduction of the ophiolite complexes. 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE BAY OF ISLANDS AND LITTLE PORT COMPLEXES 
f The Bay of ·Islands Complex (Williams, 1973) "forms the highest . I , , ~ 
; structural slice of the Humber Arm Allochthon, and contains a complete 1 . . 
i / ophiolite suite as defined by the participants in the Penrose conference 
/ on ophiolites (1972). As defined by Willi~s (1973), it also· includes · 
I 
. I 
l 
l 
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mafic rocks of its dynamothermal aureole . The ophiolitic~component 
consists of ~erpentinized ultramafic rocks, gabbros, mafic dykes, · 
·• I~ 
pillow lava~ and deep-marine sedimentary. rocks. The rocks are inter-
preted ·as oceanic crust ·and mantle (e.g, Moores, 1970; Stevens, 1970; 
. . . . .- . 
Church and Stevens, 1971; Dewey and Bird,' 1971), -and contain a basal 
metamorphic ·aureole·' which has been interpreted as the product of 
~ .. 
initial displacement Qf the allochthono~s she~t from · its mantle sub-
. strate (e.g', Church and Stevens, 1971; Williams and Smyth, 1973; 
Malpas ~ al., 1973; _Malpas, 1979). , In the Serpentine Lake area, 
only the lower parts of the suite, including gabbroic, ultramafi~ and 
rphic rocks, ate exposed (plate 1). 
. . 
The Littie Po~t Complex is locally contained within thrus t 
immediately west of the Bay of Islands ophiolite (except i n 
wis Hills where the two are attached). In the map-area , the Little 
Port Complex occurs to the west and at the same struc tural posi tion as 
the Bay of Islands Complex, above ba~altic rocks of the Serpent ine 
I . ,. 
River volcanics (pl ate 1; fig. 1.1, Chapter 4) . It comprises foliated 
gabbr~ic rocks, amphiboJ.ites, trondhjemite~, mafic dykes and pillow 
t 
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lavas (Comeau, 1972; Malpas ~ al., 1973; Malpa,s, ··1979). ·· A recent · 
model by Karson and Dewey. (1978) equates rocks of the Little Port 
Complex ~ith ~ay of Islands .oceanic crust that was defor:111ed along 
transform faults and reinjected by basaltic magma at the same spreadin& 
. ' . 
axis. This interpreta~ion is baaed mainly on exposures in the Lewis · 
• • 
Hills. to the south of the map-area. Foliated gabbro of the Little 
Port ·complex outcrops at Coal River Head near the northernmost extent 
of the map-area (plate 1). The rockS were-not treated in detail ' as · ~ 
part of this study, and are of peripheral interest only. 
5 .1. OPHIOLITIC ROCKS OF TilE BAY. OF ISLANDS COMPLEX 
The strAtigraphy .and petrography of fhe ophiolitic rocks of 
the Bay of Islands Complex have been the subject of·several studies 
(e.g. Malpas, 1976, 1977; Suen et al., 191.9). The mineraiogy, petro-
genesis ·and chemistry of the suite is w.~ll ,understood, and detailed 
discuss,ion of such is not wit~in the scope of this s'tudy. Brief ', 
petrographic descriptions: based on 19 collected samples are included, 
, ' ' 
· however~ to acquaint the reader with units of the Bay of Islands Complex 
, in tbe map-area~ :The descriptions are intended to se~e as a .supplement. 
to more detailed studies of the ophiolitic rocks by Saith (1958), 
' 
.Malpas (1976)! Malpas an.d Stevens (1971)~ and Suen and others (l9l9). 
• / ( 
.. . . 
. ( 
Distribution 
Ophiolitic rocks of the. Bay of Islands Co~lex are con~ined 
·• 
- . 
within two structural slices in the Serpentine Lake area, viz. the · 
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Blow Me. Down and Lewis Hills slices (plate 1). At Blow Me Down 
I 
Mountain. the · rocks form the Round Hill syncU.ne (Williams, 1981), a 
gently northward-plunging structure truncated by the ·present structural 
base of the slice. The contact.s between ultramafic rocks and gabbros 
are everywhere steeply-dipping (plate 21), except near . the lo~er reaches 
. ,# ~ . 
I 
.of Red Gulch Brook where the contact dips gently westward (plate l). 
A nearly complete ·cross-section through the lower parts of the 
ophiolite suite is thus exposed. Dyke lithologies outcrop in the 
core of the syncline (unit 14). Much of the ·sheeted-dyke terrane 
i is, however, boulder strewn, and exposure is limited to scaqtered 
out.crops along the upper slope of the massif. Dyke lithologies a.re 
not discussed further, and the reader is referred to a report by 
Williams and Malpas (1972.) for detailed descriptions. 
In the Lewis Hills~ ultramafic rocks account for the bulk 
of exjlosed ophiolitic lithologies_. They are in steeply;..dipping contact 
with overlying gabbroic rocks exposed in the cores of complex synformal 
structures withi,n the topographically high portions" of the massif 
(plate 22 ' ; plate 1) . . 
Ultramaf:f.c rocks (~nit 12) 
Lherzolite containing the mineral as!'emblage ol:f.vine, clino-
pyroxene, orthopyroxene and spinel forms the basSI! portion of the 
ultramaf:f.c sequence at both Blow Me Down Mountain and the Lewis Hills. 
An upward decrease and eventual disappearance· of clinopy:oxene marks 
the transition from lherzolite to harzbur_gite, which accounts for the 
t 
l 
Plate 21. 
Plate 22. 
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Steeply-dipping contact between brown-weathering ultramafic 
rocks (right) and gabbro (left) of the Bay of Islands 
Complex near Red Gulch Brook. View toward northwest. 
Contact between ultramafic rocks (feldspathic dunite) 
(right) and gabbro (left) atop the Lewis Hills massif about 
2 kilometres south of Serpentine River. 
' . 
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bulk of the ultramafic sequence at both localities. Veins anoi l~yers 
of dunite (plate 23) occur within all p<lrts of the harzburgite unit, 
but are most coDD!lon toward its top, particularly in the Lewis Hills~ 
' 
. · ..l Th\....rocks are variably altered. Py;roxene grains are 
commonly replaced by .. bastite and, more rarely~ by talc in s_ome 
lherzolitic rocks. Replacement of olivine by serpentine and/or mag-
netite is most pronounced in the upper parts of the ultra:mafic section. 
If 
Veins of prehnite and phlogopite are common. 
All ultramafic rocks contain well developed L-S fabrics 
• defined by elongate and aligned grains of · altered pyroxene contained 
within a. groundmass of kinked and polygonized olivine {plate 24). 
The fabric is at many loca~ities enh~ced, but in some a.reas totally 
obscured by the growth ·of serpentine along grain boundaries. At the 
base of the ultramafic sequence on the east side of Blow Me Down 
_Mountain, schistose and mylonitic lherzolite bearing · brown pleochroic 
(Ti-rich) amphibole lies at the interface between the ophiolite and 
·its basal metamorph;c aureole . (se_e section 5.2). 
Transitional zone between ultramafic rocks and gabbro 
( 
Feldspathic dunite forms the uppermost part of the ultramafic 
suite, and marks the transition between ultramafic rocks below and 
ga-bbro above. This horizon is referred to as the Critical Zone (Smith. 
19~8) and attains a thickness of about 100 to 200 metres. Within the 
map-area. the feldspar grains are completely sausseritized, and olivine 
is present only as relict granules within a mosaic of serpentine and 
l ' ~ 
Plate 23. 
Plate 24. 
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Photomicrograph of serpentinized dunite from near the top 
of unit 12 in the Lewis Hills. Serpentine growth enhances 
grain and subgrain boundaries within olivine crystals. 
(Magnification 7x; crossed nicols) 
Tectonite fabric in harzburgite of unit 12 at Blow Me Down 
Mountain. Large anhedral orthopyroxene crystal is contained 
within a groundmass of serpentinized olivine. (Magnification 
11.3x; crossed nicols) 
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• 
magnetite (plate ·25). A pro!lounced compositional banding is observable 
within t_he critical zone arid in gabbro imined~ately overlying it in the 
-· 
' northern pa_rt of the Lewis Hills. The banding may reflect cumulate 
· layering_ of crystals at the base of the gabbro unit with local mineral 
fabric produced by magmatic flow (Malpas and Stevens, 1977). More 
recent work by Cal on (in prep . ) suggests that the banding and· mineral 
alignment are products . of ductile strain (Chapter 7). 
Gabbro · (unit 13) 
Gabbroic rocks sampled from Blow Me bown Mountain and Lewis 
Hills. contain the primary mineral assemblage clinopyroxene and bytownite 
(plat~ 26). Plagtocla pyroxene rich 
varieties (melanocratic locally~ Olivine is not con-
tained within gabbro sampled from the Blow Me Down ophiolite, but is 
present within one sample from the Lewis Hills section,. where it has 
be~n largely replaced by serpentine. 
. 
A weak L-S fabric- is defined by elongate pyroxene grains-
rimmed by brown hornblende, which is -in turn rimmed by green hornblende. 
:rhis .zonal variation may be the r~sult of burial metamorphism (Malpaa 
and Stevens, 1977), or it may reflect slow cooling of the roc ks unde~ 
stress,· presumably at· or near the spreading axis . All Fe-Mg mineral s 
are partially altered to actinolite and· chlorite, which occur both as· 
nucleated growt hs within and along the margins of the host gr;ains. 
This al t eration is clearly of metamorphic origin. I 
·; 
T 
Plate 25. 
Plate 26. 
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Photomicrograph of feldspathic dunite from the critical 
zone (uppermost unit 12) in the Lewis Hills. (Magnification 
5.6x; crossed nicols) 
Clinopyroxene gabbro of unit 13 at Blow Me Down Mountain. 
(Magnification 4.5x; crossed nicols) 
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Islands 
An isotopic age of 508 + 5 million years for the Bay~_f \ : . 
ophiolite suite hqs b~en determine_d f_rom trondhjemitic r~cks · 
near. ·th~ · top of the gabbro unit of the Blow Me Down massif (~ttinson, 
1976). The rocks are thus Late Cambrian. ·Additional age data on 
the Bay of Islands 9Phi?lite suite .is part of a study now. in progress 
(Dunning, .pers. comm., 1981). 
5 ,2 . METAMORPHIC ROCKS· OF THE BAY OF ISLANDS COMPLEX . 
Amphlbolites . and greenschists outcrop in two sinuous north-
trending belts along the east sides of Blow Me Down Mountain and the t . 
Lewis Hills. They occur directly beneath ultramafic rocks of the 
ophiolite suite (plate 1). Similar lithologies occur · beneath ultra-
mafic rocks of the Bay of Orslands Complex at North Arm Mountain and 
Table Mountain to the .north ·of the map-area (Williams, 1973), and 
beneath the. White Hills Peridotite of the Hare Bay Allochthon in 
northwest Newfoundland (Jamieson, 1979). 
The metamorphic rocks are interpreted as basal "dynamothermal" 
aureoles produced by overriding allochthonous ophiolite suites (e.g. 
Williams and Smyth, 1973; Malpas, 1979). They are not therefore 
convent.ional metamorphic aureoles, i.e. produced by static metamorphism 
' . 
along the margins of igneous intrusions. 
Smith (1958) and all previous workers (except Ccioper, 1936) 
regarded the Bay of Islands Complex and surrounding rocks as essentially 
autochthonous. Metamorphic rocks associated with · the igneous bodies 
i 
·I 
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were therefore interpreted as the products of contact metamorphism 
. ' ' ., 
·. ~ . 
around a hot intrusion. Stevens (1970) and Church and Stevens (1971) 
' . ' . . ' . \ -
· iQ.terpreted the Bay of Islands Complex as transported oceanic crust 
t 
and mantle which during its emplacement contained ellough ,inherent 
i 
I 
heat . to accomplish contact metamorphism.. The metamorphis~ was, however, 
• I 
still thought to h?ve been superimposed on schist.ose rocks\ with a 
/ . 
pr~-existing metamorphic fab"ric (Church, ·1972). Smyth (1971) demon~ · 
strated that all metamorphism and structure· of the aureole zdnes is 
related to emplacement of the ophiolites, and that the rocks fo~d 
. from relatively undeformed protoliths. W!lfiams (1973) show,ed that · · 
' 
the aureole zones are an integral part: of toe Bay · of Islands structur 1;- . 
slices, and therefore predate final emplacement of the ophiolite com · ex . 
Williams and Smyth (1973) therefore interpreted the zones as produc~ 
of initial obduction and early transport of the allochthono11s ophio ites 
/ \ . : 
at ~near an ancient continental margin. Subsequently, the same \ 
in~pretation has been proposed for metamorphic sheets beneath al~och­
thonous ophiolites in the Uralian and Tethyan orogenic belts (e.g. I . 
~ Savelyeva, 1974; Woodcock and Robertson, 1977; Searle and Malpas) ~ · 
I I . 
I ! 
·Regionally, there . are 'five main aspects connnon to all baNal 
, , 
198.0). 
,, 
; / 
· dynamotherm:al· ·aureoles t;o the ,allochthonous ophiolites (from Willf~ms 
and Smyth, 1973). These are: (1) strong schistosities that pardilel 
I I 
the base ,of' ~he ophiolite suite; (2) schistose fabrics in basal / 
I 
peridotites above the au~eole, locally including finely-bandecL( recrystal-/ . . 
lized ultramafic rocks; (3) uniformly narrow width, generallY,' less than 
/ 
I 
I j 
'; 
! 
i 
! 
.. 
\ 
.. 
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(> • ' · 
300 metres of structural thickness;· (4) ~onstant m¢~hic li.tho·logtes 
implying similar pro~oliths mainly of ma.fic volcanic rocks; ancl (5) 
·\ 
decreasing metamorphic grade (from amphibolite to sub-green~chi~t 
grade) and intensity of deformation with depth beneath the peridotites .. 
'I 
Aureole li~hologies from the southeast side of Blow Me Down 
Mountain and the northeast corn-er of LewiS ~ills have not been described 
Lithologic and petrographic · descripti~ns of t:he rocks are 
. ~ . . ·-
included herein to assess their conformity and variation, and to compare 
• I 
with regional characterir:;tics elsewhe~. · I~ the ~p-~rea, there is 
considerable local variation between aureole r~cks at Jslo~ Me Down 
I 
Mountidn and the Lewis Hills. Each unit will there.~re be described 
separately in the following sections; 
' · 
Aureole Rocks at Blow Me Down Mountain "\, 1 • 
..... Distribution and thickness. The ba \1 aureo:~ ~o the Blow 
ME;'' DOwn ophiolite dips mederately northwestwa d, anc! defines an unbroken 
belt which extends from about h tf Serpentine Lake 
northward beyond the .boundary. of the map-are (Williams and Godfrey. 
. . il - . 
. 
1980a). The metamorphic .~_elt at 
thinner than those desc; lbed by Williams 
Lake; is substantially · 
I 
S~th {1973), attaining 
a maximum thickness of no,more - than 200 metres.~ The zone is. bounded 
~bove by mylonitic lhenoli£., and belo by st,ongly sheared and 
catsclasti•ed basalt of the struc~ral alice (Chapter 4). 
The sequence outcrops in st and ravines along the steep 
!' 
. / 
!/ ,, 
l 
r / I 
I 
j 
I 
I, 
I 
I 
\ 
\ 
\ 
i 
I 
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eastern slopes of the Blow Me Down massif west of Knights Brook, and 
in cliff-faces abou.t 1 kilometre north of ~Serpentine LaJ<e (plate 1, , 
·• 
fig. 10) • 
. I Lithologies • A vari_ety o.f lithologies are contained wi_thin 
the basal metamorphic sheet at Blow Me Down Mountain. The sequence 
displays a :. general decrease in ·metapK>rphic grade downward from its 
\ 
co~tact with overlying peridot.ites, and tn this_ regard conrq,rms with 
observed trends· in aureole tones at other localities in_west Newfoundland 
' (e.g. Mall'as, 1979; Jamieson, 1979). 
'· 
.. 
In the north (transect 1 of fig. 10), the sequence consists 
predominantly o.f well- foliated amphibolite &nd greenschist containing 
· some isolated lenses of texturally wel·l preserved, though altered, 
basalt and gabbro. In. the south (transect 2 of fig. J.O), moderate 
to coarse grained pyroxene-bearing amphibolites lo~ally contain wel~-
ciefined f!ibrics, but are for the most part only weakly folhited. A 
thin z:one of ultramylonite that caps · the section in the north is of 
lherzolitic composition, but is considered as an integral part of the ' 
metamorphic assemblage in accordance wtth Malpas (1979)~ 
The ultramylon~te consists predominantly of a lherzolitic 
assemblage of recrystallized orthopyroxene. clinopyroxene and olivine. 
(;. 
· Stretched and flattened pyroxene augen define a prominent L'-S fabric 
within a groundmass of polygonized olivine. Bands of Ti-rich .kaersutitic 
amphibole that parallel the .plane of foliation (plate 27) are probably 
of metamorphic origin rather than a primary mantle phase (see Mal pas, 
1979). 
I 
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Plate 27. Band of titaniferous amphibole (brown) in mylonitic 
lherzolite near the contact between unit 12 and underlying 
basal synkinematic aureole rocks at Blow Me Down Mountain. 
(Magnification 5.6x; plane-polarized light) 
Plate 28. Jointed outcrop of strongly foliated epidote blastomylonite 
near the top of the Blow Me Down metamorphic section. Knife 
near centre of photo approximately 10 centimetres long. 
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·. ·'\ . Gr,~y· ~eathe~ing~. ~~-~ ·-g~e~~-- ep.ido~e-rii:~ bl\ sto)'ylonit!! 
outcrops et the top ol't.the .section !n the · zone of · transect 2 '(plate 28) • 
. . · . ; . . ' . - ·,_ ,. ) . . . . . . • ' ,. \ <. 
Tl1e _ r_5)~k contains a crude compositional banding defi.ned '\>Y alternating · 
• - "'""" ••. . • ., 'Ill · • ' . 
: .. 
layers of coarse and fine-grained _epidote, _ wi.t~ . min;r. ~~~-e . and ~lenses 
o~ : serpentine: With!n t.he fine-grained' domains •: ._rootless Ids, ~nd 
p~rphyroclast!i of coarse epidote' sever~l mi~li~~tres a~ross, ie.- ·~ • · , . 
. , • • • I -, . . • . . 
within th~ plane of f~i.iation _ (pJ.~te 29). . . . \\_. 
'.• . . •Da~k. sr~y wea~heri~g ~mphibolite' 01itcrops interudttent_ . · . . 
.. . \ . . . . 
o~'~ .a 40 metre thick i.~t\rval beneath ' 'the myl~>niti~ horizon (fig. 'u) 
in t_~e\ztme of· tr;ansect: 1.\ Brown hornblertde OC;curs- wi~hin- . th~ upper . • 
part.of the amphibolitic ' zone ; arid_g.reen' hornblende toward' its base, 
·.·· . " •. . 
· --~..:. 
.. 
thus indicating a downward · decrease· in temperature and pressure· (e.g . . 
Miya$hiro, 1973) . 
"' Greenschlst-:-grade mineral assemblages typ~fy ro;ks -E?Posed 
lower in the se4uence, ,_although not ~ . . all contain the prominent ·fabric 
of the ove.rly:f,ng amphib91ites. Ntsmerous boudins ~nd lenses sevEiral · 
centimetres across of meta-igneous rogks occur _·_with.in the gre.enschist· 
.. . 
zone. Many contain well preserved ba~alttc and gabbroic textures, 
although in part obl.iter&.t ed by sec ondary· epidote, clinozoiaite• ~nd 
... 
. . . 
actinolite. Sma.J,l ~Te~s of amygdaloidal Dletabasalt. within a .. ~l:histose . 
.. 
. 
matrix of calcite and abundant chlorite a,re also ob~ervable . in thin-
' ,. ... 
s ec tion- (plate 30). These relationships argue strongly f o r a maf jc • 
igneous· protolith ~s sugge~ted by W+.ll~ams . and Smyth (1973) and Malpas 
• u c.' ' 
(1979), ~nd also indicate inhomogeneous strain within the aureole zone 
.. 
during ophiol ite o~uction • 
. · .. 
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. Brown hornblende, albite augen, epidote 
porphyroclasts, serp.Emtine lenses 
amphibolite facies 
MYLONITIC &~HIBOLITE 
-"' 
Brown and green hornblende, epidote, 
albite 
amphibolite facies 
AMPHIBOLITE 
Abundant green hornblende, e pidote, 
albit;e 
, 
amplhbolih facies 
CHLORIT~ SCHIST - METAGABBRO LENSES 
Schistose chlorite + calcite, lenses and 
boudins of 'cataclastic metagabbro 
greenschist facies 
CHLORITE SCHIST - METABASALT LENSES 
Lenses of epidote &nd actinolite bearing 
amygdaloidal basalt in chlorite schist 
greenschist facies 
CHLORITE - CALCITE SCHIST 
Sc histose chlorite-calcite-magnetite 
matrix, microscopic basalt fragment~ 
greenschist fa c ies 
CATACLASTlC AMYCDALOIDAL METABASALT 
FracEured pyroxe ne and plagioclase grains. 
abundant ilmenite, b iotit e a nd chlorite 6 
greens c hi s t fac icH ·c 
PHYLLlTI C META-TUFF 
Strained clasts of calcite + biotite in a 
matrix of biotite + minor quartz 
·.· . 
sub-greenschist facies 
Figure 11. Diagramatic representation of 11 thologies o f the basa l 
metamorphi c aureole to the Bay of lRlands Complex in the area of 
transect 1 (fig. 10), Blow Me Down ·Mounta i n. See text for 
explanation. 
Plate 29. 
Plate 30. 
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Photomicrograph of epidote blastomylonite from near the 
top of the Blow Me Down metamorphic section. Same locality 
as plate 28. (Magnification lOx; crossed nicols) 
Photomicrograph of basaltic microfragment in greenschist 
from the Blow Me Down metamorphic section. (Magnification 
lOx; crossed nicols) 
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Light grey veathering phyllite occurs at the exposed base 
of the section,in the zone of transect 1. The roc~ contains elongate 
, .. . 
• •: I 
domains of chlorite ant .calcite within a sh~a-red matrix of · calcite 
and quartz. The p~y~fte. is texturally somewhat similar to aquagene 
tuff exposed ne~,r 1 t:'he top of the underlying Sims Brook volcanic slice 
_.,.,.· .;.: 
(Chapter 4), and may we!). represent sheared equivalents thereof. Its 
occurrence provides further evidence for a protolith of mafic fragmental 
volcanic rocks as suggested by Williams and Smyth (1.973). 
\ 
A" ' 40-metre thick assemblage of foliated, hornblende-ri.ch 
metamorphic rocks is exposed in small cliff-faces at the southernmost 
extent of the Blow Me Down aureole near Serpentine Lake (fig. 10, 
flg. 12). The rocks are light green, grey weathering, and bear marked 
similarities to calcic-metasomatized amphibolites described from the 
.:> basal metamorphic aureole to the North Arm Mo,untain ophiolite (Malpas, 
1979). Relict primary clinopyroxene is. present within the lowermost 
• 
part of the assemblage, but the rocks consist predominantly of metamorphic 
minerals including green hornblende, albite and epidote. A wea~O foliation 
defined by alignment of hornblende is observable throughout the section, 
but is most pronounced near ·its middle portions (fig. 12). Near the 
' base of the unit, veins of prehnite and pectolite are . numerous. 
Texturally and mineralogically, the. rocks are best termed rodingi t ized 
amP,hibt>lite and amphibolitic meta-gabbro. C4lcic alteration (rodingiti-
zation) of the rocks is most likely related to expulsion of volatiles 
from the overlying ultramafic rocks during serpentinization (Malpas, 
pers. comm., 1981) . 
• 
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PYROXENE BEARING AMPHIBOLIT~ 
Brown and green hornblende, pyroxene 
porphyroblasts. Strong foliation 
atriphiboli te facies 
10 
z 
2 . AMPHIBOLITE 
1- Abundant green hornblende. Weak 0 
~ foliation 
~ ~mphiboli te facies 
& 20 
1- AMPHIBOLITE 
::z: Abundant g.reen hornblende. Strong. ~-1- foliation c 
"' facies z amphibolite Ill 
...... (I) AMPHIBOLITE 
~ Abundant actinolite and green 1-
"' 
hornblende. Strong foliation 
2 
• 
-
greenschist-amphibolite facies 
"' 
40 ~ AMPHIBOLITIC METAGABBRO <( 
1- Abundant actinolite, ~ relict grains of clinopyroxene. Foliated 
Ll.l 
~ greenschis,t facies 
2 g 
I 
'· . c 
• 
Figure 12.. Diagramatic representation of lithologies of the basal 
meta1110rphic' aureole to the Bay of Islands Complex ·in the area of 
transe'h 2· (fig. 10), Blow Me Down Mountain. See text for 
explanation. 
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Aureole rocks in the Lewis Hills 
_In the map-area, aureole lithologies at the base of the( Lewis 
Hills ultramafic sequence contrast markedly with those at the base of 
the Blow Me Down ophiolite. The rocks contai~ ·a much greater abundance 
of quartzofeldspathic material, implying formation from a different 
protolith. Mo~eover, the sequence does not exhibit gradational meta-
morphic features, and structural disruption of the aureole is t'tl.ereby 
implied. 
Distribution and ._thickness. Greenschist and amphibolite 
grade metamorphic rocks outcrop in a north-trending belt along the east 
side of the Lewis lUlls just west of Blue Hill Brook (plate 1, fig. 13). 
In the map-area, _the metamorphic terrane is marked by steep slopes and 
dense vegetation that contrasts sha rply with the barren cliffs of the 
overlying ultramafic sequence (plate 31). The uppermost parts of the 
aureole zone are inaccessible by foot because of deep, narrow ravines 
covered by stunted spr~ce.Q Lower···parts of the) sequence, however, outcrop 
discontinuously within ravines and stream valleys along the steep 
eastern slopes of the massif. Scarcity of outcrop precludes an accurate 
measure of thickness, but surface morphology suggests that the aureole 
is several hundred metres thick. 
Lithologies. Five samples were collec ted from a 350 metre 
interval within the metamorphic sect ion. . All r ocks are : psammitic 
schists containing abundant quartz and/or albite and lesser amounts 
of amphibole and micaceous minerals. Metamorphic lithologies of the 
Lewis Hills aureole. in the m~p-a:rea are schematically 'depicted in 
figure 14. 
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F18ure 13. Localized geologic map of the area west of 
Blue Hill Brook, along the east side of the Lewis Hills. 
Dotted· line (arrow)' mlirks lucation of transect conducted 
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1000 
.. ~oss the basal metamorphi c aureole to the Bay of Islands 
Co~lex in t he Lewis Hills. 
: _ ___ .;. ....-....,;.._ __ . ---
Plate 31. 
Plate 32. 
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Metamorphic terrane at the base of the Lewis Hills 
ophiolite (steep, tree-covered slopes), and overlying 
ultramafic rocks (barren cliffs in background) west of 
Blue Hill Brook. 
Photom{crograph of brown hornblende porphyroblasts in 
amphibolite containing abundant green hornblende with strong 
preferred orientations. Exposed top of Lewis Hills meta-
morphic section. (Magnification lOx; plane-polarized light) 
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Rusty wea t hering grey amphibolite outcrops within the upper 
25 metres of the exposed section. The rocks contain .abundant .albite, 
which is progressively altered to epidote and clinozoisite away from 
the upper contact. Hornblende is abundant. Both green and brown 
var~eties - ar~ )present toward the top of thE unit (plate 32), whereas 
green hornblende is the only amphibole present in its lower port i ons. 
This transition implies a downward decrease in temperature and pressure 
. 
within the amphibolite-grade assemblage. 
Greenschist-grade rocks that ~utcrop directly beneath the 
hornblende-rich amphibol!l..tes at a distance of about 30 metres frDm the 
top of the"section ~fig. 14) contain abundant biotite, actinolite, 
albite ctnd quartz. The quartzofeldspathic fraction is contained in 
part within large boudins up to 50 centimetres in length. In addition, 
the rocks contain a prominent crenulation cleavage (plate 33) defined 
by kinked grains of biotite and actinolite. 
Similar lithologies crop out about SO metres lower in the 
section.- They contain. the same meta1110rphic mineral assemblage, and 
exhib~t compositional banding defined by alternating· quartzofeldspathic 
and mafic domains cut bY. · veins of quartz and potassium feldspar. The 
• J 
fabric of the rock is displaced along a aeries of microf~ults at high 
angles to the plane of foliation (plate 34). In outcrop this disruption · 
is manifest as a series of closely spaced slickensided jointing surfaces. 
Proximity to a major fault zone is. thus implied . 
About 30 metres lowe r in the se-~tion, albite- epido te-act i no l i t e 
schist contains porphyroblasts of green and brown hornblende, and marks 
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ALBITE - HORNBLENDE SCHIST 
Green and brown hornblende, albite, minor 
epidote. St"rong fo l i a tion 
amphibolite faci es 
ALBITE - HORNBLENDE SCHIST 
Abundant green hornblende, albite pa rtia lly 
altered to zoisit e , prehnite veins. 
Dynamically.recrystallized. 
amphibolite facies (retrogressed) 
QUARTZ - ALBITE - BIOTITE SCHIST 
Crenulated intergrowths of biotite , sericite 
and ac!inolite, quartzofeldspathic aug~n 
greenschist facies 
QUARTZ - BTOTITE - ACTINOLITE SCliiST 
Alternating domains of quartz and biotite + 
actinolite, late veins of quartz + sanidinP . 
High-angle microfaults 
greensch~st facies 
ALBITE ...: EPIDOTE - HOR!iB~ENDE SCHIST 
Albite (partially alte red to epidote), abun-
dant actinolltP, numerous porphyroblasts of 
green hornblende 
amphibolite fac ies 
EPIOOTF. AMPHIBOLlTf: 
Actinol ite, abund~nt ~o lstte a nd epldot•, 
lllllnor quartz, Vt>ins of C'i!lcite + ·actinol itt• . 
High-angle microfaults 
greenschist facL~s 
Figure 1•. Diag r amati c r~presentation of lithologies of t he basa1 
metamorphic auredle to the Bay of Islands Complex west ~f Blue Hill 
Brook, Lewis Hills (fig. 13). See text for explanation, 
Plate 33. 
Plate 34. 
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• 
Crenulations in biotite-actinolite-albite schist of the 
Lewis Hills basal aureole. Knife in upper left of photo 
approximately 10 centimetres long. 
Photomicrograph of disrupted fabric in biotite schist of 
the Lewis Hills aureole. (Magnification lOx; crossed nicols) 
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I . 
a reversal .in the downward-decreasing ~tamorphic gradient. probably 
due to structural repetition across a major high-angle fault (see 
fig. 14). 
Greenschist-grade rocks containing biotite, actinolite and 
abundant .~oisite outcrop at the exposed base of the section. Theit 
occurrence beneath amphibolite-gradero~ks above indicates a continuation 
of the downward decreasing metamorphic gradient. Here aga_in, the 
fabric of the rock is displaced across shear zones at high angles to 
the fo!iation. and slic~ensided joints are present in outcrop. Structural 
disrupt ion of lower, unexposed parts of the section is thus implied. 
Because ~~sal aureoles td the west Newfoundland ophiolites 
l' 
are interpreted at products of their initial obduction and early 
trans.port (Williams· and Smyth, 1973; Malpas, 1979; Jamieson. 1980), 
the age of metamorphism provides an approximate date for earliest 
displacement of the Bay of Islands Complex. Amphiboles from the 
40 39 
aureole of the Bay of Islands Complex give Ar/ Ar ages of 460 + 5 
m.y. (Dallmeyer and Williams, 1975) and 463 + 9 m.y. (Archibald ahd 
> 
Farrar, 1976). These ages are interpreted as the time ·of initial 
. 
obduction of the ophiOlite complex (Dallmeyer and. Williams, 1975) • 
• -. # 
Discussion 
. \ 
At Blow Me Down Mountain, the downward t ransition from brown 
and green hornblende through chlorite- and actinolite-rich lithologies 
., 
) 
' 
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into phyllitic rocks at the base of the sequence indicates a cons~ant 
decrease in metamorp~ic grade fro~ top to bottom. This rela.tionship is . 
in accordance with observed trends -in other basal metamorphic aureoles·· 
of west Newfoundland ophiolites (e.g. Malpas, 1979; Jamie~on, 1978), 
... 
and suggests tl}e Bl_ow' Me Down sequence has not been subject~ to any 
substantial structural repet'i.tion. Epidote-rich mylonitic rocks at 
the top of the section, however, imply retrogres~ive metamorphism and 
brittle shear pos.sibly 'associated w~h late movement at or near the 
·idterface between the metamorphic sheet and the overlying ultramafic 
sequence. Moreover, the presence of rodingitiz:ed amphibolite near the 
southernmost extent of the belt indicates a considerable degree of 
calcic metasomatism associated with the development of the Blow Me 
Down aureole. 
Two factors suggest an igneous protolith for the rocks. 
These are: · (1) the presence of phyllitic meta-tuffaceous rocks at 
~he base of the m~tamorphic section; and (2) the occurrence of discon-
tinuous lenses and microscopic fragments of meta-basalt and meta-gabbro 
within greenschist of the metamorphic section. Similar pods of rela-
tively undeformed igneous rocks have been noted within metamorphic 
rocks beneath the White Hills peridotite at Hare Bay (Jamieson, 1980; 
Lynas, in prep.), where the rocks are thought to have formed from an ~ 
_igneous protoUth. Malpas (1979) has also suggested an igneous 
protolith, on the basis of petrographic and geochemical studies, for 
the basal metamorph~c aureole at North Arm Mounta in. 
The protolith of the Lew19 Hills aureo~e is difficult to 
ascertain, The rocks are petrographically distinct from those at 
• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
•. 
! , • ' 'I ' <t 
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Blow Me Down Mountaip in that they contain a much greater abundance 
' 
of '<lu~rtzofeldspathic materi.al,, and contat.n no rec,ogtN,zable ·lenses of 
.. . 
mafic .igne~>Us affiri.it:y. · 'Tht!" Levis Hills rocks have a distinchve , 
metasedimentary compos.ition, and~ it may be that locally pronounced 
compositional banding mimics original b~dding in ' a sedimentary pr~ 
\ . ,. 
Recognizable gabbroic protoliths have been .noted within the 
Lewis Hills aureole along strike t'o the south of the map-area (Williams, 
pers. comm.). It· appears therefore that the Lewis Hills aureole formed. 
from a combined ign~ous and sedimentary ,.Pr'otolith. 
5.3. THE LITTLE PORT COMPLEX 
. 
The Little Port Complex is an aerially extensive igneous 
and metamorphic assemblage which 'occurs at severat-lo~alities within 
the Hu~ber Arm Allochthon (fig. 1). Its struetural position within 
the all~chthon v~ries. At Bonne Bay, Little Port lith~lo~ies crop out 
immediately west of ophiolitic rocks at North Arm ~untain, c whereas in'f 
the southwest part of the Lewis Hills, Little Port rocks are attached 
and in high-angle contact with the Bay of Islands ophiolite suite 
(Karson, 1979). 
The Little Port Complex comprises a variety of rock types in 
'II 
different structural and metamorphic conditions. These include: (1) 
foliated anortho~itic gabbro and amphibolite; (2) basaltic and andesitic 
flows and associated dyke rocks; and (3) plagiogranite (Comeau, 1972; 
Williams, 1973; 
I 
.I 
·' 
... 
• I - ~1()8 
Distributio~. Follated,gabbro of the L~ttle Port Compl~x 
outcrops at Coal River Head near the northwei!lt corner of the · map-area 
(plate 1), in what Comeau (1972) has referred to as the Virgin Mountain 
structural slice. North of the map-area, the ·gabbroic 'rocks are in 
fault contact' with brecciated dyke rocks and serpentinite melange 
(Williams, pers. comm., 1979). 
Lithologies. ~ Gabbroic rocks of the Little Port Complex 
'. . 
contained within the study area are ·compos~d of abundant . sausseritized 
plagiocla~e and minor clinopyroxene. The ,plagioclase grains, although 
str~ngly altered, exhibit relict twinning, and were originally ~f 
anorthositic composition. Pyroxene grains are considerably stretched 
and flattened, and define a prominent L-S fabric which is cut .by late 
ve:ins of prehni~e and pectolite (plate 35). ., 
Trondhjefnite from •he Little Port Complex at Trout .. .., 
IU,ver yields an age of 504 :t 10 m.y. (Mattinson, 1975; 
. • I' 
Williams; .,19716), 
! ' i ~-
of ~08,.! 5 mfY• 
. ~ ' 
which corresponds within acceptable error with the age 
;-
for the formation of the Bay of Islands Complex as reported by Matttinson · 
. 11 . 
;._ ...  :~ Jj.~t 
A ••l. . 
f : ' (1976). 
Inte~pretations of the Little Port Complex 
Several tectonic settings have been proposed for the Little 
Port Complex. Comeau (1972) and Williams ~ .!.!.· (1972) suggested that 
the rocks represent a J:'aft of an already deformed terrane incorporated 
' 
within the stacking order of the allochthon during the Ordovician. 
Based upon similarities between granitic rocks of the Li ttle Port 
- -,C' 
Plate 35. 
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Photomicrograph of foliated gabbro of the Little Port 
Complex from near Coal River Head. Pectolite veins (lower 
right) parallel foliation defined by alignment of feldspars. 
(Magnification 7x; crossed nicols) 
Complex and the Twillingate granite of northeast Newfoundland, Williams 
and Malpas (1972) proposed an island-arc origin for the rocks. This 
interpretation was largely adhered to by several subsequent authors 
(e.g. Williams, 1973; Payne, 1974; Williams and Payne, 1975; Malpas 
et al., 1973; Williams, 1975). Mattinson (1976) and Malpas (1976) 
suggested that the Little Port Complex comprised both oceanic litho-
sphere and volcanic arc lithologies. Dewey and Karson (1976) and 
Karson and Dewey (1978) proposed a model for the Little Port that 
accounts for its preservation at the same structural level as the Bay 
~ 
.,. 
• ,, 
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of Islands Complex in the Le~o:is Hills. This interpretation suggests 
that the Little Port repr~sents oceanic crust, deformed along a 
transform-fault system related to the spreading axis that generated 
"" the Bay of Islands ophiolite. Baker (1978) accepted the basic 
provisions of this model, and suggested that volcanic tocks of the 
C9mplex represent a primitive volcanic arc that locally capped the 
deformed oceanic crust. 
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.. CHAPTER 6 . . 
MELANGES 
Chaotic rocks. or melanges, consisting of resistant blocks . 
in a shale ~trix - are an important component of the Humber Arm Allochthon 
in the map-area. They form narrow zones within disrupted sedimentary 
• parts of the allochthon and mark major tectonic ccmtacts between different 
, . 
structural slices. Toward the wes~, between Serpentine Lake and Bowaters 
Lodge, the chaotic rocks are extensive and form mappable _partli ot' the 
transported sedimentary terrane. 
. . 
Mel.ange occurrences vary in scale from those of a single 
outcrop with blocks up to 1 metre in diameter to extensive terranes 
with blocks up to hundreds o·t metres across and mappable at 1:50,000 
scale. Conceptually, all gradations are possible from single outcrops 
of bouldery melange to extensive chaotic terranes with mountain-size 
blocks that approach the dimen'sions of the largest structural slices of 
the Humber Arm Allochthon. Melanges like those of the map-area form 
\ 
an integral part of all allochth9~ous terranes 'or Taconic Klippen along 
t:he west i;.~ank of the Appalachian Orogen. As well, they are common 
associates o'f all tectonical-ly emplaced ophiolite suites (e. g. Gansser. 
1974; Silver and Beutner, 1980). 
Figure 15 depicts the distribution of major melange zones 
/ 
and chaotic terranes within the Humber Arm Allochthon. Easterly sedi-
J 
mentary parts of the allochthon are essenthlly intact whereas chao t ic 
terranes ar.e common toward the west (Williams and Godfrey, 1980a). 
I 
t; 
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South p•rt of the 
Humber Arm Allochthon 
Igneous rocks 
Intact sedimentary rocks 
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Figure 15. Regional distriJ:>ution of m~~ange terranes in the Humber 
Arm Allochthon. Modified after . Williams "N'JJJ), Schillereff ~and 
Williams 0979) and Williams and Godfrey ( i980a). 
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There, they · presum~bly mark the leading edges of structural slices 
that were etther tectonically dismembered or disintegrated through 
surficial mass-wast_a,g.e (e.g. Brueckner, 1975).' 
A recent .attempt has been made to define melange zones of the 
Humber Arm Allochthon it} terms of structural ~osition, i.e. "basal" 
and "med~al" melange (Schillereff, 1981). This classification scheme 
has little regional value or application, however, since all gradations 
are possible l!etween the two types. 
In the Serpentine Lake ar~, at leas.t three gradational types 
of melange can be defined. T~e classification is us~d info!lly 
herein to facilitate discussion of the distribution, lithic keup and 
classification of melange zones in the map-area. · It is not · intended 
as a regional framework with broader application to melanges of the 
Humber Arm Allochthon outside the map-area • 
This three-foia subdivision of me~ange in the map-area is 
based on the following crit~ria: (1) distribution and structural 
position; (2) lithic makeup and shape of blocks; and (3) composition 
and fabric of tpe matrix. 
Melange of type 1 (un!t Sa), comprising lenticular sedimentary 
bl~cks in a pervasively sheared pelitic matrix, is of limited regional 
extent, and is bound~d on all sides by intact sedimentary rockS. Melange 
of type 2 (unit 8b) is devHoped on a uiuch wider scale. It comprises 
equant blocks, mainly of Humber Arm affinity, within a matrix of bla~k 
shale, pervasively sheared in the east but only weakly cleaved in the 
west. Melange of type 3 (unit Be) occurs between and beneath higher 
, ' : 
! 
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igneous slices of ' the 'map-area' 
" . . . It comprises ellipsoidal blocks of 
sedimentary rocks and ophiofitic lithologies in a sheared pe1it ic or 
serpentinite matrix. The distribution, characteristics and inter-
pretation of each gradational type is as f'81lows. · 
6.1. TYPE 1 MELANGE (UNIT SA) 
'Linear zones of type 1 melange outcrop in stream valleys in 
the easternmost part• of the map-area. The zones are of limited regional 
extent, S!Jd are bounded on ali sides by intact ~edimentary rocks of 
the Camp Brook structural slice (plate 1). Melange ~ithin the courses 
of Steep Brook and Camp Brook define two north-tr~nding zones which 
attain a maximum structural thickness of about 100 metres. Isoiated 
outcrops ~f chaotic ~rocks along the course of Serpentine Brook farther 
p ' f)' • • 
north suggest the presence of a third melange zone, ~hich t.s here of. 
unknown st rue tura1 width and regional extent. The contact between 
i ~ 
mel~nge of ty~e l and surrounding sedimentary rocks appears to be one 
of gradational shearing, since greywacke beds on all sides contain 
bedding-parallel shear features such as pinch-and_.swel1 structure and 
boudinage (plate 36) • 
Strongly cleaved argillite forms the matrix, to t}'pe 1 melange 
at all l~alities. Well defined slaty cleavage in the matrix dips 
stl!eply eastward. and surro~nds lenticular blocks· of resistant greywacke, 
• / / I 
"" I ~ . ._ 
sandstone (plate 37) and, more rarely,·: carbonate rocks. Blocks up to 
. . ( . . 
2 metres in length are co11111on. / these! consist mainly of quartzose 
sandstone and greywacke typicll o~ the Summersi~e and I rishtown For-
., 
o I 
, .. 
Plate 36. 
Plate 37. 
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r 
Pinch-and-swell structure in rocks of unit 4 near contact 
with type 1 melange. Camp Brook, about 3 kilometres 
southeast of Serpentine Lake. 
Cleaved black shale surrounding lenticular block of 
sandstone.. Type 1 melange, Steep Brook, about 2 kilometres 
east of Serpentine Lake .. 
.... 
i. 
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mations (units' 3 and 4 of plate 1). Blocks of Cooks Brook (unit 5) 
and Middle Arm Point (unit 6) affinity are more rare, and no bloc~s 
I 
typical of the Blow-Me-Down Brook Formation (unit 7) were obser\ed. 
Blocks derived from the higher igneous slices and the underlying . 
· autochthon are absent. 
The three domiqant characteristics of type 1 melange can 
thus be summarized as follows: ( 1) a pervasively Bheared pelitic 
I 
matrix; (2) regularly-shaped, "ellipsoidal Humber Arm. bloc_ks that lie 
within the plane of cleavage; and (3) the absence of blocks typical 
of the higher igneous slices of the allochthon or the underlying 
l'!utochthon. Taken together, these features suggest that melange of 
type· 1 comprises tectonically mixed broken formati,ons of the Curling 
Group and indicates structural disruption of the otherwise intact Camp 
·Brook structural slice. The zones along Steep Brook and Camp Brook 
are interpreted as marking steeply east-dtpping imbricate thrust faults 
within the slice. The -zones are rooted in an east-trending melange 
zone exposed within Serpentine Brook t"o the north, whi,ch 'is interpreted . 
as lying ,along the plane of a right-lateral strike-slip fault {see 
, 
Chapter 7). 
, 
6.2. TYPE 2 MELANGE (UNIT 8B) : 
Melange of type 2 unde{lies much oe the central porti011 of 
the map a.rea and outcrops intermittently from about 2 kilometres west 
of Camp Brook westward as far . as Blue Hill Brook. Unlike melange of 
type 1, does not weather into deeply incised linear valleys; but 
' 
o.·. 
.. 
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rather occurs at the same topographic level as rocks of the Ca~p ~rook 
' '·' 
slice. The best exposures are along logging roads in the southern part 
of the map area, and along the course of Knights Brook farther north. 
·~t 
The zone is continuous with the Companion melange (Williams, 1973) 
to the north at Humber Arm, and with extensive melange zories .at Fox 
Island River to the south (Schillereff and Williams, 1979) (fig. 15). 
Black ·and grey shale forms the matrix to type 2 melange at 
all localities in the map-area. The rocks contain a domainal slaty 
cleavage that generally decreases in intensity from east to west 
across the zone. 
A variety of blocks .are contained within melange of type 2. 
These consist primarily of s~dimentary rocks and interbeds character-
,. 
istic of the Curling Group, although blocks of volcanic .and parautoch-
.. " 
thonous carbonate rocks occur in the western part of t he zone (pla~,e 1). 
Blocks of Curli~g Group lithologies are distributed in such 
a manner· as to reflect a relict stratigraphy that youngs toward the 
west. Blocks of Summerside (unit 3) -and ~rishtown (unit 4) lithologies 
occur in the eastern part of the zone. These c_onsist chiefly of grey-
wacke and quartzose-sandstone blocks no more than a few metres across, 
although some larger blocks up to 1 kilometre long have been noted . 
Farther west, lar ger ~locks comprising lithologies tYpical of the . 
. 
Cooks Brook (plates 38 and 39) and Middle Arm Point Formations (units 
5 and 6 respectively) range, from a 'few metres to 3 kilometres across. 
Near the nor thwest corner of Serpentine Lake , micaceous greywacke and 
grey l(lhal~ typical of the Blow-Me-Down Brook Fo:onat i on outcrop near 
the base of the Sims Brook volcanic are the easter nmos t 
0 
• 
I 
l 
-~ .. 
. I 
Plate 38. 
Plate 39. 
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Block of carbonate conglomerate typical of the Cooks Brook 
Formation (left) in contact with phacoidally cleaved matrix 
of unit 8b melange, north of East Blue Hill Brook. Field 
of view about 5 metres across. 
Close up of edgewise conglomerate. Same locality as above. 
> 
( 
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exposures of Blow-Me-Down Brook lithologies . in the map-area, and ate 
interpreted as blocks in melange, although they may be part of an 
intact structural slice th~t extends westward beneath cover rocks 
of the Brooms Bottom Lowland (plate 1). 
Near the contact between the type 2 melange terrane and the 
Lewis Hills slice, blocks atypical of the Curling Group outcrop between 
~lue Hill and Middle Blue Hill Brooks. A large block· of light grey 
shale, ca_!bonate rocks and mino.r sandstone similar to the upp_er parts 
of the auto2hthonous Table Head Formation extends southward beyond 
the southern border of ·the map-area. It is abutted on ~ts northwest 
side by a large slab of vesicular basalt typical of the Serpentine 
River volcanics. Considerable mixing of blocks both from· above and 
below the tran~ported clastic terrane is thus indicated in the western-
most portions of unit Sb. 
Melange that occurs near the contac~ between unit 8b and the\ 
northeast part of · the Serpentine Lake slice near Blue Hill Brook com-
'' prises rock fragments generally on the order of a few centimetres across 
within~ matrix of crumbly black shale (plate 40). The matrix contains 
a weakly-developed phacoidal cleavage which is much less prominent 
than that at other localities within the unit. Angular to subrounded 
blocks of igneous. metamorphic and sedimentary iithologies have all 
been noted, and these lie for the most part in the plane of cleavage. 
It is interesting to note that in the eastern par t of unit Sb 
regional bedding and cleavage orientations both within the blocks and 
matrix of the melange are generally consistent with those in intact 
. ,. . 
'· 
I 
Plate 40. 
Plate 41. 
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Heterogeneous mixture of blocks and rock fragments in 
phacoidally cleaved shaly matrix of unit 8b melange about 
1.5 kilometres south from the mouth of Blue Hill Brook. 
Large block of amygdaloidal basalt (left) in contact with 
sheared pelitic matrix containing smaller, elongate basaltic 
blocks. Unit 8c melange at Sims Brook, 1 kilometre north of 
Serpentine Lake. 
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bedded rocks of the Camp Brook slice. In outcrop, however, cleavage 
of the melange matrix warps around individual blocks of internally 
.deformed ~edimentary rocks. ' It seems lik' therefore that the 
generation of type 2 melange 
/ P'rocesses in sedimentary rocks of the Camp Brook sliC"e. The distri-
.. 
bution of blocks within the eastern part of the zone, reflecting a 
ghost stratigraphy traceable into intact rocks of the' camp Brook slice 
toward the east, suggests that this part of unit• 8b formed by tectonic · 
disruption of a once intact sedimentary slice. 
The . incorporation of blocks atypical of the Humber Arm slice 
in the westernmost part of the zone suggests. that these may be of 
olistostromal origin, overprinted by tectonism related to deformation 
and disruption of sedimentary rocks farther east. 
6.3. TYPE 3 MELANGE (UNIT SC) 
Type 3 melange outcrops· north of Serpentine Lake and west ~f 
' 
Wheelers Brook where it occurs near the structural bases of igneous 
slices at Blow He Down Mountain and Lewis Hills. Nearly continuous 
exposures of type 3 melange are located within the valleys of Red 
Gulch Brook and West Sims Brook to the north of Serpentine Lake, and 
. 
in stream valleys between Wheelers Brook and Serpentine River farther 
south. 
j 
The matrix to type 3 melange is cleaved black shale at most 
localities, although locally this gives way to sh~ared serpentinite 
closer to the bases of the ophiolitic sli~es. In each example, however, 
~-
! 
I 
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.• 
-the matriK contains marked planes of foliation indicative of high 
shear stress. 
Ellipsoidal blocks and boudins of both sedimentary and 
igneous lithologies lie within the plane of foliation. In the upper 
reaches of West Sims Brook, where volcanic rocks of the Sims Brook 
slice occur tectonically above and below sedimentary rocks of the 
Blow-Me-Down Brook Formation, blocks ·of jointed arkose and vesicular 
basalt are common. Farther east, 0Within the valley of Sims Brook, 
boulder-sized blocks of amygdaloidal basalt mar~ f~bricate thrusts 
. --.. 
within the Sims Brook slice (plate 41). Where melange of type 3 is 
# 
in contact with ophiolitic rocks of the Blow Me Down slice, such as 
within the course of Red Gulch Brook, blocks of ultram.Hic rocke and 
gabbro are numerous. 
Along the northeast rim of the Lewis Hills massif near 
u 
Wheelers _Brook, two large e langate blocks of metamorphic- rocks and 
basalt roughly 1 kilometre in length are bounded to the southwest by 
serpentinite melange, The northernmost block comprises vesicular 
basalt typical of the Serpentine ~ver volcanics (Chapter 4). The 
sei::ond block lies about 1 kilometre to the southeast, .and comprises ps~it~c schist· bearing r;trong. affinity to that w_ithin the basal 
aureole to the Lewis Hills ophiolite (Chapter 5). 
Blocks within type 3 melange therefore appear to be locally 
0 
· derived from ~th the higher igneou~ and lower sedimentary slices of 
the map- area. The <ones are int~d as products of tectoni~ dis-
ruption formed by differential movement and attT~tion. along. t he inter-
I 
/ 
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faces between lower sedimentary and higher igneous slices during 
assembly of the allochthon. 
6.4 .• DISCUSSION 
) 
Prior to· the concept of transported terrane~ (Rodgers- and 
Neale, 1963). melange zones '14ithin tl)e Humber Arm Allochthon were 
mapped as fault breccias within the autochthonous Humber Arm Group 
(e.g. Schuchert , an~ Dunbar, 193~;· Walthier, 1949; Riley, 1962). More 
recently, me.lange of the Humber Arm Allochthon has been interpreted 
as a product of submarine or terrestrial mass-wastage (e: g. Brueckner. 
1966) related to gravity proc¥ses operating during emplacement of the 
( 
allochthon. Others?(e.g. Malpas and Stevens. 1977) favour a tectonic 
origin for the rocks. Schillereff (19-80) has ioterpreted melange at 
I 
Fox Island River as tectonized olistostromes • 
The problem of melange gene~is is ~mittedly difficult to 
conclusively resolve. The restricted occurrence o.f melange in o r ogenic 
belts itself causes problems, in that olistostromal' melange overprinted 
by tectonism is virtually indistinguishable in outcrop from tectonic 
melange (e. g. Hsu,. 1974). Interpretations a;-e therefore largely based 
- ' 
on indirect evidence sue) as that presented in the preceding sections·. 
Much attention has recently been focussed on .modern subduction-
accretion . systems as possible analogues of a ncient orogens such a s the 
. 
Appalachians. <A.uthors such as Hamilton (1979), Dickinson ~nd- Seely 
(1979) and Karig a nd others (1981) have mapped on- land trench- slope 
complexes of Indonesia and conducted seismic-reflection s t udies of 
I 
I 
.I 
·• 
their submarine portions. Their findings provide a tectonic framework · 
that seems applicable to the development of melange zones in the 
Serpentine Lake area. 
The distribution' and ' make-up of melange in the map-area fits 
well with a te,ctonic setting involving tectonic and sedimentological 
processes operating within an accretion complex of lower Middle Ordo-
vic ian age (fig. 16). Karig and others ( 1981) have . shown th.at ~s 
.sedimentary slices are peeled from underplating continental crust 
during subduction, the ensuing deformation first takes the form of 
soft-sediment folding and slumping such as that within the Rope Cove 
. 
and Camp Brook structural slices of the map-area (Chapter 7). Rapid 
dewaterin~f the . sediments by tectonic overloading through thrusting 
""-,,_ 
is thought to ultimately lead to brittl~ behaviour of the rocks and 
. development of melange. Ongoing with all these processes is the 
continual shedding of olistostromal debris into the foredeep trench 
in <front of and above the stacked slices (e. g. Dickinson and Seel y, 
1979). 
The stacking of the Humber .Arm Allochthon, by the peeling 
0 
of successively more landward slices (e. g. Williams and Stevens, 1974), 
• 
suggests that ophiolitic melange directly beneath the higher igneous 
slices (i.e. type 3 of the map-area) was first to form. Movement ' 
along ttui ,interface between the igneous and lower sedimentary slices 
-likely continued throughout . assembly of the alloch'thon so that 
·production of type 3 m~lange was probably in part coeval with for-
mation of melange type's 1 and 2, although this cannot be established 
I ---in the map-area. 1 
I 
i 
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Type 3 (unir8c) meiCJnoe -----.. 
(c) 
Type 2 (unit 8b) 
melange 
uplifted autoctrthonoua rocka-----' 
Figure 16 ;·· Proposed tectoniC) model for melange genesis in the 
Serpentine Lake area . ("a) Convergent plate mr~ rgin in Early to 
Middle Ordovician time, showing major tectonic e l e ments. (h) 
Initial assembly and onset of soft-sediment d e forma'tion (phase 1 . 
of D ) • ( c ) Imbrication of the allochthonous sedimentary terrane 
coupted with uplift of autochthonous carbonate roc-ks ( detac hment 
plane s h own) . See text for furthe r explanation . 
.. 
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Melange o.f type 1, which is interpreted as having formed by 
. 
internal imbrication of the Camp Brook structural slice, probably 
developed before melange of type 2, since. it l ay in the more eastwat;d 
' . 
t _ 
(dee_per} part· of the deforming wedge and was presumably fir~ to 
dewater. Thin, planar tones of melange that occur between slices of 
modern accretion· complexes (e. g. Karig et al., 1981) are analogous 
to melange of type 1. 
Type 2 melange, which is interpreted as tectonic melange in 
the east, and a tectonized olistost.rome in the west, probably lay near · 
ehe leading edge of the accretion complex. Thus, blocks of volcanic 
rocks and platfo~ c_arbonates, derived from the uplifted slices farther 
east, were incf>rporated as olistoliths into the western part pf the 
unit, while tectonic disruption of sedimentary rocks occ~rred farther 
. 
east. The spati~l assoQiation of regionally extensive melange with 
oph~olite suites of the Humber Arm Allochthon suggests that emplacement 
of the· higher igneous slices greatly influenced oisruption of the 
.- underlying sedimentary rocks: This may have been accomplished . by 
either (1) overloading of the underlying slices during gravity-slide 
emplacement, or alterna~ively (2) overloading of the slices by localized 
downwarping ·6f · the_ overriding ophiolitic nappes during assembly of the 
allochthon. In either situation, compr~~sion of sedimentary rocks 
beneath the rigid igneous slice(s) may well have played a dominant . 
role in expulsion of water and facilitation .of brittle · shear. 
Melange genesis is discussed further as an integral phase 
of allochthon emplacement in Chapter 7. 
.j 
l 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER 7 
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 
The . structural geology Qf the Serpentine Lake area is complex 
• and multi~faceted. Horizontal juxtaposition of the once· widel y separated 
terranes has given rise to considerable structural complexity with 
regard to deformational styles. and generations. A total of seven 
deformational events can be defined on the basis of overprinting cri-
' 
teria and cross-cutting relationships (fig; 17). These are: 
(1) 'isoclinal folding and the development of pervasive L-S 
fabrics in rocks of the Bay of Islands Complex; 
(2) displacement of these fabrics along steeply dipping 
mylonitic shear zones in the Lewis Hills, thought ~o be regionally 
'( 
related ·to pervasive deformation of the Little Port Complex (e. g. 
Karson ~d Dewey, 1978); 
' (3) polydeformation and metamorphism in basal aureole rocks 
of the Bay of Islands Complex; 
· (4) regional synclinal folding of all rocks of the Bay of 
Islands Complex at Blow Me Down Mountain and the 'Lewis Hills; 
(5) soft-sedimeri.t deformation in r .ocks of the allochthonous 
sedimentary terrane (e.g. in the Camp Brookand Rope Cove slices); 
' (6) cleavage development and brittle shear in rocks of the 
Camp Brook slice <'!nd melange; and 
(1) regional ' fold i ng i nvolving both the al l ochthon and under -. 
lying autochthon. . ' 
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CATEGORY I PHASE 
D3 I phase 1 
D2 I phase 2 
D2 I phase 1 
Dl I phase 4 
Dl I phase 3 
Dl I phase 2 
Dl I phase 1 
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STRUCTURAL ELEMENT 
anticlinal axis . . . 
fracture leavage . . 
. . 
. . 
slatylphacoidal cleavage. 
trace of folded beds 
synclinal axis. . . . . . 
schistosity . . . . 
foliation . . . . . 
foliation . . . . . . . 
(Tectonic contacts in black are of n2 (Taconic) age) 
Figure 17. Time of deformation map: Serpentine Lake and surrounding 
areas. See text for explanation. 
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The events may be thought of as encompassing three general 
/ 
categories. Events 1 through 4 are confined to the higher igneous 
slices of the allochthon (fig. 17). . They involve. high temperature, 
ductile deformation and metamorphism absent . in the lower sedimentary 
" slices. The structures are termi ruited by the present .. tectonic boundaries 
of the slices. _and thus predate final allochthon emp~cement. They can 
therefore be gr~uped together . under the heading of "pre~emplacement" 
deformation (D1). Event'~ 5 and 6 of figure 17 are confined to -sedi-
mentary rocks of the allochthon. Tight to isoclinal folds of event 5 
~~rge westward in the_ direction of allochthon emplacement. Similarly, 
.. 
cleavage contained in rocks of the Camp Brook slice and melange .is 
regionally inclined toward the' ' west. The western polar! ty of· the 
structures, and thefr restricted occurrence in rocks of the alloch-
thonous sedimentary terrane suggest they are ·products of allochthon 
' assembly and emplaceme·nt. They ar·e therefore grouped under the category 
_of "syn-emplac~ment" deformation (D2). Regional folding (event 7), 
which affects all rocks of the · allochthonous terrane as well as t hose 
of the underlying autochthon, appears to have been superimposed on 
the assembled allochthonous package after final emplace~nt. Event 7 
will thus be considered·. a product of "post-emplacement" deformation 
This three-fold classification is intended to facilitate 
~ 
the following discus~ion of structural geology. It may, in so~ 
. ~ - ' 
regards, not accurately portray 1the true , chronological sequence of 
deformational ~ents. · For ~ample, sync~inal folding of the Bay of 
·• . 
Islands Complex (event 4 , of f:i.g._ 17) ll;lay have been ongoing 1n the east 
> 
. ~ 
/ 
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with initial telescoping of the continental margin (event 5) in the 
<· 
west. prior to final allochthon emplacement. 
The relative timing of events within any one of the three 
categories. (D~. 02 and o3), however,." can be est~blished . on the basis 
of _ regional~ cross-cutting relationships. For example, events 1 through · 
4 of figure 17 define a chronological progression, and may be considered 
as separate deformation get:erations. They. will be discussed, there£ore, 
. 
as phases 1 through 4 of pre-emplacement deformation (D
1
). Similarly. 
event 6 structures overprint those of event 5, and these will be 
considered as ph~s~s 1 and 2 of syn-emplacement deformation (0
2
). Only 
one phase o{ post-empLacement_ deformation (03 ) is recognizable in the 
Serpentine Lake area, although two components may be pres~nt. regionally 
as proposed by Kennedy (1981). 
The styles and interpretations of each of the three categories 
are as follows. 
7 .1. PRE-EMPLACEMENT DEFO~'IION (o
1
) 
.  
Four distinct phases of pre-emplacement deformation (D
1
) . are 
recognizable in the .map-area. These are: (1) -mantle tectonism in rocks ( . . . 
of the Bay of Islands Complex .at Blow Me Down Mountain and the Lewis 
Hills; (2) transfo-rm-fault deformation in Bay of Islands rocks in 
the Lewis Hills · ancl in Little Port rocks at Cqal River Head; (3)" dis-
placement deformation in basal aureole rocks of the Bay of Islands 
· Complex at b6th Blow Me Down Mountain and the Lewis Hills; and (4) 
s ynclina"l folding of all rocks of tjhe Bay of Islands Complex at Blow 
/ ( 
/ 
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Me Down Mountain and the Lewis Hllls. Th~ characteristics of each 
deformational phas·e are as followf!. 
Phase one mantle tectonism 
All ultramafic rocks of the Bay of Islands Complex in the 
map-area contain pervasive L-S fabrics defined by flatten~d- and elongate 
pyroxene ~stals in a groundmass of polygonized olivine. The fabrics 
are best developed in the lower portions of the ophiolite stratigraphic 
section, and. d~crease in intensity upward into gabbtoic rocks both at 
Blow Me Down Mountain and Lewis Hills. The foliation is axial-planar 
to mesoscopic isoclinal flowage folds in the ultramafic rocks (see 
Cooper, 1936), but is variaply oriented regionally as a result of 
refolding about ma~oscopic o1 (phase., 4) az:td D3 fold ~xes. Steeply 
plunging lineation~ defined by alignment of the pyroxene crystals lie 
within the plane of foliation, and parallel the mesoscopic f'old axes. 
These presumably indicate rotation of the axes toward the direetion 
of tectonic transport as. a result of defonnation at very high temperatures, 
pressures and strain ·rates. The fabrics are tho'ught· to record ductile 
flow within upper mantle of the . oceanic lithosphere (e. g. Malpas, 1977). 
Compositionally banded duni!:ic and gabbroic rocks (i.e· the 
critical' zone· of Smith, 1958) ·occur at the interface between ultramafic 
rocks (unit 12) and gabbro (unit 13) both at Blow_Me Down Mountain and 
the Levis Hills. The best ~xposures in the map-area occur near the 
northernmost part · of the Lewis Hills, about two kilometres south of 
Serpentine_River (plate 1). Here, the rocks also contain prominent ~-S 
j 
• l " 
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1 
' 
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• 
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fabrics marked by preferred orientation of feldspar and pyroxene in 
an olivine groundmass. The fabrics are much more pronounced than th~t • 
in either ultramafic rocks below or gabbro above, and their occurrence 
suggests a marked increase in strain. Th~ fabrics have been most 
recently interpreted as products of ductile deformation arising from 
differing mechanical properties of the ultramafic and gabbroic rocks 
l 
during flow away from the paleci-spr~ading centre· (Calon, in prep . ). 
~-' ... 
Phase two -- transform fault deformation 
A second phase of n1 deformation in the map-area_is marked 
, by shear zones that cross-cut tectonite fabrics in ultramafic rocks 
of the Lewis Hills ophiolite, ?"d by penetrative defonaation in gabbroic 
0 
rocks of the Little Port Complex at Coal River Head (plate 1, Karson, 
1977; Karson and Dewey, 1978). 
In the Lewis Hills, mylonitic dunite and. peridotite occur 
· ' 
alo~g a northeast-trending linear zone near Wheelers Brook. The rocks .\ 
contain a finely-laminated 'foliation defined by strongly cataclastizect:· 
fine-grained olivine. The zones are regionally extensive, and cut 
~ 
rocks~£ the Bay of Islands Complex, the Bluff Head asse~blage, and the 
Mount Barren Complex south of the map-area (Karson, 1977). The zones 
are regionally interpreted as· effects of transform-faulting at the 
. ancient Sl'reading axis (Karson and Dewey~ 1978). 
Penetrative deformation •in gabbroic rocks of the Little Port 
• Complex at Coal River Hea·d ·is in ·the form of preferred orientation of 
and amphibole crystals in a groundmass of strongly ~ pyroxene .sparse \ 
I, 
I 
I 
I 
: 
. I 
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altered plagioclase feldspar. Based on similarities between deformational 
styles' in the Little Port Couiplex and the Bluff ·Head and Mount Barren 
assemblages of the Lewis Hills. Karson and Dewey (1978) regionally 
interpret the rockE! · as products of the same . r'rans,form:-faulting event 
affecting rocks of the Lewis Hills structural slice. 
Phase three -- displacement deformation 
Metamorphic rocks of. the Bay of Islands Complex (unit ll) 
contain prominent Sc~istose fabrics that parallel the stratigraphic base 
of the ophiolite suite. The schistosity is associated with sub-greenschist 
to amphibolite miperal assemblages (Chapter 5) that indicate a decrease 
in pressure and temperature downward from the'contact with ultramafic 
rocks (unit 12) above . . 
. The deformation and ·attendant metamorphism clearly predates 
final allo"chthon emp~acement since: (1) melange occurring' near the 
noytheast corner of the Lewis Hills (unit 8c) contains blocks derived 
from the basal aureole to the Lewis Hills oph,iolite; and (2) Williams 
(1973) has demonstrated that schistosity within the basal aureole to 
the North Arm Mountain ophiolite is truncat.ed at depth by the present 
tectonic base of the slice. 
Basal metamorphic rocks to the ·Bay .of Isl~nds ophiolite, 
including those of the map-.ar~a, are thought to record initial displace-
·~nt and early transport of the ophiolitic nappes (Chapter 5; Williams · 
and Smyth, 1973). The deformation coptained therein will. thus be 
referred · to as displac~ment deformation. Metamorphic mineral assemblages 
.. d" 
•• 
' . 
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·'and possible protoliths of metamorphic aureoles. in the map-area are 
discussed ;t.n Chapter 5. The following paragraphs are therefore geared 
toward describing structures associated with the metamorphism. 
Strong ~chistosities defined by preferred orientation of 
amphibole and phyllosilica'"te minerals record the earliest phase of 
displacement deformation both at Blow Me Down Mountain and the Lewis 
-
I 
Hills. The schistosity is traceable upward into mylonitic ultramafic 
rocks that immediately overlie the ~et~morphic sequence at Blow Me Down 
Mountain, and downward ' into sheared metatuffaceous rocks near the .contact 
with rock~ of the Sims Brook ~lice below. The fabri~s are best developed 
• ' . 
,in greenschist and lower amphibolite facies rocks, where transposed 
fold closures lie within tha plane of schistosity. High grade rocks 
. 
near the tops of the Blow Me Down . and Lewis Hills sections contain 
evidence of dynamic crystallization such as undulose extinction in 
grain,s of quartz and phyllosil~_cate mineralq, and a weak development 
of triple-point sub grain ooundaries in amphiboles. The receystaliizatvion 
commonly obs'cures fabrics within the higher parts of the metamorphic 
·sections. 
Stereographic projectiQns of poles to schistosity (fig: 18) 
illustrate the regionally consistent dip of foliation within metamorphic 
rocks both at Blow Me Down Mountain and the Lewis Hills. Moderate west~ 
. . _..) : 
ward dips are attributable to macroscopi~ synclinal folding. Weak 
development o"f a great-circl~ girdle in figure 17b is. most likely 
related t() pos.t-emplacement (D3) fo1ding (section 7 .4). 
) . 
Schistosity within the metamorphic rocks is localiy reor i ented 
,by a ciosely-spaced crenulation cleavage at both &low Me Down Mountain . 
I. 
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~iaure 1a~~ Stereographic projections of poles to schistosity in 
metamoTphic rocks at the stratigraphic· base of the Bay of Islands 
Complex. (a) Blow Me Down Mountain, 16 points; (b) r.ewis Hills, 
8 points. West~ard dips reflect folding of the Bay of Islands 
Complex about macroscopic synclinal axes, Weak development of a 
great-circle ~~rdle _'in ~a) may ref~ect lattr n3 folding. 
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and the Lewis Hills. The cret\lllations- are best developed in greenschist-· 
• . • " l'o • ' 
grade rocks, and are associated with retro.gresiJive metamorphism involving 
. . . ~ · . 
growth of sericite and bi~tite: .'~~; :·~~~la,l~~n records the transition. 
from ductile to brittle deformat.~;;;}':.~_~ - this may reflect cooling within 
v _ ~ 
the metamorphic sheet during earl')!'· tr;,~nsport of the ophiO-litic nappes . 
• • 
The metamorphic fabrics are cut by joint aystems at both 
Blow Me Down and the Lewis Hills. At Blow Me Down, the joints are 
dilational a~d are filled by quart2, ca~cite and prehnite. They 
/ 
record tensional stress without vertical displacement._ In the Lewis 
Hills, the joints are' pervasive on the microacopic scale (plate 34). 
"'' ~ ; , 
• an\are ~·~!'atially associ~te~ with major fault zones of considerable 
vertical. displacement, perhaps on the order of several tens of metres . 
(fig. 14). 
Phase four -- synclinal folding 
All rocks of the Bay of Islands Complex at Blow Me Down 
MoUntain. including basal aureole lithologies, are folded into a -broad 
- . synclinal warp truncated to the south by volcani~ rocks of the Sims 
Brook structural slice (plate 1) and to the north by the present struc-
.. .. 
tural base of the Blow Me Down slice (Williams, 19l3). The fold ing thus 
/ 
constitutes a late phase of pre- emplacement deformation postdating 
init.ial displacement of the allochthonous ophiolite suite , but predati ng 
allochthon assembly. 
The structure, which has been termed the Round Hill Sync\"ine 
(Willi~, 1981), plunges gently northward; and exposes volcanic rocks 
and deep-marine sedimentary rocks of the ophiolite suite in its core to 
' 
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( 
the north of the map-area. .At Serpentine Lake, the contacts between 
the folded units are everywhere steeply dipping, except near Red Gulch 
Brook, where they have been refolded into a shallowly no~thwest-dipping 
o.cientation (plate 1). The syncline appears, therefore, to be tight 
-in profile as suggested by Will'iams (1973). 
In the Lewis Hills, ;rocks of the Bay of Islands Complex are 
. 
also folded about a major syncl-inal structure tTuncated at depth by 
the present ·tectonic base. of the slice (Karson, 1979). In the map-
. 
. 
area, consistent westward dips of foliation in metamorphic rocks (unit 
llh) at the base of the Lewis Hills ophiol_ite reflect this folding 
episode (fig~ 18). Steeply-dipping contacts between ultramafic rocks 
(unit 12) and gabbro (unit 13) near the northern extent of the Lewis 
Hills massif. (plate 1) may also be a result of th.is f~lding ·event. 
· I 
7. 2. , SYN-EMPLACEMEN~EFORMATION 
Structures related to the Middle Ordovicia~ assembly and 
emplacement of the ,Humber Ann Allochthon (D2) are contained ;l..n 
lower sedimentary slices and 'melange zones of the map-area. The style 
of D2 deformation' varies considerably llcross the map-area, and recotds 
a westwa'I'd propagation "of crustal shortening and imbrication within 
. 
the moving allochthon. The earliest: phase of o2 deformation is marked 
by soft-sedimeQ.t deformation in the form of tight to isoclinal folds 
it\ rQI:ks of the Camp Brook slice, and a predominance of slump lkruct_ures 
iri rocks of the Rope Cove slice. The second phase is marked by develop-
. ~ 
ment .of pervasive c]._,eavage 'in rocks of the Camp Brook slice, and by 
J _ 
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tectonic disruption of parts of the allochthonous sedimentary terrane 
as indicated by melange units Sa and 8b. The disruption also lik.eiy 
., . 
involved portions of the underlying autochthon, as recorded in papautoch-
thonous carbonate rocks of the Serp~ntine Lake slice. 
, . 
Phase one structural telescoping 
West vergent mesoscopi_c folds o~ variable style are collliDOn 
both within the Camp Brook and -Rope Cove structural slices of the map-
area. The folds are typical of those occurring in rocks of the Humber 
Arm Supe·rgroup throughout· the ·extent of tie Humber Arm Alloc hthon. and (. . . 
are thought to record emplacement of the \ ransported .terrane in Middlf .. 
Ordovician (Taconic) time (Williams, 197l~. 
Rocks of the Camp Brook structura\ slice are contorted by 
isoclinal folds cross-cut by penefrative slaty cleavage, together 
sug&estive of progressive uniaxial compression within the more eastward 
portions of the advancing allochthon. Rocks of the Camp Brook slice 
farther west are in contrast deformed .by ubiquitous slump sheets 
~~;_ more typical of surficial . tectonism. In both· slices, n2 structures 
form the first generation .of defor'mation, and these are refolded in 
outcrop by npr~hwest-trendi.ng flexures related to post-emplacement: 
(Acadian) defol'1114tion (D3) • discussed fn section 7.3. , 
Isoclinal fold closures, are preserved throughout the extertt of 
I 
the Camp Brook structural slice. The best exposed examples are found 
. . 
in outcrops with i n and on .either side of Steep Brook, and along the 
course of Camp Brook (pla.te 1), where the inta ct rocks are bounded by 
. 
deeply incised zones of melange (unit Sa). Here, the · folds have 
' 
moderately to steeply southea·st-dipping axfal planes and ove rturned 
' 
. ' , 
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northwest limbs. Artlpl~tudes· and wave.;.lengths vary from several 
centimetres' to a few metres, and thus do not substantially affect 
:~he regional outcrop patterns of the folded units. No axial ' planar 
cleavage_ is associated with the folds, and they appear · to have formed 
by structural telescoping of unconsolidated Humber Arm sediments during 
• 
..... 
assembly of the allochthon. T-he folding' at least in part predates 
melange genesis, since 'fo'lds of simi,lar style are preserved as blocks 
in unit 8b melange along the course of Knights Brook (plate 42). 
The presence of a del(.t ral strike-sl.ip fault along the 
course of Serpentine Brook (plate 1) is implied by three lines of · 
evidence: . (1) .rocks of unit 3 are truncated and juxtaposed across 
Serpentine Brook . to. the south with ro.cks of 'unit 4; (2) north~trending 
melange zones along Steep Brook artd Camp Brook are nowhere present 
within units . 3 and 4 north of Serpentine Brook; and (3) scattered 
outcrops of type 1 (unit 8b) melange along the ·course of Serpentine 
Brook sugg~st tectonic . disruption (see. Chapter 6). Movement along 
the 'fault probably occurred prior .• to or coeval with tectonic disruption 
of the allochthonous sedimentary terrane since. the western limit of 
t:he Camp .Brook slice is. traceable across Serpentine Lake and' appears 
to have suffered no substantial l:ater~l di.splacement: 
In ·the western part of the map-area, folds within the _Camp 
Brook structural slice exhibit . considerable variation in style. Some 
'~ . . . 
"tight· to isoclinal fo~ds similar to those within ' the Camp Brook slice 
are preserved, but thes'e are far .,iutnumbered by disharmonic box folda.' 
and !!lump sheets typical of surficial defottnation.. Altho~gh the sequence 
· . 
, 
I j. 
I 
! 
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is largely intac~. the folded strata commonly grade itto broken 
foimat iori.s contatni.ng bedding-parallel shearing fe.atures such as 
pinch-and-swell structu~e and boudinage (plate 43). The folds ha~e 
generally southeast-dipping axial planes, and are interpreted as open- . 
' ' 
. cast slump sheets (terminology of Corbett, 1973) defotined by gravity 
processes near the leading edge of the' westward moving imbrica.te 
allochthonous stack. 
cleavage genesis and tectonic disruption ? 
o2 folds of the .Camp Brook slice are overprinted by ·a . . · 
pervasi~e slaty cleavage that increases in intensity toward the ea~t ·. ' 
Phase two 
The cleavage is also pronounced in rocks of units Sa and 8b melange, 
' but is absent within rocks of the Rope Cove structural slice. 
o2 folds within the Camp Brook and Rope Cove slices ·have 
axial planes that dip ~gionally toward the southeast at about 80 
. . 
degrees, although a substantial amount of scattei is present in stereo-
graphic plots of fold geometry (~ 19). o2 cleavage that overprints· 
the folded strata in the· Camp Brook slices dips east-southeastward at 
about the same angle: but is mo~lY. oriented on .a regional 
t 
·scale (fig. 20). Both the folds and cleavage are refolded in outcrop 
·' 
'by open,· UJ:~right . folds of post-emp_lacement (D3) a,ge. The cleavage is 
thus interpreted as a product of the later.stages of syn-emplacement 
(D2) ~deformation. 
' 0 
' a Two additional l~es 'of evidence suggest t~at the cleavage is 
... 
a product'' of emplacement-related defQrmation. The~e. are: (1). ~t all 
;. '( ~.·: ... , 
t 
Plate 42. 
Plate 43. 
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Isoclinal recumbent fold in thin-bedded greywacke and 
shale of unit 3. Block in unit 8b melange, Knights Brook. 
Disharmonic slump fold in limestone and shale of unit 5, about 
1 kilometre south of Serpentine River along the coast. Note 
that folded beds are truncated by unfolded but boudinaged 
limestone and black shale. 
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Figure 19. Stereograph_ic ptojections of syn:..emplace ment (D2) fold 
.geometry 1 n . rocks of the Humber Arm Supergroup, Camp Brook and 
- Rope Cove slices. · (a) axial trends; (b) poles to axial surfac £>s. 
34 points. Contours i n 1,6.9,12,15 percent points per one perce~t 
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localities witbirt the Camp Brook slice; the cleavage is oriented sub-
parallel or at low angles to bedding (fig .. 20). If the cleavage were 
_axial planar to post-emplacement (macroscopic, open) folds; then 
bedding-cleavage ang)es wouid likely be greater; ' (~) internally 
deformed blocks of interbedded Humber Arm lithologies in 'melange contain 
cleavage surfaces commonly rotated oblique to the regional trend, thus 
suggesting that development of the cleavage predates or '!JBS coeval with 
disruption of the once in~act sedimentary sequence. 
fk-all localities in the map-:-area' the cleavage dips steeply 
eastward, except near ·the contacts between melange and the higher igneous 
slices. There it grades into parallelism with t-he thrust-bounded bases 
of the slices. This relationship is .reflected in a greater amount of 
statter in the stere~graphic projection of poles to cleavage in rocks 
of the melange zones (fig. 2Qc). 
The clea':'age is best developed in' pelitic rocks of units .] 
and 4 of the Camp Brook slice, but is alsa prominent in argillaceous 
beds within siltstone a~d greywacke sections . . Beds of quartzose s~nd-
stone and conglomerate low in clay content lack cleavage (plate 44) . 
No metamorphism is associated with ~he cleavage, and it apparently 
formed by mechanical rotation of inequant gr~i~s, rather than by 
dynamic recrystall.ization. 
A westward decrease in intensity of the cleavage is marked by 
changes in style. Slaty cleavage in the matrix and blocks of unit Sb 
is more inhomOgeneous and domaioal than iri rocks. farther_ east, In 
clay-rich beds and in the melange matrix, the cleavage surfaces are 
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Figure 20. Stereographic projections of "poles . to bedding .and cleavage 
in .melange and rocks of t he Camp Brook sli~e. ( a ) 56 poles to bedding, 
units ·3 and 4 ofJth e ·camp Brook slice; contours ;f.n 1,3, 7, ~ ,12 percent 
points per one percent area. (b) 20 poles· to slaty ~leavage, units 3 
and 4 of the Camp Brook slice; contours in 1, 10,15,20,2~ percent points 
per one percent area. (c) 49 poles to slaty and phacoigal ' cleavage, 
unit Sb melange; contours· in·l,4,6;8,10 percent points per one percent 
area, 
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Plate 44. 
Plate 45. 
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Slaty cleavage in shale of unit 4 about 1 kilometre west 
of Camp Brook. Sandstone beds lack cleavage~ but contain 
extensional fractures perpendicular to bedding. 
Domainal slaty cleavage in pelitic rocks of unit 6. Cleavage 
is well-defined in shale beds~ but is nearly absent in beds 
of siltstone. Block in unit Sb melange near East Blue Hill 
Brook. 
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discontinuous planar features that separate the ro.cks· into. a sertes 
' ... 
of subparallel microlithons. The cleavage is poorly developed in 
. • .#';' .. ~.-
·~ 
riltstone and greywacke blocks of unit 8b me~ange -~late 45) .. 
Phacoidal cleavage · defined by an anastomosing network · of curviplanar 
cleavage surfaces '(plrte 46)1 characterizes matrix 1.1th?logies in the 
western part of unit Sb. Cleavage in westernmost parts of unit 
8b is of a similar style, but. very poorly developed, and imparts 
/ 
only a weak fabric to the melange matrix (pl~te 40). This weak 
' phacoidal cleavage is of the type that typifies melange zones at 
Humber Arm (e. g. the Companion melange of Williams, 1973) to the north 
of the study area, and ·at Fox Island River to the southwest (e.g. 
Scbillereff, 1980). 
Detachment of parautochthonoua carbonate rocks 
The occurrence of the ~erpentine l;.ake parautochthonous slice 
. -. ·r--·~ 
as a small, unrecrystallized equidimensional.' bOdy surrounded by melange 
a 
suggests that. it is an inte~ral p~rt of the· Humber Arm Aiiochthon, 
incorporated into the stacking order· during allochthon emplacement 
(Chapter 3). Its mechanism of emplacement can be deduced .from three 
factors: (1) its spatial relationship to intact . structural slices ot 
sedimentary rocka; (2)_ its occurrenc'e among•tectonically disruped • 
sedimentary rocks (\lni~ 8b nielabge); and (3) its, internal structure. 
Any model involving detachment of parautochthonous slices 
' during allochthon emplacement would likely involve local uplift of the 
underlying carbonate bank into a morphologically high pos:l,tion. ,r-
phological highs related to flexing of autochthonous rocks are welf 
' } 
. -~ 
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documented in modern subduction-accretion systema, ·(e.g. Dickinson 
. ~ 
and Seely, 197~). and have been postulated as well for the Appalachians 
(i.e. the peripheral bulge of Jacobi, 1981). These zones of uplift • 
. however, lie well in front of th~ advancing imbricate wedge . . Had the 
. ~ 
·Serpentine Lake slice been detached from the peripheral bulge, it 
. 
would likely be preserved at or n~ar the leading edge of the allochthon. 
Thi.s i.s ~!early not the case, since the slice lies' well east df the 
intact Rope Cove structural 
The occurren~e of ' imbricated 
• ! I 
sedimentary rocks of unit 8b melange suggests that its uplift and 
detachment is temporally and spatially related to tectonic disruption 
of the allochthonous ·sedimentary terrane.-
Numerous high-angle faults that . cut rocks of the. Serpentine 
. 
·. -Lake slice and yet are not traceable into the surrounding melange, 
indicate imbrication of 'the autochthon prior to detachment of the 
sl.ice (pl;,lte .1 ;' fig. 3). The faults offset beds 'typical of the Middle 
Ordovician Tableyead Group, and are thus interpreted as recording 
disruption of the autochth~n during assembly and ~estward move,ent of 
the allochthonous wedge above. 
-Restoration of the consistently north-dipp!ng beds to an 
original horizontal position enables the sense of vertical displacement • 
.along the faults to be ' inferred. Conjugate normal faults that juxtapose 
• 
·beds of unit 2 with those of units 1 and la near Serpentine Lake (plate 
1), indicate tensional stress across the collapsing carbonate bank. 
In contrast, a steeply-dipping fault inferred by fossil cont rol near 
j' 
I 
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the southern ex~f the slice has a reversed sense of movement, 
indicative of . compre~ional ·stress. The fault sy'stem therefore appears 
to record imbrication ·and uplift of 'the platformal carbonate terrane . in 
~ ~ 
a horst.-and-graben setting. 
The most .tenable mow f.or the incorporation of the parautoch-
th9nous slice into the stac~ng order of the allochthon based on ·all 
available evidence is as follows: (1) westward. movement 9f allochthonous 
sediments above a master decollement •. accompanied by soft-s~diment 
fo.lding and slumping; (2) localiz~d intense imbrication of .the deforming 
. ' 
sedimentary wedge involving uplift ·of portions of the underlying autoch-
• . n 
. 
thon into. the,. westward moving imbricate wedge; .(3) continued westward 
· movement of the allochthon resulting in uplifted platformal carb~nate 
rocks be.ing sheared from ~he autoch~ho~ous substrat~ and incorporated 
j,ato the deforming transported terrane. ·This sequence of events is. 
illustrated ~chematical!y in -figure 21 • 
• 
7.3. POST-EMPLACEMENT DEFORMATION 
Syn-emplacement folds and cleavage are refolded by open • . 
reclined to •upright folds in all parts of the allochthonous sedimentary . 
.terrane. · OVerprinting relationships in .the map area are observable at 
several localities. _Refolded D2 fold closures outcrop in. stream valleys 
north of Serpentine Brook. and within the ¢curses of . Steep' Brook and 
0 
.Camp &rook farther south. Folded slaty cleavage occurs in outc~ops 
along the course of Camp Brook and along logging · roads about 1 kilo-
t. • . ., 
metre to the west. In the Rope Cove · structural slice, overprinting 
. ;
i 
j , 
I 
Plate 46. 
Plate 47. 
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Phacoidal cleavage in matrix to unit 8b melange. Boudins 
and lenses of limestone lie within the plane of cleavage. 
1 kilometre north of East Blue Hill Brook. 
Open-folded slaty cleavage in pelitic rocks of unit 4 
east of Camp Brook. Intersection lineation is defined by 
cross-cutting of earlier slaty cleavage (D2 ) by cleavage 
axial planar to post-emplacement folds (D3 ). 
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flexing carbonat~ bank 
uplifted' autochthonous rocks 
Rope Cove C~ Brook slice 
\ 
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Figure 21. Schematic model for detachment and transport cif the 
parautochthonous Serpentine Lake slice. (a) flexure and uplift of 
autocbthon during early allochthon,assembly; (b) detachment o f 
parautochthon along basal thrust during imbrication of accretionary 
prism; (c) ~resent configuration. ~ee text for explanation. 
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relationships are well exposed in complexly folded rocks of unit 5 ·· 
along the coast. 
The style and orientation of the post-emplacemtnt folds varies 
considerably from east to west across the map-are?, In· the east, open 
folds have parallel ax :!,a! surfaces that dip steeply east. In "outcrop, 
the folds are, associated with development ot'- an axial-planar cleavage. 
The cleavage is prono'-'nced in pelitic rocks (plate 47), but is absent 
in beds of sandstone; which. contain exteqsional fractures perpendicular 
to the direction of interped slip (p~ate 48). ~ ~ The folds have a slightly 
east ... over-west asymmetry and record crustal 1>hortening after emplacement 
of the allochtpdn. 
' I 
. ·i, 
A secoria . style of post-emplacement fold reorients earlier 
syn-emplacement structures in rocks of units 4 and 8 west of Camp 
. . ' . Brook. The folds are open, reclined to upr'ight, add S}'llllletric . They 
. contain acutely angular closures, ~nd at many localities are chevron 
in style (e.g. plate 49). The folds trend northwestward, plunge 
. 
variably toward the~northwe.st and southeast~ .and marlVthe.. east. limb of 
I I 6 
a macroscopic anticlinal fl~xure, ·the closure of which expo13es . par-
. 0 " 
· autochthonou.s rocks of the Serpentine Lake slice (plate ·1). A 
. .,_ 
system of open-spaced parallel joints · forms axial planar to the folds, 
• 
. 0 . 
. 0 
and near the closure of the flexure grades into a coarsely-spaced 
.. 
fracture cleavage (plate 50) in _rocks . of unit 8b. Tl)~ cleavage is 
traceable into limestone beds of · the parautochthon toward the north, 
-·:. 
and !s "also prominent in Blow-He-Down · lithologies north of Ser-
pentine Lake (plate 1). Shallow-dipping folded contacts betwe en 
·~,.·· -· 
I 
- -- · 
.. 
t 
. iI :. 
4 
· ~ 
} 
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Plate 48. 
Plate 49. 
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Extensional fractures in parallel-folded greywacke beds 
of unit 3, about 500 metres west of Camp Brook. 
Chevron-folded slaty cleavage in pelitic rocks of unit 3 
near Camp Brook. 
Plate 50. 
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Fracture cleavage cross-cutting slaty cleavage in matrix 
to unit 8b melange north of East Blue Hill Brook. Cleavage 
forms axial-planar to northwest-trending post-emplacement 
anticlinal flexure. 
rock units within the Bay of Islands Complex near the southernmost 
extent of the Blow Me Down massif and warping of the Sims Brook slice 
. 
farther west are interpreted as a result of the same D3 folding event. 
Differences in style and orientation of the two types of 
post-emplacement folds suggest that they may define two separate 
generations of D3 tectonism. Their relative timing cannot be estab-
lished~ since overprinting relationships were not observed. Marked 
variations in style and orientation are known elsewhere to occur within 
a single fold generation (see Williams et al.~ 1969)~ and Dubey and Cobbold 
(1977) have documented cases where fold hinge-lines and axial surfaces 
.... . 
• 
/ 
....... w..o~;.~·· • ·---·~ ... :·.· · 
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curve strongly in certain restricted areas. Such a situation ~Y 
exist in the ·map-area, since the relatively rigid igneous rocks of 
the Blow Me Down .and Lewis Hills slices may have acted as buttressesi 
hindering the westward propagation of post-emplacement deformation. 
This interpretation is supported by two lines of evidence: . (1) 
although mesoscopic open ·folds outcrop along the coast in rocks of 
the Rope C_ove slice, the only large-scale closure -is· low-amplitude 
antiformal warping of the base of the Fish Head volcanic slice north 
of Serpentine River (plate l). Nowhere are rocks typical of the 
underlying autochthon exposed ~along the course of Serpentine River. 
The ~3 folds are here apparerit1y of much lower amplitude th~n those 
that expose autoch.thonous carbonate rocks east of the ophiolitic 'slices 
(s_ee · ~i.lli-ams and Godfrey, 19.80a); (2) the struct~ral bases of the 
' . ophio~itic slices are everywhere shallow-dipping (e.g. Williams, 1973; 
farson, 1979) • and ~ust have remained fairly rigid during _poet-:emplacement 
deformational episodes. ·All post-emplacement · folds . of the map-area 
' ' 
may therefore belong to a single o3 generation, their variations in 
style and orientation ~ing att:ributable t:o buttressing effects of the 
' ~ 
higher igneous slices. 
7. 4. I'>EFORMATIONAL AGES 
. The age of dt;:formational events in rocks of the Serpent:ine 
~ · Ia. . 
Lake area can. be inferred on the basis of field relatio_ns and comparisons 
with other aroas of s<ody iri ,fe':~~~~:o~ndland . 
• · : ~ ~; .? 
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Pre-emplacement deformation (D1l 
The age of phase 3 deformation in the higher igneous slices 
haQ been previously determined from isotopic ratios in basal aureole 
rocks of the Bay of Islands Complex. Amphiboles from the aureole to · 
the Bay of Islands · Compl~x at North Arm Mountain have yielded 40Ar/39Ar 
ages of 460± s · m.y. (Dallmeyer and WHU~ms, l975) and 463_.:!: 7 m.y. 
(Archibald and farrar, 1.976). ·rhese cooling ages are thought ' to 
approxu.ate the time of initial db'tacement of the. ophiolite co.,.lex 
(Dallme'yer and Williams, 1975) in krly Ordovician time . 
. I . . 
Phases 1 and 2 of pre~emplacement deformation are impriated 
.// 
on rocks of the Bay o'f Islands and Littl.e Port Complexes, which have 
&a 
been dated at 508 .:!: 5 m.y'. (Mattinson, 1976) and 504 .± 10 in.y. 
(Mattinson, '1975; Williams, \976). ~es;ectively (see Chapter · 5). These . 
ages may be taken, then, as a lower limit to the times of phase 1 and 
phase 2 deformation. The upper limit is indicated by the age of 
... . . . . ~ ... 
phase 3 deformation (above). Mantle tectonism (pha~e 1) and. subsequent ' :• 
transform-fault defol:'mation (phase 2) thus occurred betwe~n 460 and 
' • 
508 million years b. p. (latest Cambrian to Ear1.-y Ordovicil;lll time). 
. . ' ! 
· . Synclinal folding of the Bay of I$lan~s'Complex . (phase 4 of 
. 
D ) pos,tdates 'initial diSplacement since it · also involves the basal 
,, 1 
_metamorphic aureoles. The folding preCia'tes .alloc.4thon asse[bly. h~wever~ ' 
since rocks of the Sims Brook ~lice . are ~affecte'd. . This ]ate stag.e of · -'. 
.. 
pre-emplace~nt deformation thi.!S o~c~;rred between Lower Or<Joviciim arid 
early Middle Or<Jovician time. · 
·. 
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Syn-emelacement deformation (D~ 
Because all formations of the Curling Group are involv.ed in 
syn-emplacement deforuis.tion, the youngeat of theae (i.e. the Blow-Me 
Down ~rook formation) provi<ies a m.altilllUIII 4ge for .the 02 event. :Fauna 
of latest Arenig age have been recovered from Blow-Me-Down Brook ·· 
strata (Stevens, pers. com111. , · 1982), thus providing a lower limit to 
the age of. D2 defo.rmatfon. Flnal ·emplacement of the allochthon is 
stratigraphically dated by the. neoautochthonous Caradocian Long Point 
Group (Bergstrom !!. al., 1974) ,which unconformably overlies deformed 
Humber Arm rocks on the ·port au Port Peninsula. Syn-emplacement 
deformation .in the Serpentine Lake area . is thus interpreted as havirig 
occurr~d dur;lng the Taconic · Orogeny, between Arenigian (late Eari y 
Ordovician) and Caradocian (Middle Ordovician) .time • 
Post-emplacement deformation (D~ 
orhe age of post-emplacement deformation at Serpentine Lake 
. . 
cail be inferred based on comparisons with deformed rocks on the Port 
au Port Peninsula. Here. neoautochthonous <;arbon~·te rocks r~nging in . 
age from Caradocian to Devonia~ are overturned toward the west. Farther 
east toward Ste.phenville. both .autocht honous and allochthonous rocks are 
involved in regional folds with loc!llly, overturne<l west limbs. 
Nearby Carboniferous rocks are unaffected by this phase of folding 
. (Schillereff and Williams. 1979). Thus by analogy with the Stephenville 
area~ post-emplacement deformation in the Serpentine Lake area is i nt.er-
. . . 
· . p reted as t he re.s ul t of De vonian ( Acad ian), oroge n y . 
• 
~· ; 
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CHAPTER 8 
CONCLU~IONS 
Interpretations o-f rock. groups and relationships in stJ;"uctural 
slices and .melange of the .. Humber .ATm Allochtho;n at Serpentine Lake 
(Ch&pters 2-6). together -with the deformational sty1es .. contained 
therein (Chapter 7), provide a basis to 
. . . 
ment of the . e.ntire transported terrane .• 
between the geology of the map-area and 
assess th~ origin
1
. and emplace-
Comparisons can . s be drawn 
that of other well- tudied 
parts of the allochthon, as well as .with the geology_ of other orogenic 
belts and modern subd~ction sysnems. 
\ - . 
. 8. 1.·' PRIMARY CONCLUSIONS OF THIS STUDY ' 
The data and interpret~tions of Chapters 1 through 7 lead to 
the·'following c~nclusions: 
.• 
• (1~ The thi~kness. facies and· sedlmentology of the Humber Ann 
·Supergroup 'at '·serpentine Lake· supports their interpret~tion as a con-
. ·. . . . 
tinental rise-pr~ clastic sequence (~. · g;· Stevens~ 1970; Williams, 
1975). The two lower f~rmations, t~e s~,~uuiaers.ide . and Iri~ht.own Fol'mations 
. . . 
(units 3· and 4 of the Camp Brook sli'ce), were deposited-by erosion of 
;. 
a deformed crystalline terrane a;; indicated by the common ·.occurrence 
•·.. •. 
of strained quartz grains. The stratigra.phically hig~er . Cooks Brook 
~pt1D4tion (unit 5 of the Rope Cove slice), containing thin beds of 
" limes ton~, shale and carbonate breccia. records ero~ion of a carbonate 
" . . 
source at~he mature contipental margin. The overlying Middle Arm 
.. : 
. .' 
"\ 
~-,, 
~ 
.' f, 
•• 
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Point Formation (unit 6) contains abundant 11hale, and . marks a period 
,, 
of relative quiescence preceding a reversal in provenance as indicated 
by rock~ of the Blow-~e-Down :Brook Formation (unit J) • the upper clastic 
uait of the Humbe:r Arm ~upergroup. The Blow-Me-Down Brook Formation 
consists of an eastward coarsening heteroge,neous usemblage of quartz. 
clay. ·amphibole, fe~dspar and mica. ·and records erosion of uplHted 
allochthonous slices from the east. 
(2} Carbonate rocks of the ·Serpentine Lake slice. are 
parautoch'tbonous equivalents of the St. George an<! Table Head Groups, 
and record evolution of the carbonate bank terrane o.f the ancient con-
tinental margin. The upward transition from ~hallow-~ater lime.stone 
and dolostone (unit 1) to de~p-water mass~ve bedded limestone (unit 2) 
supports their int-erpretation as recording _!Jubsidence of the maturing 
ancient c.ontinental margin (e.g. James et al.,. 1979; Levesque, 1977; 
Pratt, 1980) . 
(3) The stratigraphy, petrography and chemistry. of the 
Serpentine River vol canics (unit 10)" indicates that they are tholeiite$, 
probably produced in the same tectonic setting as chemically similar 
$uites of . the Bay of Islands Complex. The rocks were erupted into 
&hallow water, and thus represent a morphologically high portion o f 
an ancient apreadifl& centre. 
( 4) The stratigraphy, petrology and fabric s of the ·Bay of 
Idands ophiolite at Serpentine Lake are in accordance with thei.r 
interpretation as transported oce.anic crust and mantle (e.g. __ Church 
ancl Stevens, 1971; Malpas, 1977) • . 
...... .. 
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~5) Metamorphic rocks-at the stratigr~hic base of the Bay 
of Islands Complex (unit 11) ~ontain minerai phases and deformatiou~l 
styles indicative of a downward decrea~e in temperature and pressure. 
supporting 'theit 1Qterpretation as products of initial displacement and 
early transport of hot ophiolitic ~appes (e.g. Williams a~d Smyth,· 
1973; Jamieson, 1979). At Blow He Down Mountain, discontinuous lenses 
of gabbro . and basalt within the metamorphic section suggest mafic 
igneous protoliths. In the Lewis Hills, abundant quartzofeldspathic 
material and possible relict bedding sugg~st formation in part from a 
s~dimentary pr~lith . . Pervasive jointing and reversals in metamorphic ~ 
grade indicate repetition of the Lewis H~lls sequence across one or 
N-
more high- angle faults. 
(6) Strongly-sheared melange and. broken .formations (unit Sa). 
in the eastern part of the ~p-area tontain . blocks derived · from the 
Humber Arm Supergroup, and delineate tectonic junctions of strike-slip 
. ~ :.If 
and imbricate thrust faults within the Camp Brook structural slice • . 
(7) Extensive melange und~rlying th¢ central part of the 
map-area (unit Sb) contains equant blocks (?f Humt>t;,r Arm lithologies in 
the east. ·and includes carbonate and volcanic blocks toward the · west. 
The rocks · record tectonic_ disruption of a once intact sedimentary 
slice in the eas~ coupled with olistostromal sediment~tion in the 
west. 
(8) Strongly-sheared ophiolitic· melange (unit 8-<;) that occurs 
· .. 
beneath the tectonic ba" es of the. Blow He Down and Lewis Hills structural 
slices coilt.ainJJ ellipsoidal sedimentary and ophiolitic· bloclts, and 
' 
'· 
•· 
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records transport of the igneous slices over the allochthonous 
sedimentary terrane. 
(9) Pre-emplacement deformation (D1) in the map.;.area .is 
confined to the structurally higher slices (i.e, the Blow He Down, 
Lewis Hills and Virgin Mountain slices), and encompasses four distinct 
phases: (i) ductile de format ion associated with the d~veldpment of 
isoclines and mantle tectonite fabrics in ultramafic rocks and gabbro 
of the Bay· of Islands Complex; . . (ii) transform..:fault movement · (e. g. 
Karson and Dewey, 1978), indicated by mylonitic shear zoneA in rocks j 
of the Bay of Islands Complex ~n the Lewis Hills and pervas~ve defor-
mation in rocks of the. Little Port Complex at Coal River Head;· (iii) 
dtsplacement · of hot ophiolitic nappes fro!D a mantle. substrate; . resulting 
in the development of basal metamorphic aureoles at the base o.f t.he 
ophiolite stratigraphy; and· (iv) macroscopic synclinal folding of all 
. __ , 
rocks of the Bay of~lslands Complex ·at Blow Me Down Mountain and the 
Lewis Hills. 
(10) Syn-emplacement deformation is .recorded in sedimentary 
slices and melange of the map-area, and involves three gene~al phases: 
.. . ~/"' . . 
(i) structural telescoping of unconsolidated Humber Arm sediments 
during early allochthon a~sem~ly and emplacement as indicate~ by soft-
sediment deformation in rocks of the Camp Brook and Rope Cove structural 
; slices; (ii) progressive dewatering, continued crustal shortening and 
imb~ication of the sedimentary sequeJ.lce as indicated by melange genesis 
. . I 
. and the development of pervasive cleavage in rru:.,ks of the Camp Brook 
slice; and . (iii) uplift and detachment of parautochthonous carbonate rocks 
1 . of the ·serpentixie Lake slice as indicated by fa.ults within ·the slice and . 
/ 
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its occurrence as an isolated tecton.ic sliver among ~mbricate sedi~~~entary 
rocks of unit 8b melange. 
(11) Post-emplacement deformati9n (D3) in the ,ma~carea 
involved open, flexural-slip folding about north-trending axes in the 
east and n·orthwest-trending axes in the west. c:) 'Ihe fold-~is . rotation 
is thought to reflect buttressing effects or .the highE:r 1-.gneous slices. 
whic_h are only slightly warped near their tectonic bases. • 
(12) Local and regional relationships suggest that D1 defor- • 
mation occurred during the Early Ordovici~n, n2 deform~tio~ betwee~ 
. . 
Medial and Late Ordovician time, and n3 ·defoJ;:matio_n dur:J.ng Acadian · 
(Devonian) -time. 
8. 2. . DLSCUSSION 
Several models for the origin of rocks in the Humber Arm 
Allochthon have been proposed since the advent of .P-}"'te 
. These involve processes related to ~he development df a 
, .. 
tectonics . 
stable contin-
ental margin along the east coast of ancient North America from latest 
. . 
Precambrian to Early Ordovician time, and _the opening of a pr<?to-
Atlantic (Iapetus) Ocean (e.g. Williams, 1975). The destruction of 
' >· 
the continental margin, and emplacement of allochthonous slices, is' 
in most recent publications attributed to processes occurring within 
. an eastward-dipping subductio'n complex related to collision of the 
North American' craton wi~h an extensive. island-arc terrane as repre-
, 
sented by volcanic complexes of the Dunnage Zone toward the east (e.g. 
Malpas and Stevens, 1977~. Such an interpretation is attractive, 
, 
I . 
I 
.; 
f 
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; 
'· 
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_since many geological elementa along the west flank of ·the Newfoundland 
Appalachians fit well with observations of.modern converge~t plate 
. ~ . 
ma~gins where underplating of continental ~rust beneath oceanic 
· lithosphere is weJ.l documented (e.g. Hamilton, 1979; 1-tlore and Karig, 
/ 
1980). 
A tectonic m9~el for the origin and emplacement of the 
Humber Arm A!'lochthon baaed on the conclusions of this and previous 
s~udies is schematically represented in figure 22 • 
. the mature continental margtn in Late Cam't>rian time. Quartzofeldspathic 
I> 
flysch derived from the erosion of rifted Grenvillian basement rocks 
(i.e. · the Summerside and Ii:ishtown Formations) lay east of a shallow-
water carbonate sequence established on the continental shelf. Erosion 
of the carbonate bank is reflected in 'deposition of carbonate flysch 
_, 
(i.e. the Cooks Brook Formation) conformably aboV'e Irishtown lithologies. 
. A divergent plate boundary lay an unknown distance' to the east. The 
width o.f the ancient ocean is not kno,wn, but may= have been as much as 
3000 kilometres (Williams, 1980); 
Plate convergence, and th~ development of an eastward-dipping 
subduction complex by latest. Cambrian time (fig. 22b) • is .indicated by 
is.land::-a~c volcanism in the Dunnage ·zone _'toward the east (e.g~ Strong, 
1977; Williams, 1978). Generation of the Bay of Islands and Little 
Port Complexes, and the Serpentine River volcanics occurred near this 
' / 
point in time. Their site of generation remains enigmatic • . Several ./ 
recent authors (e.g~ Malpas and Stevens, 1977; Karson and Dewey, 1978) 
hav~ malntainec;l ·.that the west Jiewfoundland ophiolites were produt:ed in 
small ocean basins. Thi8 assertion would se'em .in contradiction to 
Williams' (1980) estimation of 1000 ~ilometres as a _ minimum width for 
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· Figure 22. Schematic model for the origin and emplacement of the 
Humber Arm Allochthon. Majpr te<;:tonic elements of . the Serpentine Lake 
area shQWn. - See text for explanation. cb: carbonate bank; lha: . .::-
- lower HumbeJ;' Arm; uha: upper Humber Arm; 01: outer awell; bot.: 
Bay o-f Islands; lp: Little Port; sr: Serpentine Riv~r; mel: melange; 
per~ par~utochthonous carbonate rocks; neo: neoau t ochthon. 
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the Iapetus Ocean. Karson and Dewey (1978) have suggested that the 
Bay of Islands and Little Port Complexes constitu~e erosional remnants 
of a regionally extensive terrane that records rifting nearly perpen~ 
dicular and transform faulting nearly parallel to the ·ancient conti-
nental margin. · A similar situati!=m is known <lo exist in :the Andaman ' 
0 
Sea (Hamilton,- 1979), where oblique Subduction has given . rise to 
anomalous rift-transform orientati~ns near the western ~rsin of 
the Paciftc" Ocean basin, If this analogy is correct, and if the 
L:i.ttle Port Complex once formed the base of the Skinner Cove volcanic 
suite (Baker, 1978).as suggested by Karson and Dewey (1978)~ then . 
the west' N~wfoundland ophiolites may have been0 produced along the 
• margin 'of the Iapetus Ocean at or near the site of island-ar~ 
'<: 
volcanism · {see fig. 22b). .  ' 
Initial displace'\l}ent of the ophi~lites probably occurred 
shortly after their formation, since the production of dynamothermal 
'5' .. 
aureole :t:ocks requires an inherently hot ophiolitic slab (e.g. Malpas, 
·1979). ,. Mafic igneous protoliths suggest displacement of the Blow Me 
Down ophiolite entirely' in the oceanic .tract.· Local sedimentary 
protoliths for the Lewis Hill~ aureole imply that displacement may 
have occurred at or near the continentaimargiri. 
Initial ero~ion of the uplifted allochthonous slices is 
recorded by the deposition of east·erly derived quartzofeldspathic 
' flysch (i.e • . the Blow-Me-Dawn Bro~k Forpation)~ Farther west, 
flexure of the eastw!Td migrating lower. plate resulted in local eros/on 
of' carbonate strata from the outer ~well . (Jacobi, 1981). giving rise t'o 
the ·St. George - Table Head unconformity within the autochthon . 
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By .Early Ordovician t'ime (fig. 22c), mar~ed s.ubsidence o.f 
the contine)ltal margin arid colhpse of the carbonat~ bank terrane is 
indic~ted by carbonate breccia in the middle and upper parts of the 
. . .. . ' 
Table Head Group stratigraphy. Farthe.f east, continued erosiop of the 
'\ . .. ·-
. . ~ 
uplift'ed· slices is indicated•··by deposition of Blow:...Me-Down. Brook 
lithologies until latest Arenig time • . 
Th~ assembly ol slices likely progressed from east to west 
first by imbrication of the upper plate {i.e. · thrusting of ophiolitic 
rocks over the Serpentine lliver volcanics)·, followed by ~e1i.n~ of 
·sedimentary slices from the eastwardly migrating c'oMinen~~l plate. , 
Owing to. the relatively ,restricted occurrence of allochthonous 
.,_ 
ophiolite suites in the transport~d sequence, they may have mov~d 
. . 
. westward over rocks of the underlying sedimentary wedge partly b'f 
gravity slidi~g _as . sugges_ted by Williams (1971). ' The movement is 
. 
recorded in ophiolit;J.c melange (unit 8c) at the tectonic bases of the 
' : 
Blow Me Down and Lewis Hills slices. 
Assembly and movement of the clastic wedge !s recorded. in 
soft-sediment deforination of the Camp Brook and Rope Cove slices. 
· Dewatering of sediments in the east resulted in local imbrication: of 
the Camp Brook slice and pro!!luction of un:\t Sa melange: Intense, 
large-scalE; imbrication farther _west (unit Bb. melange) was -accompanied 
by the uplift . and subsequent detachment · of carbonate strata from , 
. lc : , " 
beneath tlie we~tJ*frd migrating subduction ~ompl~x (fig. 22d). 'f:he 
end of aubductiln and allochthon emplacement by Cilr~docian (mid-t:tiddle 
Ordovician) time -(fig. 2Ze) is indicated by ~a c~aaation of island-arc 
volcanism in the east.~ and the· deposition · of neoautochthonous rocks · ·· 
of the Long fldJnt Group in the west ( e ; g. Willi ailS, 1978). 
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Continued westward tele!Jcoping of the assembled allochthon 
and underlying autochtho_n ·during Devonian time (Fig. 22f) resulted i n 
the development of ~orth-trendlng parallel folds in th~ east,.B:nd 
• 
·northwest-trending _kink folds .proximal to the east sides of the 
·allochthonous ophiolitic slices . Post-tectoni~ isostatic· re8djus t- . 
ment, as a result of crustal thickening in the east . and subsequent 
ero·sion of the upper levels of the allochthon probabl_Y'' accounts in 
part for the present shallow-dipp:lng orientations of t;he allochthonous 
terraneS'. 
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